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GO BEYOND 
THE ORDINARY HOLIDAY.

DUBROVNIK, CROATIA

As the standard in first-class escorted travel, Globus introduces you to the stories behind the world’s most awe-inspiring places. 

■ GREECE & TURKEY
RG 8 days Classical Greece .............................................................. 16
  Classical Greece & Cruise Combinations  ........ SEA CRUISE  18
RK 7 days Iconic Aegean with 3-night cruise ....   TAKE A BREAK  SEA CRUISE  24
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  TAKE A BREAK   When you have just a week to spare, travelling on weekends can be a refreshing escape. Just look for the grey bar on this index.
  UNDISCOVERED   Visit off-the-beaten-path locations and discover the cultural charm and authentic tradition, that can be found in the less-travelled towns  

and landscapes of Europe.

ESCORTED HOLIDAYS

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM

SECLUDED SHORES & SUN-WASHED CITIES.
The Mediterranean’s sapphire seas are sure to lure you in and coax you to stay a while. But beyond the azure 
waters lie the little-known tiny villages, whitewashed and nestled against sandy shores; and the marble-clad 
fortresses and winding courses of turquoise waterfalls—places loved by locals and untouched by the outside 
world. Globus invites you to dive deeper into the blues of the Mediterranean’s secluded seaside towns and 
ancient alleyways. Follow us down sunsoaked streets to discover the places where cities, coasts, and cultures 

connect—places other tours and cruises have yet to discover. No one gets you closer to the undiscovered magic of the Mediterranean. 

GLOBUS PRIVATE TOURING.
Did you know that any Globus European tour package can be enjoyed as a private tour holiday? Designed for 
groups of two to two dozen, Globus European Private Touring offers all of the benefits of group travel for your 
private group. Gather family or friends to experience Europe with a private group tour. Whether you’re club 
members, cousins, best friends, or old buddies, you’ll enjoy all of the expertise and convenient features you’d 
expect from Globus, exclusively for your group. With a dedicated Tour Director, private transportation and 

driver, and professional Local Guides, your Globus Private Tour includes all of the visits and VIP access as our original brochure itinerary, 
without the group tour schedule. 

Simply choose your Globus tour, then let us know that you’re interested in Private Touring. We’ll take care of the rest. For pricing details, 
visit our website.

If you’re ready to see more of the globe—without the rest of the world—it’s time to book a Globus European Private Tour. 
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NO PLANNING,  
HASSLES, OR LINES

BEYOND EXPECTATIONS

NO STRESS. NO WORRIES. NO KIDDING.  
A Globus journey is more than a holiday—it’s an investment in you. To ensure the greatest return on that investment, we plan a hassle-free, 
experience-filled, all-in-one holiday with everything you’d want and expect, including:

SIGHTSEEING & VIP ACCESS 
A Globus tour always includes the major attractions. In fact, 

Globus offers more included features and behind-the-scenes local 
experiences than any other tour operator, plus you get special VIP 
access at the must-see sights. We actually take you inside Europe’s 
most awe-inspiring places—right to the head of the line and through 
the front door. Our itineraries clearly indicate inside visits and special 
features in UPPERCASE.

TOUR DIRECTORS & LOCAL GUIDES
With Globus, you travel in the company of genuine local experts—

Tour Directors and Local Guides who are actually from the region through 
which you’re travelling. All along the way, they share their vast knowledge 
of the areas and can point you in the right direction to help you get the 
most out of your free time.

MEALS 
Food and wine tastings plus traditional meals at local 

restaurants help you experience your destination’s culture through its 
cuisine. Globus tours always include several meals, each featuring 
at least one complimentary glass of regional wine, beer, soft drinks, 
coffee, or tea for an additional taste of local flavour. 

SUPERIOR HOTELS 
Selected for their comfort and beauty, these hotels feature 

twin-bedded rooms with private bath or shower. All hotel and city 
taxes, service charges, and tips for baggage handling are included.

TRANSPORTATION 
Enjoy private, deluxe touring motorcoaches with free Wi-Fi,  

air-conditioning, extra leg room, and emergency restroom; and high-
speed train rides.

New! GlobusGO 
Our free GlobusGO mobile app puts the world at your 

fingertips. Log in to check hotel information and review your itinerary 
up to 45 days prior to your Globus holiday. While travelling, get 
entertainment, sightseeing, dining, and shopping suggestions for each 
destination. With built-in GPS navigation, you’ll have the direction you 
need.

New! GlobusGO BeyondSM

Globus’ exclusive technology transmits ultra-clear commentary 
from your expert Local Guide, so you never miss a fascinating fact 
on tour. Your GlobusGO Beyond device also creates a personal Wi-Fi 
hotspot to connect with your smartphone on the go!  

LOCAL FAVOURITESSM

Globus takes you behind the scenes to spotlight what makes 
each destination unique, introducing you to the local haunts, traditions, 
and flavours.

PLUS… 
Discounts are available for groups, young travellers, triple 

rooms, early bookings, add-a-tour, frequent travellers, and more!

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM
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TRY TRADITIONAL TAPAS

Explore on a four-wheel drive to the 
sand dune of Erg Chebbi on “Spain, 
Portugal & Morocco”—see page 52.

Relax at the Bar Vitelli with a 
Granita and Brioche on “The 
Sicilian”—see page 40. 

Learn to dance the Sirtaki, and 
enjoy a glass of Ouzo in Delphi on 
“Classical Greece”—see page 16.

Enjoy traditional paella on “Spain, 
Portugal & Morocco”—see page 52.

INCLUDED FEATURES. EXCLUSIVE 
EXPERIENCES.

If you’re like most travellers, you want more than to just see your 
destination. You want to see how others live and embrace those 

customs yourself. Globus takes you behind the scenes and off the 
beaten path for hands-on, in-depth local experiences. We call these 
Local Favourites, and we’ve thoughtfully selected them so you can 
experience the Mediterranean like an insider.

To see which Local Favourites are included on each tour, just look for the 
icons on the holiday pages.

BEYOND THE TYPICAL 
WITH LOCAL FAVOURITESSM

NOTE: For operational reasons, Local Favourite venues selected for each 
itinerary may be subject to change.

6 GLOBUSFAMILY.COM



NAXOS PALACE HOTEL, GREECE
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YOUR BAGGAGE IS DELIVERED RIGHT TO YOUR ROOM—TIPS INCLUDEDYOUR BAGGAGE IS DELIVERED RIGHT TO YOUR ROOM—TIPS INCLUDED.
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GREAT HOTELS IN THE HEART  
OF THE ACTION.
You belong in the middle of it all. That’s why we pre-screen and select 
hotels based on their location...plus comfort, attractiveness, and 
cleanliness. No need to read countless and overwhelming online hotel 
reviews. We’ve already reserved the best rooms mere steps from the 
greatest sights. While other tour operators choose hotels outside of your 
dream destinations, our tour accommodations welcome you into the 
heart of the locales of the Mediterranean.

We also know that relaxation is essential at the end of a day of travel 
or sightseeing. The last thing you want to do is wrestle with suitcases 
or stand in line to check in. Our hotel partners and Tour Directors are 
masters at efficient group check-ins while you simply step off your 
motorcoach and relax. (Most hotels have free Wi-Fi in the lobby). Your 
Tour Director hands you your key and arranges baggage delivery right to 
your room. We take care of the porterage gratuity, so no tips required! 

GET CLOSER  
TO YOUR 
DREAMS

WITH THE RIGHT HOTEL LOCATIONS
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IT’S YOUR HOLIDAY. 
ENJOY IT YOUR WAY.

ENJOY DINNER AT A TYPICAL GREEK TAVERNA

ENJOY THE FREEDOM OF CHOICE.
When you holiday, you don’t want every moment scheduled for you. It’s your holiday from everyday life and schedules. You deserve the freedom to 
explore on your own, the time to browse those little shops for the perfect souvenir, and the leisure to relax at a sidewalk café with a glass of wine or 
decadent local pastry. At Globus, we build freedom into every itinerary...so you can make your holiday exactly what you want it to be!

MAKE IT PERSONAL TO YOU WITH MyACCOUNTSM 
Sure, you can stick to the guidebooks and have the same travel experience as everyone else—or you can break out of the box and enjoy the 
destination in a way that’s meaningful to you. MyAccount lets you enhance your tour with creative optional excursions and activities. So, whether 
you’re an art lover, a foodie, a history buff, or have passions that point you in a different direction, you can put your own thumbprint on your trip. 
Maybe you’d like to…

■  Experience the ancient wonders and impressive Greek ruins of 
Ortigia Island with a guided tour and pizza feast at a local pizzeria.

■  Discover the splendours along the Alsace Wine Route on a day 
trip featuring two remarkable wine villages and taste some of the 
finest wines of the region.

■  Travel the Amalfi Drive, known as the most spectacular road 
in Europe, and the winding clifftop road from Sorrento offers 
breathtaking panoramic views at every bend.

■  Experience an unforgettable evening in Lisbon with Portuguese 
cuisine and classic Fado music at a local Casa De Fado in Lisbon.

■  Enter a Moroccan world of 1001 nights with a colourful dinner 
show in Marrakesh.

■  Step back in history with a tour of Seville’s 15th-century gothic 
cathedral to see the breathtaking La Giralda minaret and the 
resting place of Christopher Columbus. 

■  Enjoy a Greek-style 4-course dinner at a traditional Greek taverna 
with folklore show in Athens.

These optional excursions—plus, many more—are available on our 
website. And best of all, you can make your selections, and even 
prepay, in advance online.

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM
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“I’ve always 

dreamed
of doing this.”

“I’ve always 

dreamed
of doing this.”

“I’ve always 

dreamed
of doing this.”

“I’ve always 

dreamed
of doing this.”

12

Discover the  
Mediterranean  

with Cosmos

13GLOBUSFAMILY.COM

TOUR 6670   
The Best of Greece
10 DAYS—PRICED FROM $1,489

TOUR 6660   
Greece & the Aegean Islands Cruise
15 DAYS—PRICED FROM $2,599

TOUR 6610   
New! Athens & 7 Night Idyllic Aegean 
Islands Cruise
11 DAYS—PRICED FROM $2,449

TOUR 6620   
New! Athens & 7 Night Eclectic Aegean 
Islands Cruise
11 DAYS—PRICED FROM $2,449

TOUR 6870   
Sensational Spain 
14 DAYS—PRICED FROM $1,899

TOUR 6890   
New! Madrid & Southern Spain 
10 DAYS—PRICED FROM $1,269

TOUR 6790 
Lisbon, Seville & Madrid 
9 DAYS—PRICED FROM $1,099

TOUR 6820  
The Best of Spain & Portugal 
13 DAYS—PRICED FROM $1,799

TOUR 6830 
Spain, Portugal & Morocco 
16 DAYS—PRICED FROM $2,099

TOUR 6840 UNDISCOVERED    
Mediterranean Flavors 
14 DAYS—PRICED FROM $2,099

TOUR 6740 UNDISCOVERED    
Scenic Slovenia & Croatia
8 DAYS—PRICED FROM $1,499

TOUR 6730 UNDISCOVERED   
New! Discover the Eastern Med 
11 DAYS—PRICED FROM $1,629

TOUR 6700 UNDISCOVERED   
Venice, Slovenia, Croatia & Montenegro
11 DAYS—PRICED FROM $1,699

ADVENTURE IS KNOCKING WITH MEDITERRANEAN HOLIDAYS DESIGNED FOR THE TRUE TRAVELLER

Since sharing the world’s amazing destinations with travellers for more than five 
decades, we know why you travel. We know you’d rather have another night beside 
the blue Mediterranean than a fancy chocolate on your pillow. In 50+ years, we’ve also 
made a few friends along the way by specialising in packaged travel arrangements. 
This relationship with travel partners and suppliers allows us to share the most 
incredible sights in the Mediterranean at the most incredible prices. These fantastic 
Cosmos holidays—and hundreds more around the world—are within reach, starting at 
just $100 per day. It’s just another way Cosmos makes your dream adventure a reality!!

One of the greatest things about a Cosmos escorted tour is the peace of mind it provides. 
We take care of all the details, including transportation, hotels, professional Tour 
Directors, sightseeing with expert Local Guides, and some selected local meals—so you 
can immerse yourself fully in your travel experience! 
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OUR STORY BEGAN OVER 90 YEARS AGO.
When you select a Globus holiday, you’re choosing a company that has defined the way today’s travellers experience the world. It all began on 
a spring day in 1928. While using his family’s rowboat to transport lumber across beautiful Lake Lugano in Switzerland, Antonio Mantegazza 
became inspired to share the stories of his home with others. He soon began transporting tourists instead…and Globus was born.

THE WORLD’S MOST HIGHLY AWARDED TOUR OPERATOR
When you do things the right way for the right reasons, people  
notice. By delivering an outstanding travel experience and focusing 
on our travellers—every time—we’ve earned more accolades than 
any other tour operator.

CARING FOR THE PLACES WE’RE SHARING WITH YOU
Globus family of brands is committed to sustainable travel practices. 
We make it our responsibility to protect the people and places we 
visit and cherish around the world with a range of environmental, 
social, and economic initiatives.  

The Ocean Cleanup 
Help Rid the World’s Oceans of Plastic 
We are proud to announce our partnership with The Ocean Cleanup: a non-
profit organisation focused on ridding the world’s oceans of plastic. When 
you select e-documents over printed travel itineraries, we not only reduce 
paper, plastic use and waste, but also make a financial contribution to The 
Ocean Cleanup to aid in their efforts to clean the world’s oceans. Together, 
we can work to create a cleaner planet.

UNESCO World Heritage 
whc.unesco.org

Tourism Cares   
tourismcares.org

Member Sustainable Travel International   
sustainabletravel.orgTRAVEL INTERNATIONAL

SUSTAINABLE

Travel Weekly Readers’ Choice 
Best Tour Operator, Europe 2016 - 2018 
Best Tour Operator, International 2018 
Best Tour Operator, Escorted Overall 2018

Recommend Magazine Readers’ Choice  
Best Tour Operator, Gold, Europe 2017-2018

TravelAge West WAVE Awards  
Best Tour Operator, Escorted 2009-2018 
Best Escorted Tour Operator, Europe 2018-2019

Travvy Awards 
Best Escorted Tour Operator - Europe (Gold) 2019 
Best Escorted Tour Operator - Family (Gold) 2019 
Best Escorted Tour Operator - Premium (Gold) 2017

®

WE’VE SPENT THE LAST 9 DECADES
PLANNING YOUR HOLIDAY. 

BOOK EARLY & SAVE1

With Globus, planning ahead pays off. Book your 2020 Globus Europe holiday early and save 10% off the land only 
portion of your tour when booked by December 2, 2019, or save 7.5% between December 3, 2019 and January 28, 
2020, or save 5% when booked between January 29, 2020 and April 28, 2020.

SECOND TOUR DISCOUNT 3 
It pays to travel more often! Book two Globus holidays travelling in the same year and receive 5% off the land portion 
of your second or subsequent tour. And if you take three tours, you save 5% on each of your next two. And when you 
book that second or third tour back to back, we’ll even throw in free transfers! 

BIG SAVINGS FOR SMALL GROUPS4 
Travelling with family and friends has always been rewarding, and now the rewards can really pile up. Small groups of 5, 
6, or 7 can save 5% per person off the land-only portion of Globus holidays. And don’t forget: in groups of 8 to 15, one 
person travels at half-price; in a group of 16+, one person travels free; AND FOR GREECE & TURKEY CRUISE & TOUR 
HOLIDAYS, ONE PERSON TRAVELS FREE IN A GROUP AS SMALL AS 10! So, bring others along and multiply the fun—
and the savings! 

YOUNG TRAVELLER DISCOUNTS5 
With Globus, travel is definitely a family affair. Young travellers ages 8-17 receive a 10% discount on the land-only 
portion of their Globus tour. 

TRIPLE ROOM REDUCTION6

You can also save when three people travel together and share accommodations. Refer to the itinerary pages for the 
specific reduction per tour. 

DREAM. BOOK. SAVE.
AT THE GLOBUS FAMILY OF BRANDS, WE’RE ALL ABOUT MAKING TRAVEL EASIER - ON YOU AND YOUR HOLIDAY BUDGET - WITH SAVINGS OPTIONS:

SAVE 5%

SAVE 5%

SAVE  
UP TO 10%

SAVE WHEN  
3 TRAVEL

SAVE  
UP TO 10%

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM 15

SAVE  
UP TO $250

TRAVEL AGAIN AND SAVE MORE!2 
Receive up to a $250 per person travel credit when you travel with the Globus family of brands. Your Welcome 
Back Credit can be used on a 2020 or 2021 Globus, Cosmos, Monograms or Avalon Waterways holiday booked 
and deposited within 2 years of credit issue date and is combinable with most other consumer promotions. It pays 
to travel again with the Globus family of brands!

1  10% per person discount based on the land-only portion of the core tour, not including extra night accommodations, 
extensions, taxes/fees tips, or supplements. Booking must be made, under deposit, and discount applied by 
December 2, 2019, for travel in 2020. Or book between December 3, 2019 and January 28, 2020 to receive a 7.5% 
per person discount. Or book between January 29, 2020 and April 28, 2020 to receive a 5% per person discount. 
Does not apply to Cosmos, Monograms, or Avalon Waterways. Not applicable to Custom Tours or Private Touring. 
Not applicable on Escapes by Globus and 2020 Oberammergau tours. Offer is not combinable with other promotions, 
except the Welcome Back Credit. Offer reliant on space availability. Applies to new 2020 bookings only. Full 
cancellation penalties will apply. Additional restrictions may apply. Offer may be withdrawn at any time.

2  The Welcome Back Credit will be awarded upon completion of Globus family of brands holidays. Credit amount can 
only be applied to the land/cruise or cruise only portion of a new Globus family of brands holiday (excluding Escapes 
by Globus, 2020 Oberammergau, Monograms City Getaways, Cosmos Lite, and Custom/Charter holidays). Credit 
amount is per person and must be redeemed for a future holiday with a deposit within 2 years from date of credit 
issue. Bookings can be made by calling a local representative of the Globus family of brands, or by contacting your 
preferred travel agent. Passenger name or past invoice number is required to redeem the credit. Combinable with all 
applicable consumer promotions except those with any Globus family of brands special discount programs of the 
holiday price. Credit is not redeemable for cash, non-refundable deposit, airfare, transfers, travel insurance, prepaid 
gratuities, pre/post nights, or optional excursions and is non-transferrable. Valid for all participating Globus family of 
brands offices. Additional restrictions may apply.

3   Discount on the land-only portion of core tour, not including extra night accommodations, extensions, taxes/fees, tips, 
and supplements. Does not apply to Cosmos, Monograms, or Avalon Waterways. Multiple tours must travel within 
the same calendar year and must be booked at the same time. Booking must be made, under deposit, and discount 
applied by December 31, 2020. Discount is calculated off the least expensive tour. Discount on the second tour not 

combinable with any other offer, including the Welcome Back Credit. Offer reliant on space availability, and applies 
to new 2020 bookings only. Full cancellation penalties will apply. Not applicable to Custom Tours. Not applicable on 
Escapes by Globus and 2020 Oberammergau tours. Additional restrictions may apply. Free transfer applies when you 
book two consecutive Globus holidays, and transfers you to the starting hotel of the second holiday when it is within 
the same city where your first holiday ends. This also applies when you need extra nights to connect to your second 
holiday and you book them with the Globus family of brands.

4   Travelling party of 5, 6, or 7 must travel from same origination point and must be advised at the time of booking. 
Discount on the land-only portion of core tour, not including extra night accommodations, extensions, taxes/fees, 
tips, and supplements. Booking must be made, under deposit, and discount applied by December 31, 2020, for 
travel in 2020. Does not apply to Cosmos, Monograms, or Avalon Waterways. Not combinable with any other offer or 
discount, except the Welcome Back Credit. Not applicable on Escapes by Globus and 2020 Oberammergau tours. 
Not combinable with other group allowances. Travellers already travelling at a discount, such as children, do not count 
toward the party total. Offer reliant on space availability, and applies to new 2020 bookings only. Full cancellation 
penalties will apply. One free for 10 travellers applicable to select Greece and Turkey tours. Greece and Turkey land 
tours as well as Greece sea cruise-only holidays are not eligible. Additional restrictions may apply.

5   10% off Young Traveller discount based on full land-only cost of the trip. Does not apply to Avalon Waterways. To 
receive the Young Traveller discount, the age of the traveller must qualify at the commencement of travel. Discount is 
applicable to any accommodation. Children under the age of 2 are free of charge on Monograms packages. Additional 
restrictions may apply.

6   Triple Room Reduction available on most Globus tours, but check tour itinerary pages for availability and reduction 
amounts. Also applies to most Monograms packages and select Cosmos Tours—check tour/package Dates & Prices 
for details. Does not apply to Avalon Waterways.
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DAY 5 OLYMPIA–DELPHI.
Pass by the busy seaport of Patras, proceed to mystic Delphi. The 
afternoon is devoted to a fascinating tour of the ancient sanctuary of 
the god Apollo in its dramatic setting on Mount Parnassus. Hear about 
the Oracle and tour the EXCAVATIONS. End the day with a visit to the 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM to admire the Charioteer, an extraordinary 
5th-century BC bronze statue. A highlight this evening is  a DANCE 
LESSON, where you’ll learn how to dance the sirtaki, made famous in the 
movie Zorba the Greek, accompanied by a glass of Ouzo. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 149 mi / 239 km

DAY 6 DELPHI–METEORA AREA. 
Drive past Lamia and Trikala to Kalambaka in the unreal, fantastic 
landscape of Meteora with its rock-top monasteries. Visit VARLAAM 
MONASTERY, famous for its frescoes, and ST. STEPHEN’S 
MONASTERY, featuring a unique collection of icons and an incredible 
panoramic view. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 155 mi / 249 km

DAY 7 METEORA AREA–THERMOPYLAE–ATHENS. 
Today’s highlight is a guided visit to THERMOPYLAE, the site of the 
heroic battle of Leonidas’ 300 doomed Spartans against Xerxes’ huge 
Persian army. On the way back to Athens, your Tour Director will tell you 
about Thebes, the setting of Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex, and Marathon, 
where 10,000 Athenians defeated more than twice that number of 
Persian invaders in 490 BC. Tonight, maybe join an optional dinner at a 
local restaurant. (B)
Today’s Distance: 236 mi / 380 km

DAY 8 ATHENS. 
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. (B)

ADD A SEA CRUISE TO YOUR HOLIDAY

Choose from a selection of 3-, 4-, 
or 7-night sea cruises.

For details, see pages 18-23.

METEORA

CLASSICAL GREECE 
8 DAYS GREECE & TURKEY

LOCAL FAVOURITE   AT YOUR DANCING LESSON IN DELPHI, LEARN THE 
STEPS OF THE SIRTAKI, MADE FAMOUS IN THE MOVIE ZORBA THE GREEK. 

RG

Olympia Nauplia

Epidaurus

Aegean Sea

Arkadian 
Mountains

GREECE

�

Meteora
Area

Delphi

Corinth

Mycenae

Athens

Thermopylae

2

1
1

1

1

1

Add a three- to seven-night sea cruise to your 
holiday; see pages 18-23.

DAY 1 ATHENS, GREECE. 
Welcome to Athens! At 6 pm, meet your travelling companions for a 
welcome drink with your Tour Director.

DAY 2 ATHENS. 
Sightseeing with a Local Guide features a visit to the world-famous 
ACROPOLIS, perched high on a rocky outcrop overlooking the city. 
Here, see the Parthenon, the Erechtheum with its Porch of Maidens, 
and the Temple of Athena Nike. Enjoy a panoramic view that includes 
glimpses of the Temple of Olympian Zeus, Theatre of Dionysus, and 
the beautifully preserved Theseum, where Socrates taught. Later, a city 
orientation tour features the Parliament House and a picture stop at the 
Panathenaic Stadium. Dating back to the 2nd century AD, it is the only 
stadium in the world built entirely of marble, and was host to the opening 
and closing ceremonies of the first modern Olympics in 1896. The rest 
of the day is at leisure. Tonight, perhaps join an optional dinner outing to 
sample local fare. (B)

DAY 3 ATHENS–CORINTH–MYCENAE–EPIDAURUS–NAUPLIA. 
Cross the spectacular Corinth Canal, and visit ANCIENT CORINTH, 
where St. Paul preached. Two highlights today: MYCENAE, where 19th-
century excavations reveal impressions of the splendours so vividly 
described by Homer. Admire the Beehive Tombs, known as the Treasury 
of Atreus; the Lion Gate, Europe’s oldest known monument; the remains 
of Agamemnon’s Royal Palace; the impressive fortifications of the 
Citadel and visit the museum. A short drive brings you to EPIDAURUS 
for a tour of its amazingly well-preserved 2,300-year-old open-air 
theatre. Overnight in nearby Nauplia. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 132 mi / 212 km

DAY 4 NAUPLIA–OLYMPIA. 
Spectacular scenery abounds on the way through the Arkadian 
Mountains. Spend the afternoon in OLYMPIA, where athletes of antiquity 
competed in honour of the king of deities. Learn about the history 
of those original Olympic Games as you walk among the impressive 
remains of the Gymnasium and the Temples of Hera and Zeus. Also visit 
the MUSEUM that displays Praxiteles’ magnificent statue of Hermes. 
Tonight,  enjoy a COOKING DEMONSTRATION and learn how to 
make the traditional Greek tzatziki appetiser. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 112 mi / 181 km

OLYMPIA

CLASSICAL GREECE 8 DAYS

WITH GLOBUS THE DETAILS ARE DONE
You’ll always visit the key sites and enjoy more inclusions; inside 
visits and special features are shown in UPPERCASE in the tour 
description, including admission charges where applicable.  
For standard inclusions, see page 4.

TRIP SCALE Leisurely ■ On the Go

LOCAL FAVOURITES 
Globus has created special experiences that will bring you behind the 
scenes, spotlight the unique stories of your journey, and bring to life 
the local flavour of your destination. Just look for the  icon to see 
what we’ve included for you. 

ALL THIS IS INCLUDED 
■ SIGHTSEEING AND MORE
ATHENS Welcome drink; guided sightseeing, visit the Acropolis
CORINTH Guided visit
MYCENAE Guided visit of the excavations and museum
EPIDAURUS Guided visit of the 2,300-year-old open-air theatre 
OLYMPIA Guided visit of the archaeological site and the museum;  

 learn how to make the traditional Greek tzatziki appetiser
DELPHI Guided visit of the excavations, visit the Archaeological 
Museum;  learn to dance the sirtaki and have a glass of Ouzo
METEORA AREA Guided visit of the Varlaam and  
St. Stephen’s Monasteries
THERMOPYLAE Guided visit
■ HOTELS ATHENS Athens Zafolia (SF), NAUPLIA Amalia (F), 
OLYMPIA Europa (F) or Amalia Olympia (F), DELPHI Amalia (F), 
METEORA AREA Amalia Kalambaka (F) at Kalambaka
■ MEALS Welcome drink in Athens; full buffet breakfast (B) daily;  
4 three-course dinners (D) with wine
■ TRANSPORTATION Motorcoach
■ HEADSETS Throughout the tour
■ FREE WI-FI  available on your motorcoach and in most hotel lobbies

CUSTOMISE YOUR HOLIDAY 
■ EXTRA NIGHTS in Athens
■ EXTEND YOUR HOLIDAY with a 3-, 4-, or 7-night sea cruise
■ MyACCOUNT Personalise your tour ahead of time with additional 
excursions. Visit our website for details and conditions. 

NOTE The above information is also valid for Tours RGK,  
RGH, RGL, RGLS, RGM and RGN.

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM

Departure
Number

End 
Athens

Land
Only

Gratuities per person for Tour Director and Driver: $76
Prices are per person, based on double room 
occupancy.
Single room supplement: $380
Triple room reduction per person: $70

Extra nights before and after your tour may be 
available, please call or visit us online for details 
and prices.

TOUR RG DATES & PRICES  PRICED FROM $1,899US 
8 days from Athens to Athens

0418 Sat 18 Apr Sat 25 Apr 1899
0420 Mon 20 Apr Mon 27 Apr 1999
0424 Fri 24 Apr Fri 01 May 1999
0425 Sat 25 Apr Sat 02 May 1999
0427 Mon 27 Apr Mon 04 May 1999
0501 Fri 01 May Fri 08 May 2019
0502 Sat 02 May Sat 09 May 2019
0504 Mon 04 May Mon 11 May 2019
0508 Fri 08 May Fri 15 May 2019
0509 Sat 09 May Sat 16 May 2019
0511 Mon 11 May Mon 18 May 2019
0515 Fri 15 May Fri 22 May 2019
0516 Sat 16 May Sat 23 May 2019
0518 Mon 18 May Mon 25 May 2019
0522 Fri 22 May Fri 29 May 2019
0523 Sat 23 May Sat 30 May 2019
0525 Mon 25 May Mon 01 Jun 2019
0529 Fri 29 May Fri 05 Jun 2019
0530 Sat 30 May Sat 06 Jun 2019
0601 Mon 01 Jun Mon 08 Jun 2019
0605 Fri 05 Jun Fri 12 Jun 2019
0606 Sat 06 Jun Sat 13 Jun 2019
0608 Mon 08 Jun Mon 15 Jun 2019
0612 Fri 12 Jun Fri 19 Jun 2019
0613 Sat 13 Jun Sat 20 Jun 2019
0615 Mon 15 Jun Mon 22 Jun 2019
0619 Fri 19 Jun Fri 26 Jun 2019
0620 Sat 20 Jun Sat 27 Jun 2019
0622 Mon 22 Jun Mon 29 Jun 2019
0626 Fri 26 Jun Fri 03 Jul 2019
0627 Sat 27 Jun Sat 04 Jul 2019
0629 Mon 29 Jun Mon 06 Jul 2019
0703 Fri 03 Jul Fri 10 Jul 1999
0704 Sat 04 Jul Sat 11 Jul 1999
0706 Mon 06 Jul Mon 13 Jul 1999
0710 Fri 10 Jul Fri 17 Jul 1999
0711 Sat 11 Jul Sat 18 Jul 1999
0713 Mon 13 Jul Mon 20 Jul 1999
0717 Fri 17 Jul Fri 24 Jul 1999
0718 Sat 18 Jul Sat 25 Jul 1999

0720 Mon 20 Jul Mon 27 Jul 1999
0724 Fri 24 Jul Fri 31 Jul 1999
0725 Sat 25 Jul Sat 01 Aug 1999
0727 Mon 27 Jul Mon 03 Aug 1999
0731 Fri 31 Jul Fri 07 Aug 1999
0801 Sat 01 Aug Sat 08 Aug 1999
0803 Mon 03 Aug Mon 10 Aug 1999
0807 Fri 07 Aug Fri 14 Aug 1999
0808 Sat 08 Aug Sat 15 Aug 1999
0810 Mon 10 Aug Mon 17 Aug 1999
0814 Fri 14 Aug Fri 21 Aug 1999
0815 Sat 15 Aug Sat 22 Aug 1999
0817 Mon 17 Aug Mon 24 Aug 1999
0821 Fri 21 Aug Fri 28 Aug 1999
0822 Sat 22 Aug Sat 29 Aug 1999
0824 Mon 24 Aug Mon 31 Aug 1999
0828 Fri 28 Aug Fri 04 Sep 1999
0829 Sat 29 Aug Sat 05 Sep 1999
0831 Mon 31 Aug Mon 07 Sep 2019
0904 Fri 04 Sep Fri 11 Sep 2019
0905 Sat 05 Sep Sat 12 Sep 2019
0907 Mon 07 Sep Mon 14 Sep 2019
0911 Fri 11 Sep Fri 18 Sep 2019
0912 Sat 12 Sep Sat 19 Sep 2019
0914 Mon 14 Sep Mon 21 Sep 2019
0918 Fri 18 Sep Fri 25 Sep 2019
0919 Sat 19 Sep Sat 26 Sep 2019
0921 Mon 21 Sep Mon 28 Sep 2019
0925 Fri 25 Sep Fri 02 Oct 2019
0926 Sat 26 Sep Sat 03 Oct 2019
0928 Mon 28 Sep Mon 05 Oct 2019
1002 Fri 02 Oct Fri 09 Oct 2019
1003 Sat 03 Oct Sat 10 Oct 2019
1005 Mon 05 Oct Mon 12 Oct 2019
1009 Fri 09 Oct Fri 16 Oct 2019
1010 Sat 10 Oct Sat 17 Oct 2019
1012 Mon 12 Oct Mon 19 Oct 2019
1016 Fri 16 Oct Fri 23 Oct 2019
1017 Sat 17 Oct Sat 24 Oct 1999
1019 Mon 19 Oct Mon 26 Oct 1899

Departure
Number

Start 
Athens*

Start 
Athens*

End 
Athens

Land
Only

PRICED FROM $1,270US
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DAYS 1 TO 7 (Fri. to Thu.)
Like Tour RG (see page 16).

DAY 8 ATHENS–PIRAEUS (EMBARKATION)–MYKONOS. (Fri.) 
Arrive in Piraeus, and sail into the deep-blue waters of the Aegean Sea. 
Later, dock at the mountainous island of Mykonos with its characteristic 
windmills and dazzling white houses. Time to wander through narrow 
paved streets before returning on board. (B,L,D)

DAY 9 CRUISING: KUSADASI, TURKEY–PATMOS, GREECE. (Sat.)
Two ports of call today. First, Kusadasi on the Turkish coast. Visit the 
fascinating Greek, Roman, and Byzantine excavations of EPHESUS. 
Next, join an optional excursion to discover the tiny Greek island of 
Patmos, and see the Grotto of the Apocalypse. (B,L,D)

DAY 10 CRUISING: HERAKLION, CRETE–SANTORINI, GREECE. (Sun.) 
First port of call today is Heraklion on Crete. A few miles away is 
KNOSSOS, the centre of the 3000 BC Minoan civilisation. Afternoon 
call (weather permitting) at Santorini, the “Black Pearl of the Aegean.” 
The optional shore excursion takes you to the cliff-top village of Oia 
for one of the world’s most breathtaking panoramas. (B,L,D)

DAY 11 PIRAEUS (DISEMBARKATION)–ATHENS. (Mon.) 
After breakfast on board, disembark at Piraeus and return to Athens. The 
rest of the day is free. (B)

DAY 12 ATHENS. (Tue.) 
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. (B)

All cruise services are provided by Celestyal Cruises. Your cruise ship is 
the Celestyal Olympia. See page 25 for more details.

DAYS 1 TO 7 (Mon. to Sun.)
Like Tour RG (see page 16).

DAY 8 ATHENS–PIRAEUS (EMBARKATION)–MYKONOS. (Mon.)
Arrive in Piraeus, and sail into the deep-blue waters of the Aegean Sea. 
Later, dock at the mountainous island of Mykonos. (B,L,D)

DAY 9 CRUISING: KUSADASI, TURKEY–PATMOS, GREECE. (Tue.)
Two ports of call today. First, Kusadasi on the Turkish coast. Visit the 
fascinating Greek, Roman, and Byzantine excavations of EPHESUS. 
Next, join an optional excursion to discover the tiny Greek island of 
Patmos, and see the Grotto of the Apocalypse. (B,L,D)

DAY 10 CRUISING: RHODES. (Wed.) 
All day is dedicated to the island of RHODES. Explore the sights in 
the historic Old City with its ramparts and palaces built by the Knights 
of St. John during the Crusades. Next is LINDOS with the fabulous 
Temple of Athena. Sail from Rhodes around dinner time. (B,L,D)

DAY 11 CRUISING: HERAKLION, CRETE–SANTORINI, GREECE. (Thu.) 
First port of call today is Heraklion on Crete. An optional excursion to 
Knossos, the centre of the 3000 BC Minoan civilisation, is available. 
Afternoon call (weather permitting) at Santorini, the “Black Pearl of the 
Aegean.” The optional shore excursion takes you to the cliff-top village 
of Oia for one of the world’s most breathtaking panoramas. (B,L,D)

DAY 12 PIRAEUS (DISEMBARKATION)–ATHENS. (Fri.) 
After breakfast on board, disembark at Piraeus and return to Athens. (B)

DAY 13 ATHENS. (Sat.) 
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. (B)

All cruise services are provided by Celestyal Cruises. Your cruise ship is 
the Celestyal Olympia. See page 25 for more details.
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CLASSICAL GREECE 
PLUS 3-NIGHT CRUISE ICONIC AEGEAN

GROTTO OF THE APOCALYPSE, PATMOS
RHODES HARBOUR
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CLASSICAL GREECE 
PLUS 4-NIGHT CRUISE ICONIC AEGEAN  GREECE & TURKEY  

DELPHI

Cruise itinerary subject to change.
Cruise itinerary subject to change.

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM

Gratuities per person for Tour Director and Driver on 
land portion: $76
Prices are per person, based on double room occupancy.
Extra nights before and after your tour may be 
available, please call or visit us online for details 
and prices.
Cruise Details:
The above prices are per person in category IB twin 
inside cabin.
Port Taxes $129 & Gratuities $30 to service 
personnel on board the ship are included in the 
Globus price.

Gratuities for Cruise Host included in the Globus price.
Supplement per person to outside cabin XB: $125
Supplement for single room on land and single 
occupancy in inside cabin IB: $650; in outside cabin 
XB: $810
Reduction for triple room on land and triple 
occupancy in inside cabin IB: $150
Reduction for triple room on land and triple 
occupancy in outside cabin XB: $85
Cabin assignments and meal seatings are 
determined during the tour prior to boarding.

TOUR RGK DATES & PRICES  PRICED FROM $3,169US

12 days from Athens to Athens including 3-night cruise

0424 Fri 24 Apr Tue 05 May 3169
0501 Fri 01 May Tue 12 May 3259
0508 Fri 08 May Tue 19 May 3259
0515 Fri 15 May Tue 26 May 3259
0522 Fri 22 May Tue 02 Jun 3259
0529 Fri 29 May Tue 09 Jun 3259
0605 Fri 05 Jun Tue 16 Jun 3259
0612 Fri 12 Jun Tue 23 Jun 3259
0619 Fri 19 Jun Tue 30 Jun 3259
0626 Fri 26 Jun Tue 07 Jul 3259
0703 Fri 03 Jul Tue 14 Jul 3239
0710 Fri 10 Jul Tue 21 Jul 3239
0717 Fri 17 Jul Tue 28 Jul 3239

0724 Fri 24 Jul Tue 04 Aug 3239
0731 Fri 31 Jul Tue 11 Aug 3239
0807 Fri 07 Aug Tue 18 Aug 3239
0814 Fri 14 Aug Tue 25 Aug 3239
0821 Fri 21 Aug Tue 01 Sep 3239
0828 Fri 28 Aug Tue 08 Sep 3359
0904 Fri 04 Sep Tue 15 Sep 3359
0911 Fri 11 Sep Tue 22 Sep 3359
0918 Fri 18 Sep Tue 29 Sep 3359
0925 Fri 25 Sep Tue 06 Oct 3259
1002 Fri 02 Oct Tue 13 Oct 3259
1009 Fri 09 Oct Tue 20 Oct 3259
1016 Fri 16 Oct Tue 27 Oct 3169

Departure
Number

Departure
Number

Start 
Athens*

Start 
Athens*

End 
Athens

End 
Athens

Land/
Cruise

Land/
Cruise

Gratuities per person for Tour Director and Driver on 
land portion: $76
Prices are per person, based on double room occupancy.
Extra nights before and after your tour may be 
available, please call or visit us online for details 
and prices.
Cruise Details:
The above prices are per person in category IB twin 
inside cabin.
Port Taxes $169 & Gratuities $40 to service 
personnel on board the ship are included in the 
Globus price.

Gratuities for Cruise Host included in the Globus price.
Supplement per person to outside cabin XB: $172
Supplement for single room on land and single 
occupancy in inside cabin IB: $700; in outside cabin 
XB: $915
Reduction for triple room on land and triple 
occupancy in inside cabin IB: $160
Reduction for triple room on land and triple 
occupancy in outside cabin XB: $80
Cabin assignments and meal seatings are 
determined during the tour prior to boarding.

TOUR RGH DATES & PRICES  PRICED FROM $3,399US 
13 days from Athens to Athens including 4-night cruise

0420 Mon 20 Apr Sat 02 May 3399
0427 Mon 27 Apr Sat 09 May 3499
0504 Mon 04 May Sat 16 May 3549
0511 Mon 11 May Sat 23 May 3549
0518 Mon 18 May Sat 30 May 3549
0525 Mon 25 May Sat 06 Jun 3549
0601 Mon 01 Jun Sat 13 Jun 3549
0608 Mon 08 Jun Sat 20 Jun 3549
0615 Mon 15 Jun Sat 27 Jun 3549
0622 Mon 22 Jun Sat 04 Jul 3549
0629 Mon 29 Jun Sat 11 Jul 3549
0706 Mon 06 Jul Sat 18 Jul 3529
0713 Mon 13 Jul Sat 25 Jul 3529
0720 Mon 20 Jul Sat 01 Aug 3529

0727 Mon 27 Jul Sat 08 Aug 3529
0803 Mon 03 Aug Sat 15 Aug 3529
0810 Mon 10 Aug Sat 22 Aug 3529
0817 Mon 17 Aug Sat 29 Aug 3529
0824 Mon 24 Aug Sat 05 Sep 3529
0831 Mon 31 Aug Sat 12 Sep 3669
0907 Mon 07 Sep Sat 19 Sep 3669
0914 Mon 14 Sep Sat 26 Sep 3669
0921 Mon 21 Sep Sat 03 Oct 3669
0928 Mon 28 Sep Sat 10 Oct 3549
1005 Mon 05 Oct Sat 17 Oct 3549
1012 Mon 12 Oct Sat 24 Oct 3549
1019 Mon 19 Oct Sat 31 Oct 3479

Departure
Number

Departure
Number

Start 
Athens*

Start 
Athens*

End 
Athens

End 
Athens

Land/
Cruise

Land/
Cruise
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DAYS 1 TO 7 (Sat. to Fri.)
Like Tour RG (see page 16).

DAY 8 ATHENS–PIRAEUS (EMBARKATION). (Sat.)
Head for Piraeus, where you will sail into the deep-blue waters of the 
Aegean Sea. (B,D)

DAY 9 CRUISING: KUSADASI, TURKEY. (Sun.)
Port of call today: Kusadasi on the Turkish coast. Visit the fascinating 
Greek, Roman, and Byzantine excavations of EPHESUS. (B,L,D)

DAY 10 CRUISING: RHODES. (Mon.)
Today is dedicated to the island of RHODES. Explore the historic OLD 
TOWN with its ramparts and palaces builit by the Knights of St. John 
during the Crusades. Next is LINDOS wiht the fabulous Temple of 
Athena. (B,L,D)

DAY 11 CRUISING: HERAKLION, CRETE. (Tue.) 
Dock at Heraklion on the island of Crete. A few miles away is KNOSSOS, 
the centre of the 3000-BC Minoan civilisation and the setting for the 
legend of Greek hero Theseus and the Minotaur. (B,L,D)

DAY 12 CRUISING: SANTORINI. (Wed.)
This morning, call at Santorini (weather permitting), the “Black Pearl of 
the Aegean.”  The  optional shore excursion takes you to the cliff-top 
village of Oia for one of the world’s most breathtaking panoramas. (B,L,D)

DAY 13 CRUISING: MILOS–MYKONOS. (Thu.)
First port of call today is the volcanic island of Milos, known as the 
“Island of Colours” for its spectacular colourful rock formations. 
The island is most famous for its ancient statue of Aphrodite—the 
world-famous Venus de Milo, which is on permanent display in 
Paris’ Louvre. Milos is also renowned for its magnificent beaches, 
picturesque villages, and catacombs that are older than Rome’s. This 
afternoon sail to Mykonos, and arrive in the early evening. (B,L,D)

DAY 14 AT LEISURE ON MYKONOS. (Fri.) 
A whole day to do just as you please. Relax in the sun on one of the 
beautiful golden sandy beaches or take a short boat ride to see the 
archaeological ruins on the nearby island of Delos, a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site. Inhabited since the 3rd millennium BC, Delos was known 
in ancient times as a sacred sanctuary and, later, as the birthplace of the 
twin gods Apollo and Artemis. (B,L,D)

DAY 15 PIRAEUS (DISEMBARKATION)–ATHENS. (Sat.) 
After breakfast on board, disembark at Piraeus and return to Athens. 
Tonight, you may wish to join an optional dinner at a local restaurant. (B)

DAY 16 ATHENS. (Sun.) 
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. (B)

All cruise services are provided by Celestyal Cruises. Your cruise ship is 
the Celestyal Crystal. See page 21 for more details.
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CLASSICAL GREECE 
PLUS 7-NIGHT CRUISE IDYLLIC AEGEAN 
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Cruise itinerary subject to change.

CLASSICAL GREECE PLUS 7-NIGHT 
CRUISE ECLECTIC AEGEAN GREECE & TURKEY

DAYS 1 TO 7 (Sat. to Fri.)
Like Tour RG (see page 16).

Day 8 ATHENS–PIREAUS (EMBARKATION). (Sat.)
Head to the port city of Pireaus, where your cruise ship awaits to whisk 
you into the crystal-blue waters of the Aegean Sea. (B,D)

Day 9 CRUISING: ISTANBUL, TURKEY. (Sun.)
This afternoon, arrive in Istanbul, founded as Byzantium more than  
2,500 years ago. Catch glimpses of Topkapi Palace, residence of the Ottoman 
sultans in the 15th century; Sultan Ahmed I’s Blue Mosque, a masterpiece of 
Islamic architecture; and Hagia Sophia, symbol of Istanbul. (B,L,D)

Day 10 ISTANBUL. (Mon.)
Another full day to experience this mesmerising gateway between the 
Orient and the Occident. A private tender boat will take you on your 
included CRUISE on the Bosphorus strait that divides Europe and Asia. 
Then back to dry land to stroll around the SPICE MARKET. Join a shore 
excursion to complete your visit in Istanbul. Your ship departs in the 
early evening. (B,L,D)

Day 11 CRUISING: CANAKKALE. (Tue.)
Enter the Dardanelles Strait and dock at Canakkale in northwestern 
Turkey. Choose from exciting optional excursions to learn about this 
strategic area which boasts Troy and Gallipoli, where wars have been 
waged throughout the centuries. (B,L,D)

Day 12 CRUISING: VOLOS, GREECE. (Wed.)
Back in Greece, explore lively Volos, the enchanting area where mythology’s 
centaur Chiron taught heroes such as Jason, leader of the Argonauts. You 
might enjoy visiting the archaeological museum, home to superb collections 
from the Neolithic, Hellenistic, and Byzantine eras. (B,L,D) 

Day 13 CRUISING: HERAKLION, CRETE. (Thu.)
Discover Crete, the largest of the Greek islands. With an expert guide, 
visit KNOSSOS, centre of the 3000-BC Minoan civilisation. Stroll through 
the frescoed palace ruins with its ties to mythology’s King Minos and the 
terrifying half-man/half-bull Minotaur imprisoned in the labyrinth. (B,L,D)

Day 14 CRUISING: SANTORINI, GREECE–MYKONOS. (Fri.)
Visit two ports today. First (weather permitting) is SANTORINI, the “Black 
Pearl of the Aegean.” Don’t miss the included excursion to clifftop 
Oia, dramatically perched on the sheer side of the island’s caldera. 
With its brilliant whitewashed buildings, striking blue-domed roofs, 
and breathtaking views, this is Greece at its iconic best. Later, dock at 
Mykonos, where you’re greeted by the charming collection of windmills. 
Time to wander the narrow, shop-lined streets or to relax at a shaded 
taverna before returning to your ship. (B,L,D)

Day 15 PIRAEUS (DISEMBARKATION)–ATHENS. (Sat.)
After breakfast on board, disembark for a final day in Athens. Tonight is 
your chance to join an optional dinner outing to try the local fare. (B) 

Day 16 ATHENS. (Sun.)
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. (B)

All cruise services are provided by Celestyal Cruises.

THE ERECHTHEUM, ATHENS
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LOCAL FAVOURITE   ENJOY A COOKING DEMONSTRATION AND 
LEARN HOW TO MAKE THE TRADITIONAL GREEK TZATZIKI APPETISER.

 CELESTYAL CRYSTAL   Gross tons: 25,611; 9 passenger decks; 
fully air-conditioned; swimming pool; gift shop; 476 staterooms with 
private facilities; beauty salon; sauna; spa and fitness centre. 
The Celestyal Crystal features various restaurants and dining areas, 
duty-free shop, and bars. 

Cruise itinerary subject to change.

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM

Gratuities per person for Tour Director and Driver on land 
portion: $76
Prices are per person, based on double room occupancy.
Extra nights before and after your tour may be available, 
please call or visit us online for details and prices.

Cruise Details:
The above prices are per person in category IB twin 
inside cabin.
Port Taxes $289 & Gratuities $70 to service personnel on 
board the ship are included in the Globus price.

Gratuities for Cruise Host included in the Globus price.
Supplement per person to outside cabin XB: $244
Supplement for single room on land and single 
occupancy in inside cabin IB: $862; 
in outside cabin XB: $1160
Reduction for triple room on land and triple occupancy in 
inside cabin IB: $160
Reduction for triple room on land and triple occupancy in 
outside cabin XB: $60
Cabin assignments and meal seatings are determined 
during the tour prior to boarding.

TOUR RGLS DATES & PRICES  PRICED FROM $4,159US 
16 days from Athens to Athens including 7-night cruise

0418 Sat 18 Apr Sun 03 May 4159
0425 Sat 25 Apr Sun 10 May 4189
0502 Sat 02 May Sun 17 May 4229

1003 Sat 03 Oct Sun 18 Oct 4199
1010 Sat 10 Oct Sun 25 Oct 4199
1017 Sat 17 Oct Sun 01 Nov 4159

Departure
Number

Departure
Number

Start 
Athens*

Start 
Athens*

End 
Athens

End 
Athens

Land
Only

Land
Only

Gratuities per person for Tour Director and Driver on 
land portion: $76
Prices are per person, based on double room 
occupancy.
Extra nights before and after your tour may be 
available, please call or visit us online for details 
and prices.
Cruise Details:
The above prices are per person in category IB twin 
inside cabin.
Port Taxes $289 & Gratuities $70 to service 
personnel on board the ship are included in the 
Globus price.

Gratuities for Cruise Host included in the Globus price.
Supplement per person to outside cabin XB: $258
Supplement for single room on land and single 
occupancy in inside cabin IB: $878; in outside cabin 
XB: $1215
Reduction for triple room on land and triple 
occupancy in inside cabin IB: $195
Reduction for triple room on land and triple 
occupancy in outside cabin XB: $85
Cabin assignments and meal seatings are 
determined during the tour prior to boarding.

TOUR RGL DATES & PRICES  PRICED FROM $4,149US 
16 days from Athens to Athens including 7-night cruise

0509 Sat 09 May Sun 24 May 4149
0516 Sat 16 May Sun 31 May 4199
0523 Sat 23 May Sun 07 Jun 4199
0530 Sat 30 May Sun 14 Jun 4389
0606 Sat 06 Jun Sun 21 Jun 4389
0613 Sat 13 Jun Sun 28 Jun 4389
0620 Sat 20 Jun Sun 05 Jul 4389
0627 Sat 27 Jun Sun 12 Jul 4389
0704 Sat 04 Jul Sun 19 Jul 4369
0711 Sat 11 Jul Sun 26 Jul 4369
0718 Sat 18 Jul Sun 02 Aug 4369

0725 Sat 25 Jul Sun 09 Aug 4559
0801 Sat 01 Aug Sun 16 Aug 4559
0808 Sat 08 Aug Sun 23 Aug 4559
0815 Sat 15 Aug Sun 30 Aug 4559
0822 Sat 22 Aug Sun 06 Sep 4479
0829 Sat 29 Aug Sun 13 Sep 4389
0905 Sat 05 Sep Sun 20 Sep 4389
0912 Sat 12 Sep Sun 27 Sep 4389
0919 Sat 19 Sep Sun 04 Oct 4389
0926 Sat 26 Sep Sun 11 Oct 4199

Departure
Number

Departure
Number

Start 
Athens*

Start 
Athens*

End 
Athens

End 
Athens

Land/
Cruise

Land/
Cruise
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CLASSICAL GREECE 
PLUS GREEK ISLAND ADVENTURE GREECE & TURKEY

DAYS 1 TO 7 (Sat. to Fri.)
Like Tour RG (see page 16).

Day 8 ATHENS–HERAKLION, CRETE. (Sat.)
Transfer to the airport for your flight to Crete, the largest of the Greek islands. 
Later, dinner at a local restaurant awaits!  (B,D)

DAY 9 HERAKLION. (Sun.)
Today, discover Heraklion on a walking tour and see the legendary 
churches, fountains, monuments, and the LION SQUARE. Stop in 
a typical bougatsa pastry shop to taste  the traditional bougatsa. 
An optional excursion to Knossos, centre of the 3000-BC Minoan 
civilisations and to the archaeological museum is available. (B)

Day 10 HERAKLION–NAXOS, GREECE. (Mon.)
Hop aboard a high-speed ferry this morning and cruise north across 
the Sea of Crete to the island of Naxos, inhabited continuously since 
the 4th millennium BC. Influenced over the centuries by the Greeks, 
Byzantines, Venetians, and Franks, the pretty port town is a showcase 
of cobblestone alleys lined with whitewashed houses and Venetian 
castles. Guided sightseeing shows you the highlights, including a visit 
to the ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM to see artifacts from all periods of 
Naxos’ long and fascinating history. Follow your guide to a local kafenio 
to taste the famous citrus spoon desert (B,D)

Day 11 NAXOS. (Tue.)
The entire day is free to enjoy this lush, green island. You could spend 
time shopping for souvenirs; sampling the locally produced olives, 
grapes, figs, and citrus fruit; checking out the ancient Greek ruins; or 
heading to the beach for a refreshing dip in the sparkling waters of 
the Aegean! (B)

Day 12 NAXOS–PAROS. (Wed.)
This morning, a short ride on a high-speed ferry delivers you to Paros. 
The island was historically known for its fine white marble. Visit the 
4th-century PANAGIA EKATONTAPILIANI, the “Church of a Hundred 

Doors,” founded by Constantine the Great’s mother, St. Helen, during 
her pilgrimage to the Holy Land. This evening, savour Greek specialties 
at a local restaurant. (B,D)

Day 13 PAROS–PIRAEUS–ATHENS. (Thu.)
After breakfast, board the ferry back to Athens. During your final day in 
this glorious city, you could catch up on some last-minute shopping or 
explore more of the city on your own. Tonight, how about an optional 
dinner at a local restaurant? (B)

Day 14 ATHENS. (Fri.)
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. (B)

See pages 34-35 for more details.

NAXOS

CLASSICAL GREECE 
PLUS ISLAND HOPPER 
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DAYS 1 TO 7
Like Tour RG (see page 16).

DAY 8 ATHENS–PIRAEUS/RAFINA (EMBARKATION)–MYKONOS.
This morning head for the port of Piraeus or Rafina. Around 7:30 am, 
sail into the deep-blue waters of the Aegean Sea. Later, dock at the 
mountainous island of Mykonos, where mythology’s Hercules defeated 
and killed the giants. Here, characteristic windmills, swaying palm and 
eucalyptus trees, and dazzling white Cycladic architecture greet you. 
At a local restaurant this evening, sample local specialties, like louza 
loukaniko (sausage) and kopanisti (peppery goat cheese), then mingle 
with the locals at a quaint taverna or take a bus to the main square of 
Mando Mavrogenous. (B,D)

DAY 9 MYKONOS. 
The island of Mykonos is one of the most characteristic of the Cyclades and 
has retained its timeless beauty. Walk through the network of narrow streets 
and see the Church of Agia Kiriaki, renowned for its beautiful icons. Also  
taste a traditional Mykonian dessert, Amygdalota. Stroll around the town’s 
waterfront in search of Petros the Pelican, the island’s celebrated mascot. 
Afternoon at leisure to relax or for individual activities. (B)

DAY 10 AT LEISURE ON MYKONOS. 
Enjoy the entire day to do just as you please. Relax in the sun on one of 
the beautiful golden sandy beaches or take a short boat ride to see the 
archaeological ruins on the nearby island of Delos, a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site. Inhabited since the 3rd millennium BC, Delos was known 
in ancient times as a sacred sanctuary and, later, as the birthplace of the 
twin gods, Apollo and Artemis. (B)

DAY 11 MYKONOS–SANTORINI. 
Today, board a high-speed EXPRESS FERRY and sail to Santorini 
(Thera), the stunning “Black Pearl of the Aegean”—according to some, 
the site of the legendary lost continent of Atlantis. Tonight, enjoy a 
traditional Greek meal. (B,D)

DAY 12 SANTORINI. 
Spend the morning getting acquainted with the history and creation 
of Santorini. Stroll along the cobblestone streets and enjoy the local 
atmosphere.  Taste traditional Ouzo. Later, maybe relax in one of the 
many cafés, or why not take an optional excursion to the cliff-top village 
of Oia for one of the world’s most breathtaking panoramas? (B) 

DAY 13 AT LEISURE ON SANTORINI. 
Colourful, sun-soaked beaches, stunning views, and tastings at famous 
local wineries are yours for discovering in your free time today, or join an 
optional excursion. (B)

DAY 14 SANTORINI–ATHENS. 
Transfer to the airport for your flight to Athens. (B)

DAY 15 ATHENS. 
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. (B) 

See pages 32-33 for more details.

LOCAL FAVOURITE   IN SANTORINI, TASTE TRADITIONAL OUZO.

EPIDAURUS

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM

Gratuities per person for Tour Director and Driver 
on land portion: $76
Gratuities per person for Tour Director on Island 
Hopper: $58
Prices are per person, based on double room occupancy.

Single room supplement: $660
Triple room reduction per person: $120
Extra nights before and after your tour may be 
available, please call or visit us online for details 
and prices.

TOUR RGN DATES & PRICES  PRICED FROM $3,199US 
14 days from Athens to Athens

0425 Sat 25 Apr Fri 08 May 3199
0502 Sat 02 May Fri 15 May 3299
0509 Sat 09 May Fri 22 May 3299
0516 Sat 16 May Fri 29 May 3299
0523 Sat 23 May Fri 05 Jun 3299
0530 Sat 30 May Fri 12 Jun 3329
0606 Sat 06 Jun Fri 19 Jun 3329
0613 Sat 13 Jun Fri 26 Jun 3329
0620 Sat 20 Jun Fri 03 Jul 3329

0627 Sat 27 Jun Fri 10 Jul 3339
0704 Sat 04 Jul Fri 17 Jul 3329
0711 Sat 11 Jul Fri 24 Jul 3429
0718 Sat 18 Jul Fri 31 Jul 3429
0822 Sat 22 Aug Fri 04 Sep 3349
0829 Sat 29 Aug Fri 11 Sep 3319
0905 Sat 05 Sep Fri 18 Sep 3319
0912 Sat 12 Sep Fri 25 Sep 3319
0919 Sat 19 Sep Fri 02 Oct 3199

Departure
Number

Departure
Number

Start 
Athens*

Start 
Athens*

End 
Athens

End 
Athens

Land
Only

Land
Only

Gratuities per person for Tour Director and Driver 
on land portion: $113; on Island Hopper: $73
Prices are per person, based on double room occupancy.
Single room supplement: $900-$1400

Triple room reduction per person: $140
Extra nights before and after your tour may be available, 
please call or visit us online for details and prices.

TOUR RGM DATES & PRICES  PRICED FROM $3,659US 
15 days from Athens to Athens

0424 Fri 24 Apr Fri 08 May 3659
0427 Mon 27 Apr Mon 11 May 3769
0501 Fri 01 May Fri 15 May 3769
0504 Mon 04 May Mon 18 May 3769
0508 Fri 08 May Fri 22 May 3769
0511 Mon 11 May Mon 25 May 3769
0515 Fri 15 May Fri 29 May 3769
0518 Mon 18 May Mon 01 Jun 3769
0522 Fri 22 May Fri 05 Jun 3769
0525 Mon 25 May Mon 08 Jun 3869
0529 Fri 29 May Fri 12 Jun 3939
0601 Mon 01 Jun Mon 15 Jun 3939
0605 Fri 05 Jun Fri 19 Jun 3939
0608 Mon 08 Jun Mon 22 Jun 3939
0612 Fri 12 Jun Fri 26 Jun 3939
0615 Mon 15 Jun Mon 29 Jun 3939
0619 Fri 19 Jun Fri 03 Jul 3939
0622 Mon 22 Jun Mon 06 Jul 3989
0626 Fri 26 Jun Fri 10 Jul 4099

0629 Mon 29 Jun Mon 13 Jul 4099
0703 Fri 03 Jul Fri 17 Jul 4099
0706 Mon 06 Jul Mon 20 Jul 4099
0710 Fri 10 Jul Fri 24 Jul 4159
0713 Mon 13 Jul Mon 27 Jul 4159
0717 Fri 17 Jul Fri 31 Jul 4159
0720 Mon 20 Jul Mon 03 Aug 4159
0807 Fri 07 Aug Fri 21 Aug 4159
0821 Fri 21 Aug Fri 04 Sep 4099
0824 Mon 24 Aug Mon 07 Sep 4039
0828 Fri 28 Aug Fri 11 Sep 4039
0831 Mon 31 Aug Mon 14 Sep 4039
0904 Fri 04 Sep Fri 18 Sep 4039
0907 Mon 07 Sep Mon 21 Sep 4039
0911 Fri 11 Sep Fri 25 Sep 4039
0914 Mon 14 Sep Mon 28 Sep 3829
0918 Fri 18 Sep Fri 02 Oct 3829
0921 Mon 21 Sep Mon 05 Oct 3829
0925 Fri 25 Sep Fri 09 Oct 3769

Departure
Number

Departure
Number

Start 
Athens*

Start 
Athens*

End 
Athens

End 
Athens

Land
Only

Land
Only
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OLIVE HARVEST

Aegean Sea

TURKEY

GREECE

Piraeus Mykonos

Santorini

Patmos

Kusadasi
EphesusAthens

CreteHeraklion
Knossos

3

21

DAY 1 ARRIVE IN ATHENS, GREECE. (Wed.)
Welcome to Athens! At 6 pm, meet your Globus Host and travelling 
companions for a welcome drink.

DAY 2 ATHENS. (Thu.) 
Sightseeing with a Local Guide features a visit to the world-famous 
ACROPOLIS, perched high on a rocky outcrop overlooking the city. 
Here, see the Parthenon, the Erechtheum with its Porch of Maidens, 
and the Temple of Athena Nike. Enjoy a panoramic view that includes 
glimpses of the Temple of Olympian Zeus, Theatre of Dionysus, and 
the beautifully preserved Theseum, where Socrates taught. Later, a city 
orientation tour features the Parliament House and a picture stop at the 
Panathenaic Stadium. Built in the 2nd century AD, it is the only stadium in 
the world built entirely of marble, and was host to the opening and closing 
ceremonies of the first modern Olympics in 1896. The rest of the day is at 
leisure. How about a Greek dinner tonight? Your local host knows where 
to find local fare and entertainment reminiscent of Zorba the Greek. (B)

DAY 3 ATHENS–PIRAEUS (EMBARKATION)–MYKONOS. (Fri.) 
This morning, head for Piraeus, where you will sail into the deep-blue waters 
of the Aegean Sea. Later, dock at the mountainous island of Mykonos with 
its characteristic windmills and dazzling white houses. Time to wander at 
whim through narrow paved streets before returning on board. (B,L,D)

DAY 4 CRUISING: KUSADASI, TURKEY–PATMOS, GREECE. (Sat.)
Two ports of call today. First, Kusadasi on the Turkish coast. Visit the 
fascinating Greek, Roman, and Byzantine excavations of EPHESUS. Next, 
discover the tiny Greek island of Patmos, where St. John the Divine wrote 
the Revelation. Chance to see the Grotto of the Apocalypse. (B,L,D)

DAY 5 CRUISING: HERAKLION, CRETE–SANTORINI, GREECE. (Sun.) 
First port of call today is Heraklion on Crete. A few miles away is 
KNOSSOS, the centre of the 3000-BC Minoan civilisation. Afternoon call 
(weather permitting) at Santorini, the “Black Pearl of the Aegean.” The 
optional shore excursion takes you to the cliff-top village of Oia for one of 
the world’s most breathtaking panoramas. (B,L,D)

DAY 6 PIRAEUS (DISEMBARKATION)–ATHENS. (Mon.) 
After breakfast on board, disembark at Piraeus and return to 
Athens. Tonight is your chance to join an optional dinner at a local 
restaurant. (B)

DAY 7 ATHENS. (Tue.) 
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. (B)

All cruise services are provided by Celestyal Cruises.

ICONIC AEGEAN 
7 DAYS WITH 3-NIGHT CRUISE GREECE & TURKEY

 CELESTYAL OLYMPIA   Gross tons: 37,584; 10 passenger decks; fully 
air-conditioned; swimming pool; gift shop; 724 staterooms with private 
facilities; beauty salon; sauna; spa and fitness centre. 
The Celestyal Olympia features various restaurants and dining areas, 
duty-free shop, and bars.

EPHESUS

KNOSSOS

Cruise itinerary subject to change.

ICONIC AEGEAN
7 DAYS WITH 3-NIGHT CRUISE

WITH GLOBUS THE DETAILS ARE DONE
You’ll always visit the key sites and enjoy more inclusions; inside visits 
and special features are shown in UPPERCASE in the tour description, 
including admission charges where applicable.  
For standard inclusions, see page 4.

TAKE A BREAK  TRIP SCALE Leisurely ■ On the Go

ALL THIS IS INCLUDED 
■ SIGHTSEEING AND MORE
ATHENS Welcome drink; guided sightseeing, visit the Acropolis
CRUISING Three-night cruise with ports of call at Mykonos, Kusadasi 
(Turkey), Patmos, Heraklion (Crete), Santorini (weather permitting)
INCLUDED SHORE EXCURSIONS Kusadasi: ancient Ephesus, 
Heraklion: Minoan Palace of Knossos
■ HOTELS ATHENS Wyndham Grand Hotel (SF)
■ MEALS Welcome drink; full buffet breakfast (B) in Athens and full 
à-la-carte breakfasts, lunches, and dinners (B,L,D) while cruising
■ TRANSPORTATION Cruise ship
■ HEADSETS Available on shore excursions

CUSTOMISE YOUR HOLIDAY 
■ EXTRA NIGHTS in Athens
■ MyACCOUNT Personalise your tour ahead of time with additional 
excursions. Visit our website for details and conditions.

■ CRUISE DETAILS Rotation of ports of call may vary for congestion 
reasons at certain ports with or without prior notice.
Cabin categories: 
• Inside cabin (category IB) 
• Outside cabin (category XB)
All cabins with two lower beds and private shower and toilet.
Full entertainment program on board.
Included drink package: selection of non-alcoholic & alcoholic drinks.
Globus Host service throughout the cruise.
Please ask your Travel Consultant for cruise ship details. At time of 
printing, the ship scheduled to depart for the cruise portion of your 
holiday is the Celestyal Olympia, operated by Celestyal Cruises. 
Certain departures may be operated by other Celestyal Cruises ships 
of similar standard.

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM

The above prices are per person in category IB twin 
inside cabin.
Port Taxes $129 & Gratuities $30 to service 
personnel on board the ship are included in the 
Globus price.
Gratuities for Cruise Host are included in the 
Globus price.
Supplement per person to outside cabin XB: $125
Supplement for single room on land and single 
occupancy in inside cabin IB: $450; 
in outside cabin XB: $610

Reduction for triple room on land and triple 
occupancy in inside cabin IB: $85
Reduction for triple room on land and triple 
occupancy in outside cabin XB: $30
Cabin assignments and meal seatings are 
determined during the tour prior to boarding.
Extra nights before and after your tour may be 
available, please call or visit us online for details 
and prices.

TOUR RK DATES & PRICES  PRICED FROM $1,969US 
7 days from Athens to Athens

0429 Wed 29 Apr Tue 05 May 2099
0506 Wed 06 May Tue 12 May 2129
0513 Wed 13 May Tue 19 May 2129
0520 Wed 20 May Tue 26 May 2129
0527 Wed 27 May Tue 02 Jun 2129
0603 Wed 03 Jun Tue 09 Jun 2129
0610 Wed 10 Jun Tue 16 Jun 2129
0617 Wed 17 Jun Tue 23 Jun 2129
0624 Wed 24 Jun Tue 30 Jun 2129
0701 Wed 01 Jul Tue 07 Jul 2129
0708 Wed 08 Jul Tue 14 Jul 2129
0715 Wed 15 Jul Tue 21 Jul 2129
0722 Wed 22 Jul Tue 28 Jul 2129

0729 Wed 29 Jul Tue 04 Aug 2129
0805 Wed 05 Aug Tue 11 Aug 2129
0812 Wed 12 Aug Tue 18 Aug 2129
0819 Wed 19 Aug Tue 25 Aug 2129
0826 Wed 26 Aug Tue 01 Sep 2129
0902 Wed 02 Sep Tue 08 Sep 2219
0909 Wed 09 Sep Tue 15 Sep 2219
0916 Wed 16 Sep Tue 22 Sep 2219
0923 Wed 23 Sep Tue 29 Sep 2219
0930 Wed 30 Sep Tue 06 Oct 2049
1007 Wed 07 Oct Tue 13 Oct 2049
1014 Wed 14 Oct Tue 20 Oct 1999
1021 Wed 21 Oct Tue 27 Oct 1969

Departure
Number

Departure
Number

Start 
Athens*

Start 
Athens*

End 
Athens

End 
Athens

Land
Only

Land
Only
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DAY 1 ARRIVE IN ATHENS, GREECE. (Sat.)
Welcome to Athens! At 6 pm, meet your Globus Host and travelling 
companions for a welcome drink.

DAY 2 ATHENS. (Sun.)
Sightseeing with a Local Guide features a visit to the world-famous 
ACROPOLIS, perched high on a rocky outcrop overlooking the city. 
Here, see the Parthenon, the Erechtheum with its Porch of Maidens, 
and the Temple of Athena Nike. Enjoy a panoramic view that includes 
glimpses of the Temple of Olympian Zeus, Theatre of Dionysus, and 
the beautifully preserved Theseum, where Socrates taught. Later, a city 
orientation tour features the Parliament House and a picture stop at the 
Panathenaic Stadium. Built in the 2nd century AD, it is the only stadium 
in the world built entirely of marble, and was host to the opening and 
closing ceremonies of the first modern Olympics in 1896. The rest of 
the day is at leisure. How about a Greek dinner tonight? Your local host 
knows where to find local fare and entertainment reminiscent of Zorba 
the Greek. (B)

DAY 3 ATHENS–PIRAEUS (EMBARKATION)–MYKONOS. (Mon.)
This morning, head for Piraeus, where you will sail into the deep-
blue waters of the Aegean Sea. Later, dock at the mountainous 
island of Mykonos with its characteristic windmills, and dazzling 
white houses. Time to wander at whim through narrowly paved 
streets lined with trendy boutiques and shady tavernas before 
returning on board. (B,L,D)

KUSADASI

Aegean Sea

Rhodes

Crete

TURKEY

GREECE

Mykonos

Santorini

Heraklion
Knossos

Lindos

Patmos

Kusadasi
Ephesus

�

Piraeus

Athens

4

2 1

DAY 4 CRUISING: KUSADASI, TURKEY–PATMOS, GREECE. (Tue.)
Two ports of call today. First, Kusadasi on the Turkish coast. Visit the 
fascinating Greek, Roman, and Byzantine excavations of EPHESUS. Next, 
discover the tiny Greek island of Patmos, and join an optional excursion to 
see the Grotto of the Apocalypse. (B,L,D)

DAY 5 CRUISING: RHODES. (Wed.) 
All day is dedicated to the island of RHODES. Explore the sites in the 
historic Old City with its ramparts and palaces built by the Knights of  
St. John during the Crusades. Visit LINDOS with Athena’s temple. Rhodes’ 
sun-drenched public beaches and colourful shopping districts are within 
easy walking distance of the port. Sail from Rhodes around dinnertime. 
(B,L,D)

DAY 6 CRUISING: HERAKLION, CRETE–SANTORINI. (Thu.) 
First port of call today is Heraklion on Crete. An optional excursion to 
Knossos, the centre of the 3000 BC Minoan civilisation, is available. 
Afternoon call (weather permitting) at Santorini, the “Black Pearl of the 
Aegean.” The optional shore excursion takes you to the cliff-top village of 
Oia for one of the world’s most breathtaking panoramas. (B,L,D)

DAY 7 PIRAEUS–ATHENS (DISEMBARKATION). (Fri.) 
After breakfast on board, disembark at Piraeus and return to Athens. The 
remainder of the day is free to catch up on last-minute shopping. Enjoy an 
optional dinner at a local restaurant. (B)

DAY 8 ATHENS. (Sat.) 
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. (B)

All cruise services are provided by Celestyal Cruises.

ICONIC AEGEAN 
8 DAYS WITH 4-NIGHT CRUISE GREECE & TURKEY

 CELESTYAL OLYMPIA   Gross tons: 37,584; 10 passenger decks; 
fully air-conditioned; swimming pool; gift shop; 724 staterooms with 
private facilities; beauty salon; sauna; spa and fitness centre. 
The Celestyal Olympia features various restaurants and dining areas, 
duty-free shop, and bars.OLD TOWN, RHODES

HERAKLION
Cruise itinerary subject to change.

ICONIC AEGEAN
8 DAYS WITH 4-NIGHT CRUISE

WITH GLOBUS THE DETAILS ARE DONE
You’ll always visit the key sites and enjoy more inclusions; inside visits 
and special features are shown in UPPERCASE in the tour description, 
including admission charges where applicable.  
For standard inclusions, see page 4.

 TAKE A BREAK  TRIP SCALE Leisurely ■ On the Go 

ALL THIS IS INCLUDED 
■ SIGHTSEEING AND MORE
ATHENS Welcome drink; guided sightseeing, visit the Acropolis
CRUISING Four-night cruise with ports of call at Mykonos, 
Kusadasi (Turkey), Patmos, Rhodes, Heraklion (Crete), Santorini 
(weather permitting)
INCLUDED SHORE EXCURSIONS Kusadasi: ancient Ephesus, 
Rhodes: visit Lindos
■ HOTELS ATHENS Radisson Blu Park (SF)
■ MEALS Welcome drink; full buffet breakfast (B) in Athens and full 
à-la-carte breakfasts, lunches, and dinners (B,L,D) while cruising
■ TRANSPORTATION Cruise ship
■ HEADSETS Available on shore excursions

CUSTOMISE YOUR HOLIDAY 
■ EXTRA NIGHTS in Athens
■ MyACCOUNT Personalise your tour ahead of time with additional 
excursions. Visit our website for details and conditions.

■ CRUISE DETAILS Rotation of ports of call may vary for congestion 
reasons at certain ports with or without prior notice.
Cabin categories: 
• Inside cabin (category IB) 
• Outside cabin (category XB)
All cabins with two lower beds and private shower and toilet.
Full entertainment program on board.
Included drink package: selection of non-alcoholic & alcoholic drinks.
Globus Host service throughout the cruise.
Please ask your Travel Consultant for cruise ship details. At time of 
printing, the ship scheduled to depart for the cruise portion of your 
holiday is the Celestyal Olympia, operated by Celestyal Cruises. 
Certain departures may be operated by other Celestyal Cruises ships 
of similar standard.

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM

Departure
Number

Land
Only

The above prices are per person in category IB twin 
inside cabin.
Port Taxes $169 & Gratuities $40 to service 
personnel on board the ship are included in the 
Globus price.
Gratuities for Cruise Host are included in the Globus price.
Supplement per person to outside cabin XB: $172
Supplement for single room on land and single 
occupancy in inside cabin IB: $474; 
in outside cabin XB: $699

Reduction for triple room on land and triple 
occupancy in inside cabin IB: $100
No reduction for triple room on land and triple 
occupancy in outside cabin XB.
Cabin assignments and meal seatings are 
determined during the tour prior to boarding.
Extra nights before and after your tour may be 
available, please call or visit us online for details 
and prices.

TOUR RH DATES & PRICES  PRICED FROM $2,259US 
8 days from Athens to Athens

0425 Sat 25 Apr Sat 02 May 2259
0502 Sat 02 May Sat 09 May 2399
0509 Sat 09 May Sat 16 May 2399
0516 Sat 16 May Sat 23 May 2399
0523 Sat 23 May Sat 30 May 2399
0530 Sat 30 May Sat 06 Jun 2399
0606 Sat 06 Jun Sat 13 Jun 2399
0613 Sat 13 Jun Sat 20 Jun 2399
0620 Sat 20 Jun Sat 27 Jun 2399
0627 Sat 27 Jun Sat 04 Jul 2399
0704 Sat 04 Jul Sat 11 Jul 2399
0711 Sat 11 Jul Sat 18 Jul 2399
0718 Sat 18 Jul Sat 25 Jul 2399
0725 Sat 25 Jul Sat 01 Aug 2399

0801 Sat 01 Aug Sat 08 Aug 2399
0808 Sat 08 Aug Sat 15 Aug 2399
0815 Sat 15 Aug Sat 22 Aug 2399
0822 Sat 22 Aug Sat 29 Aug 2399
0829 Sat 29 Aug Sat 05 Sep 2399
0905 Sat 05 Sep Sat 12 Sep 2519
0912 Sat 12 Sep Sat 19 Sep 2519
0919 Sat 19 Sep Sat 26 Sep 2519
0926 Sat 26 Sep Sat 03 Oct 2519
1003 Sat 03 Oct Sat 10 Oct 2339
1010 Sat 10 Oct Sat 17 Oct 2339
1017 Sat 17 Oct Sat 24 Oct 2299
1024 Sat 24 Oct Sat 31 Oct 2259

Departure
Number

Start 
Athens*

Start 
Athens*

End 
Athens

End 
Athens

Land
Only
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DAY 1 ARRIVE IN ATHENS, GREECE. (Thu.)
Welcome to Athens! At 6 pm, meet your Globus Host and travelling 
companions for a welcome drink.

DAY 2 ATHENS. (Fri.)
Sightseeing with a Local Guide features a visit to the world-famous 
ACROPOLIS, perched high on a rocky outcrop overlooking the city. Here, 
see the Parthenon, the Erechtheum with its Porch of Maidens, and the 
Temple of Athena Nike. Enjoy a panoramic view that includes glimpses 
of the Temple of Olympian Zeus, Theatre of Dionysus, and the beautifully 
preserved Theseum, where Socrates taught. Later, a city orientation tour 
features the Parliament House and a picture stop at the Panathenaic 
Stadium. Built in the 2nd century AD, it is the only stadium in the 
world built entirely of marble, and was host to the opening and closing 
ceremonies of the first modern Olympics in 1896. The rest of the day is at 
leisure. How about a Greek dinner tonight? Your local host knows where 
to find local fare and entertainment reminiscent of Zorba the Greek. (B)

Day 3 ATHENS–PIREAUS (EMBARKATION). (Sat.)
Today, head to the port city of Pireaus, where your cruise ship awaits to 
whisk you into the crystal-blue waters of the Aegean Sea. (B,D)

DAY 4 CRUISING: KUSADASI, TURKEY. (Sun.)
Port of call today: Kusadasi on the Turkish coast. Visit the fascinating 
Greek, Roman, and Byzantine excavations of EPHESUS. (B,L,D)GREEK FOODATHENS GUARDS

Aegean Sea

GREECE
TURKEY

Piraeus Mykonos

Kusadasi

Santorini

Athens

Milos

12

Ephesus

Heraklion
Knossos

Rhodes

Lindos

DAY 5 CRUISING: RHODES. (Mon.)
Today is dedicated to the island of RHODES. Explore the historic 
OLD TOWN with its ramparts and palaces built by the Knights of  
St. John during the Crusades. Next is LINDOS with the fabulous 
Temple of Athena. (B,L,D)

DAY 6 CRUISING: HERAKLION, CRETE. (Tue.) 
Dock at Heraklion on the island of Crete. A few miles away is KNOSSOS, 
the centre of the 3000-BC Minoan civilisation and the setting for the 
legend of Greek hero Theseus and the Minotaur. (B,L,D)

DAY 7 CRUISING: SANTORINI. (Wed.)
This morning, call at Santorini (weather permitting), the “Black Pearl 
of the Aegean”. The optional shore excursion takes you to the cliff-top 
village of Oia for one of the world’s most breathtaking panoramas. (B,L,D)

DAY 8 CRUISING: MILOS–MYKONOS. (Thu.)
First port of call today is the volcanic island of Milos, known as the 
“Island of Colours” for its spectacular colourful rock formations. 
The island is most famous for its ancient statue of Aphrodite—the 
world-famous Venus de Milo, which is on permanent display in 
Paris’ Louvre. Milos is also renowned for its magnificent beaches, 
picturesque villages, and catacombs that are older than Rome’s. This 
afternoon sail to Mykonos, and arrive in the early evening. (B,L,D)

DAY 9 AT LEISURE ON MYKONOS (Fri.) 
A whole day to do just as you please. Relax in the sun on one of the 
beautiful golden sandy beaches or take a short boat ride to see the 
archaeological ruins on the nearby island of Delos, a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site. Inhabited since the 3rd millennium BC, Delos was known 
in ancient times as a sacred sanctuary and, later, as the birthplace of the 
twin gods Apollo and Artemis. (B,L,D)

DAY 10 PIRAEUS (DISEMBARKATION)–ATHENS. (Sat.) 
After breakfast on board, disembark at Piraeus and return to Athens. 
Tonight is your chance to join an optional dinner at a local restaurant. (B)

DAY 11 ATHENS. (Sun.) 
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. (B)

All cruise services are provided by Celestyal Cruises.

IDYLLIC AEGEAN 
11 DAYS WITH 7-NIGHT CRUISE GREECE & TURKEY

 CELESTYAL CRYSTAL   Gross tons: 25,611; 9 passenger decks; 
fully air-conditioned; swimming pool; gift shop; 476 staterooms with 
private facilities; beauty salon; sauna; spa and fitness centre. 
The Celestyal Crystal features various restaurants and dining areas, 
duty-free shop, and bars. 

MILOS

MYKONOS

Cruise itinerary subject to change.

IDYLLIC AEGEAN
11 DAYS WITH 7-NIGHT CRUISE

WITH GLOBUS THE DETAILS ARE DONE
You’ll always visit the key sites and enjoy more inclusions; inside visits 
and special features are shown in UPPERCASE in the tour description, 
including admission charges where applicable.  
For standard inclusions, see page 4.

TRIP SCALE Leisurely ■ On the Go

ALL THIS IS INCLUDED 
■ SIGHTSEEING AND MORE
ATHENS Welcome drink; guided sightseeing, visit the Acropolis
CRUISING Seven-night cruise with ports of call at Kusadasi 
(Turkey), Rhodes (Greece), Heraklion (Crete), Santorini (weather 
permitting), Milos, Mykonos 
INCLUDED SHORE EXCURSIONS Santorini: clifftop village Oia 
(weather permitting), Heraklion: Minoan Palace of Knossos, Kusadasi: 
ancient Ephesus
■ HOTELS ATHENS Wyndham Grand Hotel (SF)
■ MEALS Welcome drink; full buffet breakfast (B) in Athens and full 
à-la-carte breakfasts, lunches, and dinners (B,L,D) while cruising
■ TRANSPORTATION Cruise ship
■ HEADSETS Available on shore excursions

CUSTOMISE YOUR HOLIDAY 
■ EXTRA NIGHTS in Athens
■ MyACCOUNT Personalise your tour ahead of time with additional 
excursions. Visit our website for details and conditions.

■ CRUISE DETAILS Rotation of ports of call may vary for congestion 
reasons at certain ports with or without prior notice.
Cabin categories: 
• Inside cabin (category IB) 
• Outside cabin (category XB)
All cabins with two lower beds and private shower and toilet.
Full entertainment program on board.
Included drink package: selection of non-alcoholic & alcoholic drinks.
Globus Host service throughout the cruise.
Please ask your Travel Consultant for cruise ship details. At time of 
printing, the ship scheduled to depart for the cruise portion of your 
holiday is the Celestyal Crystal, operated by Celestyal Cruises. Certain 
departures may be operated by other Celestyal Cruises ships of 
similar standard.

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM

The above prices are per person in category IB 
twin inside cabin.
Port Taxes $289 & Gratuities $70 to service 
personnel on board the ship are included in the 
Globus price.
Gratuities for Cruise Host are included in the 
Globus price.
Supplement per person to outside cabin XB: $260
Supplement for single room on land and single 
occupancy in inside cabin IB: $680; 
in outside cabin XB: $1010

Reduction for triple room on land and triple 
occupancy in inside cabin IB: $145
Reduction for triple room on land and triple 
occupancy in outside cabin XB: $25
Cabin assignments and meal seatings are 
determined during the tour prior to boarding.
Extra nights before and after your tour may be 
available, please call or visit us online for details 
and prices.

TOUR RL DATES & PRICES  PRICED FROM $2,969US 
11 days from Athens to Athens

0514 Thu 14 May Sun 24 May 2969
0521 Thu 21 May Sun 31 May 2999
0528 Thu 28 May Sun 07 Jun 2999
0604 Thu 04 Jun Sun 14 Jun 3189
0611 Thu 11 Jun Sun 21 Jun 3189
0618 Thu 18 Jun Sun 28 Jun 3189
0625 Thu 25 Jun Sun 05 Jul 3189
0702 Thu 02 Jul Sun 12 Jul 3189
0709 Thu 09 Jul Sun 19 Jul 3189
0716 Thu 16 Jul Sun 26 Jul 3189
0723 Thu 23 Jul Sun 02 Aug 3189

0730 Thu 30 Jul Sun 09 Aug 3369
0806 Thu 06 Aug Sun 16 Aug 3369
0813 Thu 13 Aug Sun 23 Aug 3369
0820 Thu 20 Aug Sun 30 Aug 3369
0827 Thu 27 Aug Sun 06 Sep 3339
0903 Thu 03 Sep Sun 13 Sep 3189
0910 Thu 10 Sep Sun 20 Sep 3189
0917 Thu 17 Sep Sun 27 Sep 3189
0924 Thu 24 Sep Sun 04 Oct 3189
1001 Thu 01 Oct Sun 11 Oct 2999

Departure
Number

Departure
Number

Start 
Athens*

Start 
Athens*

End 
Athens

End 
Athens

Land
Only
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DAY 1 ARRIVE IN ATHENS, GREECE. (Thu.)
Welcome to Athens! At 6 pm, meet your Globus Host and travelling 
companions for a welcome drink.

DAY 2 ATHENS. (Fri.)
Sightseeing with a Local Guide features a visit to the world-famous 
ACROPOLIS, perched high on a rocky outcrop overlooking the city. 
Here, see the Parthenon, the Erechtheum with its Porch of Maidens, 
the Temple of Athena Nike, and enjoy a panoramic view that includes 
glimpses of the Temple of Olympian Zeus, Theatre of Dionysus, and 
the beautifully preserved Theseum, where Socrates taught. Later, a city 
orientation tour features the Parliament House and a picture stop at the 
Panathenaic Stadium. Built in the 2nd century AD, it is the only stadium 
in the world built entirely of marble, and was host to the opening and 
closing ceremonies of the first modern Olympics in 1896. The rest of 
the day is at leisure. How about a Greek dinner tonight? Your local host 
knows where to find local fare and entertainment reminiscent of Zorba 
the Greek. (B)

Day 3 ATHENS–PIREAUS (EMBARKATION). (Sat.)
Today head to the port city of Pireaus, where your cruise ship awaits to 
whisk you into the crystal-blue waters of the Aegean Sea. (B,D)

Day 4 CRUISING: ISTANBUL, TURKEY. (Sun.)
This afternoon, arrive in Istanbul, founded as Byzantium more than  
2,500 years ago. Catch glimpses of Topkapi Palace, residence of the Ottoman 
sultans in the 15th century; Sultan Ahmed I’s Blue Mosque, a masterpiece of 
Islamic architecture; and Hagia Sophia, symbol of Istanbul. (B,L,D)

Day 5 ISTANBUL. (Mon.)
Another full day to experience this mesmerising gateway between the 
Orient and the Occident. A private tender boat will take you on your 

included CRUISE on the Bosphorus strait that divides Europe and Asia. 
Then back to dry land to stroll around the SPICE MARKET. Join a shore 
excursion to complete your visit in Istanbul. Your ship departs in the 
early evening. (B,L,D)

Day 6 CRUISING: CANAKKALE. (Tue.)
Enter the Dardanelles Strait and dock at Canakkale in northwestern 
Turkey. Choose from exciting optional excursions to learn about 
this strategic area which boasts Troy and Gallipoli, where wars have 
been waged throughout the centuries. (B,L,D)

Day 7 CRUISING: VOLOS, GREECE. (Wed.)
Back in Greece, explore lively Volos, the enchanting area where 
mythology’s centaur Chiron taught heroes such as Jason, leader of 
the Argonauts. You might enjoy visiting the archaeological museum, 
home to superb collections from the Neolithic, Hellenistic, and 
Byzantine eras. (B,L,D) 

Day 8 CRUISING: HERAKLION, CRETE. (Thu.)
Today, discover Crete, the largest of the Greek islands. With an 
expert guide, visit KNOSSOS, centre of the 3000-BC Minoan 
civilisation. Stroll through the frescoed palace ruins with its ties 
to mythology’s King Minos and the terrifying half-man/half-bull 
Minotaur imprisoned in the labyrinth. (B,L,D)

Day 9 CRUISING: SANTORINI, GREECE–MYKONOS. (Fri.)
Visit two ports today. First, weather permitting, is SANTORINI, the 
“Black Pearl of the Aegean.” Don’t miss the included excursion 
to clifftop Oia, dramatically perched on the sheer side of the 
island’s caldera. With its brilliant whitewashed buildings, striking 
blue-domed roofs, and breathtaking views, this is Greece at its 
iconic best. Later, dock at Mykonos, where you’re greeted by 

the charming collection of windmills. Time to wander the narrow, 
shop-lined streets or to relax at a shaded taverna before returning 
to your ship. (B,L,D)

Day 10 PIRAEUS (DISEMBARKATION)–ATHENS. (Sat.)
After breakfast on board, disembark for a final day in Athens. 
Tonight is your chance to join an optional dinner outing to try the 
local fare. (B)

Day 11 ATHENS. (Sun.)
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. (B)

All cruise services are provided by Celestyal Cruises.

BLUE MOSQUE, ISTANBUL

ECLECTIC AEGEAN 
11 DAYS WITH 7-NIGHT CRUISE GREECE & TURKEY

TURKEY

Athens

Piraeus

GREECE

Canakkale

�

Istanbul

7

�

�

Volos

Heraklion
Crete

Knossos

Santorini

Mykonos

�
2 1

�

GREEK SPECIALTIES

Cruise itinerary subject to change.

ECLECTIC AEGEAN
11 DAYS WITH 7-NIGHT CRUISE

WITH GLOBUS THE DETAILS ARE DONE
You’ll always visit the key sites and enjoy more inclusions; inside visits 
and special features are shown in UPPERCASE in the tour description, 
including admission charges where applicable.  
For standard inclusions, see page 4.

TRIP SCALE Leisurely ■ On the Go

ALL THIS IS INCLUDED 
■ SIGHTSEEING AND MORE
ATHENS Welcome drink; guided sightseeing, visit the Acropolis
CRUISING Seven-night cruise with ports of call at Istanbul (Turkey), 
Canakkale, Volos (Greece), Heraklion (Crete), Santorini (weather 
permitting), Mykonos
INCLUDED SHORE EXCURSIONS Istanbul: Bosphorus cruise, 
Santorini: clifftop village Oia (weather permitting), Heraklion: Minoan 
Palace of Knossos
■ HOTELS ATHENS Wyndham Grand Hotel (SF)
■ MEALS Welcome drink; full buffet breakfast (B) in Athens and full 
à-la-carte breakfasts, lunches, and dinners (B,L,D) while cruising
■ TRANSPORTATION Cruise ship

CUSTOMISE YOUR HOLIDAY 
■ EXTRA NIGHTS in Athens
■ MyACCOUNT Personalise your tour ahead of time with additional 
excursions. Visit our website for details and conditions.

■ CRUISE DETAILS Rotation of ports of call may vary for congestion 
reasons at certain ports with or without prior notice.
Cabin categories: 
• Inside cabin (category IB) 
• Outside cabin (category XB)
All cabins with two lower beds and private shower and toilet.
Full entertainment program on board.
Included drink package: selection of non-alcoholic & alcoholic drinks.
Globus Host service throughout the cruise.
Please ask your Travel Consultant for cruise ship details. At time of 
printing, the ship scheduled to depart for the cruise portion of your 
holiday is the Celestyal Crystal, operated by Celestyal Cruises. Certain 
departures may be operated by other Celestyal Cruises ships of 
similar standard.

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM

The above prices are per person in category IB twin 
inside cabin.
Port Taxes $289 & Gratuities $70 to service 
personnel on board the ship are included in the 
Globus price.
Gratuities for Cruise Host included in the Globus price.
Supplement per person to outside cabin XB: $244
Supplement for single room on land and single 
occupancy in inside cabin IB: $652; 
in outside cabin XB: $944

Reduction for triple room on land and triple 
occupancy in inside cabin IB: $100
No reduction for triple room on land and triple 
occupancy in outside cabin XB.
Cabin assignments and meal seatings are 
determined during the tour prior to boarding.
Extra nights before and after your tour may be 
available, please call or visit us online for details 
and prices.

TOUR RLS DATES & PRICES  PRICED FROM $2,899US 
11 days from Athens to Athens

0423 Thu 23 Apr Sun 03 May 2899
0430 Thu 30 Apr Sun 10 May 2999
0507 Thu 07 May Sun 17 May 2999

1008 Thu 08 Oct Sun 18 Oct 2999
1015 Thu 15 Oct Sun 25 Oct 2999
1022 Thu 22 Oct Sun 01 Nov 2899

Departure
Number

Departure
Number

Start 
Athens*

Start 
Athens*

End 
Athens

End 
Athens

Land
Only
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LOCAL FAVOURITE   TASTE A TRADITIONAL MYKONIAN  
DESSERT, AMYGDALOTA. MYKONOS

Aegean Sea

GREECE

Piraeus/Rafina Mykonos

Santorini

Athens

3

3

21

DAY 1 ARRIVE IN ATHENS, GREECE.
Welcome to Athens! At 6 pm, meet your Globus Host and travelling 
companions for a welcome drink. 

DAY 2 ATHENS.
Sightseeing with a Local Guide features a visit to the world-famous 
ACROPOLIS, perched high on a rocky outcrop overlooking the city. 
Here, see the Parthenon, the Erechtheum with its Porch of Maidens, 
and the Temple of Athena Nike. Enjoy a panoramic view that includes 
glimpses of the Temple of Olympian Zeus, Theatre of Dionysus, and 
the beautifully preserved Theseum, where Socrates taught. Later, a city 
orientation tour features the Parliament House and a picture stop at the 
Panathenaic Stadium. Built in the 2nd century AD, it is the only stadium in 
the world built entirely of marble, and was host to the opening and closing 
ceremonies of the first modern Olympics in 1896. The rest of the day is at 
leisure. Tonight, why not try out local fare and entertainment reminiscent 
of Zorba the Greek? (B)

DAY 3 ATHENS–PIRAEUS/RAFINA (EMBARKATION)–MYKONOS.
Meet your Tour Director and head for the port of Piraeus or Rafina 
this morning. Around 7:30 am, sail into the deep-blue waters of the 
Aegean Sea. Later, dock at the mountainous island of Mykonos, where 
mythology’s Hercules defeated and killed the giants. Here, characteristic 
windmills, swaying palm and eucalyptus trees, and dazzling white 
Cycladic architecture greet you. This evening, sample typical specialties, 
like louza loukaniko (sausage) and kopanisti (peppery goat cheese), then 
mingle with the locals at a quaint taverna or take a bus to the main square 
of Mando Mavrogenous. (B,D)

DAY 4 MYKONOS.
The granite island of Mykonos is one of the most characteristic of the 
Cyclades and has retained its timeless beauty. Walk through the network of 
narrow streets and see the Church of Agia Kiriaki, renowned for its beautiful 
icons, and also  taste a traditional Mykonian dessert, Amygdalota. Stroll 
around the town’s waterfront in search of Petros the Pelican, the island’s 
celebrated mascot. Afternoon at leisure to relax or for individual activities. (B)

DAY 5 AT LEISURE ON MYKONOS.
Enjoy an entire day to do just as you please. Relax in the sun on one of 
the beautiful golden sandy beaches or take a short boat ride to see the 
archaeological ruins on the nearby island of Delos, a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site. Inhabited since the 3rd millennium BC, Delos was known 
in ancient times as a sacred sanctuary and, later, as the birthplace of the 
twin gods, Apollo and Artemis. (B)

DAY 6 MYKONOS–SANTORINI.
Today, board a high-speed EXPRESS FERRY and sail to Santorini (Thera), 
the stunning “Black Pearl of the Aegean” and, according to some, site of 
the legendary lost continent of Atlantis. Tonight, enjoy a traditional Greek 
meal. (B,D)

DAY 7 SANTORINI.
Spend the morning getting acquainted with the history and creation of 
Santorini. Stroll along the cobblestone streets and enjoy the friendly 
atmosphere.  Taste traditional Ouzo. Later, maybe relax in one of the 
many cafés, or why not take an optional excursion to the cliff-top village 
of Oia for one of the world’s most breathtaking panoramas? (B) 

DAY 8 AT LEISURE ON SANTORINI.
Colourful sun-soaked beaches, stunning views, and tastings at famous 
wineries are yours for discovering in your free time today, or join an 
optional excursion. (B)

DAY 9 SANTORINI–ATHENS.
Transfer to the airport for your flight to Athens. (B)

DAY 10 ATHENS.
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. (B) 

GREEK ISLAND HOPPER 
10 DAYS GREECE & TURKEY

SANTORINI

GREEK ISLAND HOPPER
10 DAYS

WITH GLOBUS THE DETAILS ARE DONE
You’ll always visit the key sites and enjoy more inclusions; inside visits 
and special features are shown in UPPERCASE in the tour description, 
including admission charges where applicable.  
For standard inclusions, see page 4.

TRIP SCALE Leisurely ■ On the On the Go

LOCAL FAVOURITES 
Globus has created special experiences that will bring you behind the 
scenes, spotlight the unique stories of your journey, and bring to life 
the local flavour of your destination. Just look for the  icon to see 
what we’ve included for you. 

ALL THIS IS INCLUDED 
■ SIGHTSEEING AND MORE
ATHENS Welcome drink; guided sightseeing, visit the Acropolis
ATHENS–MYKONOS By high-speed ferry
MYKONOS  taste a traditional Mykonian dessert, Amygdalota; 
dinner at a local restaurant
MYKONOS–SANTORINI By high-speed ferry
SANTORINI Walking tour;  sample a glass of Ouzo
SANTORINI–ATHENS By air
■ HOTELS ATHENS Crowne Plaza (SF) or Athens Zafolia (F),  
MYKONOS Manoulas Beach (F) at Agios Ioannis, SANTORINI  
El Greco (F)
■ MEALS Welcome drink; full buffet breakfast (B) daily; 2 three-course 
dinners (D) with wine
■ TRANSPORTATION Two ferries; flight Santorini-Athens
■ HEADSETS Throughout the holiday

CUSTOMISE YOUR HOLIDAY 
■ EXTRA NIGHTS in Athens
■ MyACCOUNT Personalise your tour ahead of time with additional 
excursions. Visit our website for details and conditions.

NOTE Baggage handling not available on high-speed ferries.

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM

Gratuities per person for Tour Director: $73
Prices are per person, based on double room 
occupancy.
Single room supplement: $940-$1200
Triple room reduction per person: $90

Extra nights before and after your tour may be 
available, please call or visit us online for details 
and prices.

TOUR RM DATES & PRICES  PRICED FROM $2,399US 
10 days from Athens to Athens

0429 Wed 29 Apr Fri 08 May 2399
0502 Sat 02 May Mon 11 May 2589
0506 Wed 06 May Fri 15 May 2589
0509 Sat 09 May Mon 18 May 2589
0513 Wed 13 May Fri 22 May 2589
0516 Sat 16 May Mon 25 May 2589
0520 Wed 20 May Fri 29 May 2589
0523 Sat 23 May Mon 01 Jun 2589
0527 Wed 27 May Fri 05 Jun 2589
0530 Sat 30 May Mon 08 Jun 2679
0603 Wed 03 Jun Fri 12 Jun 2739
0606 Sat 06 Jun Mon 15 Jun 2739
0610 Wed 10 Jun Fri 19 Jun 2739
0613 Sat 13 Jun Mon 22 Jun 2739
0617 Wed 17 Jun Fri 26 Jun 2739
0620 Sat 20 Jun Mon 29 Jun 2739
0624 Wed 24 Jun Fri 03 Jul 2739
0627 Sat 27 Jun Mon 06 Jul 2799
0701 Wed 01 Jul Fri 10 Jul 2899

0704 Sat 04 Jul Mon 13 Jul 2919
0708 Wed 08 Jul Fri 17 Jul 2919
0711 Sat 11 Jul Mon 20 Jul 2919
0715 Wed 15 Jul Fri 24 Jul 2969
0718 Sat 18 Jul Mon 27 Jul 2989
0722 Wed 22 Jul Fri 31 Jul 2989
0725 Sat 25 Jul Mon 03 Aug 2989
0812 Wed 12 Aug Fri 21 Aug 2989
0826 Wed 26 Aug Fri 04 Sep 2919
0829 Sat 29 Aug Mon 07 Sep 2869
0902 Wed 02 Sep Fri 11 Sep 2849
0905 Sat 05 Sep Mon 14 Sep 2849
0909 Wed 09 Sep Fri 18 Sep 2849
0912 Sat 12 Sep Mon 21 Sep 2849
0916 Wed 16 Sep Fri 25 Sep 2849
0919 Sat 19 Sep Mon 28 Sep 2649
0923 Wed 23 Sep Fri 02 Oct 2619
0926 Sat 26 Sep Mon 05 Oct 2599
0930 Wed 30 Sep Fri 09 Oct 2499

Departure
Number

Departure
Number

Start 
Athens*

Start 
Athens*

End 
Athens

End 
Athens

Land
Only

Land
Only
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Day 1 ARRIVE IN ATHENS, GREECE. (Fri.)
Welcome to Athens! At 6 pm, meet your Globus Host and travelling 
companions for a welcome drink.

Day 2 ATHENS–HERAKLION, CRETE. (Sat.)
Guided sightseeing today introduces you to the world-famous 
ACROPOLIS. From its rocky hilltop setting, see the fabled Parthenon, 
Erechtheum with its Porch of Maidens, and the Temple of Athena 
Nike. Take in the incomparable views of the Temple of Olympian Zeus, 
Theatre of Dionysus, and the Agora where Socrates taught. Afterward, 
a city orientation showcases the Parliament House and 2nd-century 
Panathenaic Stadium, the only stadium in the world built entirely of 
marble! Transfer to the airport for your flight to Crete, the largest of the 
Greek islands. Later, dinner at a local restaurant awaits! (B,D)

DAY 3 HERAKLION. (Sun.)
Today, discover Heraklion on a walking tour and see the legendary 
churches, fountains, monuments, and the LION SQUARE. Stop in 
a typical bougatsa pastry shop to taste  the traditional bougatsa. 
An optional excursion to Knossos, centre of the 3000-BC Minoan 
civilisations and to the archaeological museum is available. (B)

Day 4 HERAKLION–NAXOS, GREECE. (Mon.)
Hop aboard a high-speed ferry this morning and cruise north across 
the Sea of Crete to the island of Naxos, inhabited continuously since 
the 4th millennium BC. Influenced over the centuries by the Greeks, 
Byzantines, Venetians, and Franks, the pretty port town is a showcase of 
cobblestone alleys lined with whitewashed houses and Venetian castles. 
Guided sightseeing shows you the highlights, including a visit to the 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM to see artifacts from all periods of Naxos’ 
long and fascinating history. Follow your guide to a local kafenio to taste 

 the famous citrus spoon dessert. (B,D)

Day 5 NAXOS. (Tue.)
The entire day is free to enjoy this lush, green island. You could spend 
time shopping for souvenirs; sampling the locally produced olives, 
grapes, figs, and citrus fruit; checking out the ancient Greek ruins; or 
heading to the beach for a refreshing dip in the sparkling waters of 
the Aegean! (B)

Day 6 NAXOS–PAROS. (Wed.)
This morning, a short ride on a high-speed ferry delivers you to 
Paros, Naxos’ neighbour to the west. The island was historically 
known for its fine white marble. Visit the 4th-century PANAGIA 
EKATONTAPILIANI, the “Church of a Hundred Doors,” founded by 
Constantine the Great’s mother, St. Helen, during her pilgrimage 
to the Holy Land. This evening, savour Greek specialties at a local 
restaurant. (B,D)

Day 7 PAROS–PIRAEUS–ATHENS. (Thu.)
After breakfast, board the ferry back to Athens. During your final day 
in this glorious city, catch up on some last-minute shopping or explore 
more of the city on your own. Tonight, how about an optional dinner at a 
local restaurant? (B)

Day 8 ATHENS. (Fri.)
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. (B)

Aegean Sea

GREECE

Naxos

Heraklion

Athens

2

1 1

Crete

1
Paros

Knossos
2

Piraeus/Rafina

PAROS

GREEK ISLAND ADVENTURE 
8 DAYS GREECE & TURKEY

ATHENS
LOCAL FAVOURITE   ON HERAKLION, STOP IN A PASTRY SHOP TO 

TASTE THE TRADITIONAL BOUGATSA.

GREEK ISLAND 
ADVENTURE
8 DAYS

WITH GLOBUS THE DETAILS ARE DONE
You’ll always visit the key sites and enjoy more inclusions; inside visits 
and special features are shown in UPPERCASE in the tour description, 
including admission charges where applicable.  
For standard inclusions, see page 4.

TRIP SCALE Leisurely ■ On the Go 

LOCAL FAVOURITES 
Globus has created special experiences that will bring you behind the 
scenes, spotlight the unique stories of your journey, and bring to life 
the local flavour of your destination. Just look for the  icon to see 
what we’ve included for you. 

ALL THIS IS INCLUDED 
■ SIGHTSEEING AND MORE
ATHENS Welcome drink; guided sightseeing, visit the Acropolis
ATHENS–HERAKLION, CRETE By air
HERAKLION Guided sightseeing, bougatsa tasting
HERAKLION–NAXOS By high-speed ferry
NAXOS Guided sightseeing, visit the archaeological Museum,  

citrus spoon dessert tasting at a local kafenio
NAXOS–PAROS By high-speed ferry
PAROS Island tour, visit Panagia Ekantotapiliani Church; dinner at a 
local restaurant
PAROS–ATHENS By ferry
■ HOTELS ATHENS Athens Zafolia (SF), CRETE Astoria Capsis (F) at 
Heraklion, NAXOS Naxos Palace (F), PAROS Narges (F)
■ MEALS Welcome, drink; full buffet breakfast (B); 3 dinners (D)
■ TRANSPORTATION Three ferries; flight Athens-Heraklion, Crete
■ HEADSETS Throughout the holiday

CUSTOMISE YOUR HOLIDAY 
■ EXTRA NIGHTS in Athens
■ MyACCOUNT Personalise your tour ahead of time with additional 
excursions. Visit our website for details and conditions.

NOTE Baggage handling not available on high-speed ferries.

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM

Gratuities per person for Tour Director: $58
Prices are per person, based on double room 
occupancy.
Single room supplement: $380
Triple room reduction per person: $50

Extra nights before and after your tour may be 
available, please call or visit us online for details 
and prices.

TOUR RN DATES & PRICES  PRICED FROM $1,899us 
8 days from Athens to Athens

0501 Fri 01 May Fri 08 May 1899
0508 Fri 08 May Fri 15 May 2049
0515 Fri 15 May Fri 22 May 2049
0522 Fri 22 May Fri 29 May 2049
0529 Fri 29 May Fri 05 Jun 2049
0605 Fri 05 Jun Fri 12 Jun 2079
0612 Fri 12 Jun Fri 19 Jun 2079
0619 Fri 19 Jun Fri 26 Jun 2079
0626 Fri 26 Jun Fri 03 Jul 2079

0703 Fri 03 Jul Fri 10 Jul 2079
0710 Fri 10 Jul Fri 17 Jul 2079
0717 Fri 17 Jul Fri 24 Jul 2189
0724 Fri 24 Jul Fri 31 Jul 2189
0828 Fri 28 Aug Fri 04 Sep 2119
0904 Fri 04 Sep Fri 11 Sep 2079
0911 Fri 11 Sep Fri 18 Sep 2079
0918 Fri 18 Sep Fri 25 Sep 2079
0925 Fri 25 Sep Fri 02 Oct 1899

Departure
Number

Departure
Number

Start 
Athens*

Start 
Athens*

End 
Athens

End 
Athens

Land
Only

Land
Only
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DAY 1 ARRIVE IN ZAGREB, CROATIA. (Sun.) 
Welcome to Zagreb! At 6 pm, meet your Tour Director and travelling 
companions for a welcome dinner at your hotel. (D)

DAY 2  ZAGREB–LJUBLJANA, SLOVENIA. (Mon.) 
Discover the Lower and medieval Upper Town of the capital of Croatia, with 
a Local Guide, and admire the Austro-Hungarian architecture such as the 
Parliament, Stone Gate, the Archbishop’s Palace, and more, plus a visit to the 
majestic CATHEDRAL. Enter Slovenia and arrive in its capital, Ljubljana. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 106 mi / 170 km

DAY 3 LJUBLJANA. (Tue.) 
Guided sightseeing features the main sights like the medieval castle, the 
impressive City Hall, St. Nicholas’ Cathedral, and a visit to the TOWN 
HALL’S INNER COURT. Balance of the day is at leisure to join the locals 
along the banks of the Ljubljanica River or to just relax. (B)

DAY 4 LJUBLJANA–POSTOJNA–OPATIJA, CROATIA. (Wed.) 
 Enjoy a guided walk through the spectacular POSTOJNA CAVES and 

ride a mini-train. The cave was discovered in the 17th century, opened 
to the public in 1819, and is considered the most beautiful in Slovenia. 
Continue to the famous seaside resort of Opatija. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 81 mi / 130 km

DAY 5 OPATIJA. EXCURSION TO PULA. (Thu.)
Take a scenic drive through the Istrian Peninsula to Pula, where your Local 
Guide will show you the Triumphal Arch of the Sergi, dating back to the 
1st century. Then, visit the perfectly preserved AMPHITHEATRE and the 
TEMPLE OF AUGUSTUS. Return to Opatija and immerse yourself in the 
relaxed atmosphere of the resort. Walk along the seaside promenade and 
take pictures of the famous Maiden with the Seagull. (B)
Today’s Distance: 130 mi / 210 km

DAY 6 OPATIJA–PLITVICE–ZADAR. (Fri.) 
Head to Plitvice and join your Local Guide for a walking tour of the 
NATIONAL PARK, with its lakes, waterfalls, and forests. Back to the 
coastline, arrive at your beautifully-located hotel, surrounded by fragrant 
pine woods. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 199 mi / 320 km

DAY 7 ZADAR–TROGIR–SPLIT. (Sat.) 
A guided walking tour to the main square gives you a good impression of 
this city with its turbulent history of fighting off the Venetians, crusaders, 
and Turks over the centuries. Don’t miss the Sea Organ and the Greeting 
to the Sun. The next two cities are UNESCO World Heritage Sites: explore 
picturesque Trogir, founded by Greek colonists and a major port until 
Roman times, and then continue to Split, the ancient Spalato. This evening, 

 enjoy a delicious dinner at a local restaurant. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 137 mi / 220 km

DAY 8 SPLIT. (Sun.) 
Walk through the labyrinth of medieval streets within the walls of 
Emperor DIOCLETIAN’S PALACE, a well-preserved fortress and 
a living part of the Old Town, with your Local Guide. Also see the 
Mausoleum, the Cathedral of St. Domnius, and the Temple of 
Jupiter with its impressive basement halls—a filming location in 
Game of Thrones. (B) 

DAY 9 SPLIT–BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA–DUBROVNIK, CROATIA. (Mon.) 
Follow the Dalmatian coast, heading south to Dubrovnik. Enjoy a 
walking tour with a Local Guide to see the Franciscan and Dominican 
monasteries, and the impressive ramparts, erected during the 
Crusades to protect the town against land attacks. Also visit the  
15th-century RECTOR’S PALACE, built in gothic style, with renaissance 
and baroque elements, harmoniously combined. (B)
Today’s Distance: 162 mi / 260 km

DAY 10 DUBROVNIK. (Tue.) 
A full day at leisure to relax or to join an exciting optional excursion. This 
evening, a farewell dinner awaits at your hotel to celebrate the success 
of your Croatian tour. (B,D)

DAY 11 DUBROVNIK. (Wed.) 
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. (B)

THE CROATIAN 
11 DAYS ALPINE & EASTERN EUROPE

LOCAL FAVOURITE   HOP ABOARD A MINI-TRAIN TO EXPLORE 
THE EXCITING POSTOJNA CAVES.

LOCAL FAVOURITE   IN SPLIT, A UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITE, 
ENJOY A DINNER AT A LOCAL RESTAURANT.

PLITVICE NATIONAL PARK

PULA

THE CROATIAN 11 DAYS

WITH GLOBUS THE DETAILS ARE DONE
You’ll always visit the key sites and enjoy more inclusions; inside visits 
and special features are shown in UPPERCASE in the tour description, 
including admission charges where applicable.  
For standard inclusions, see page 4.

TRIP SCALE Leisurely ■ On the Go

LOCAL FAVOURITES 
Globus has created special experiences that will bring you behind the 
scenes, spotlight the unique stories of your journey, and bring to life 
the local flavour of your destination. Just look for the  icon to see 
what we’ve included for you. 

ALL THIS IS INCLUDED 
■ SIGHTSEEING AND MORE
ZAGREB Welcome dinner; guided sightseeing, visit the cathedral
LJUBLJANA Guided sightseeing, visit the Town Hall’s inner court
POSTOJNA  Visit the caves
PULA Guided visit including the Amphitheatre and Temple of Augustus
PLITVICE Guided walking tour in the national park
ZADAR Guided walking tour through the Old Town to the main square
TROGIR Visit the historic city
SPLIT  Dinner at a local restaurant; guided walking tour, visit 
Diocletian’s Palace 
DUBROVNIK Guided walking tour; visit Rector’s Palace;  
farewell dinner
■ HOTELS ZAGREB The Westin Zagreb (SF) or Sheraton Zagreb (F), 
LJUBLJANA Radisson Blu Plaza (SF), OPATIJA Amadria Park 
Hotel Agava (F), ZADAR Pinija (F) at Petrcane, SPLIT President (F), 
DUBROVNIK Valamar Lacroma Resort (SF)
■ MEALS Full buffet breakfast (B) daily; 6 three-course dinners (D), 
including a dinner at a local restaurant in Split
■ TRANSPORTATION Motorcoach; mini-train
■ HEADSETS Throughout the tour
■ FREE WI-FI  available on your motorcoach and in most hotel lobbies

CUSTOMISE YOUR HOLIDAY 
■ EXTRA NIGHTS in Zagreb, Dubrovnik
■ MyACCOUNT Personalise your tour ahead of time with additional 
excursions. Visit our website for details and conditions.

NOTES Please check visa requirements with your local consulate(s); 
responsibility for obtaining visas rests with the traveller.
This tour passes through Bosnia-Herzegovina.
COMBINATION Tour RZ with RE (see our website); take advantage of 
the second tour discount (see page 15).

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM

Gratuities per person for Tour Director and Driver: $104
Prices are per person, based on double room 
occupancy.

Single room supplement: $460-$740
No Triple room reduction

Extra nights before and after your tour may be 
available, please call or visit us online for details 
and prices.

TOUR RZ DATES & PRICES  PRICED FROM $2,569US 
11 days from Zagreb to Dubrovnik

0419 Sun 19 Apr Wed 29 Apr 2569
0426 Sun 26 Apr Wed 06 May 2619
0503 Sun 03 May Wed 13 May 2679
0510 Sun 10 May Wed 20 May 2699
0517 Sun 17 May Wed 27 May 2749
0524 Sun 24 May Wed 03 Jun 2769
0531 Sun 31 May Wed 10 Jun 2779
0607 Sun 07 Jun Wed 17 Jun 2779
0614 Sun 14 Jun Wed 24 Jun 2799
0621 Sun 21 Jun Wed 01 Jul 2799
0628 Sun 28 Jun Wed 08 Jul 2899

0712 Sun 12 Jul Wed 22 Jul 2859
0726 Sun 26 Jul Wed 05 Aug 2859
0809 Sun 09 Aug Wed 19 Aug 2839
0823 Sun 23 Aug Wed 02 Sep 2789
0830 Sun 30 Aug Wed 09 Sep 2799
0906 Sun 06 Sep Wed 16 Sep 2879
0913 Sun 13 Sep Wed 23 Sep 2949
0920 Sun 20 Sep Wed 30 Sep 2749
0927 Sun 27 Sep Wed 07 Oct 2699
1004 Sun 04 Oct Wed 14 Oct 2659
1011 Sun 11 Oct Wed 21 Oct 2599

Departure
Number

Departure
Number

Start 
Zagreb*

Start 
Zagreb*

End 
Dubrovnik

End 
Dubrovnik

Land
Only

Land
Only
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DAY 1 ARRIVE IN NAPLES, ITALY. (Mon.)
Welcome to Naples! At 6 pm, meet your Tour Director and travelling 
companions for a welcome dinner at your hotel. (D)

DAY 2 NAPLES. (Tue.) 
Discover the major sites of this fascinating city during your guided 
sightseeing this morning. See the remarkable Triumphal Arch of the 
Castel Nuovo, Teatro San Carlo, Galleria Umberto I, and the semicircular 
Piazza Plebiscito. The highlight is a visit to the magnificent PALAZZO 
REALE, royal residence of the Bourbons from 1734-1860. Since 1925, it 
also has housed the National Library. With your afternoon and evening 
at leisure, you may wish to join a fascinating optional excursion to 
Herculaneum, followed by dinner at the foot of Mount Vesuvius. (B)

DAY 3 NAPLES–CASTEL DEL MONTE–BARI. (Wed.) 
Enter the region of Apulia, the heel of Italy’s “boot.” Enjoy a guided visit 
of the 13th-century, octagonal citadel CASTEL DEL MONTE, a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site, and considered by some as the most fascinating 
castle built by Emperor Frederick II. Arrive in the capital of Apulia, Bari, a 
port on the Adriatic Sea. (B)
Today’s Distance: 174 mi / 280 km

DAY 4 BARI–OSTUNI–LECCE. (Thu.)
Sightseeing with a Local Guide features a walk through the OLD TOWN, 
a visit to stunning SAN NICOLA'S CHURCH, and  a taste the local 
focaccia. Next is striking Ostuni, often called the “White Town,” a 
charming example of white-washed Mediterranean architecture. Its 
Old Town is located on top of a hill and fortified by ancient walls. Then, 
continue to Lecce, the “Florence of the South.” (B)
Today’s Distance: 112 mi / 180 km

DAY 5 LECCE. EXCURSION TO OTRANTO. (Fri.) 
In the morning, discover the lacy stone buildings and squares during 
your guided walking tour. Visit the DUOMO, a masterpiece of baroque 
art, SANTA CROCE BASILICA, and  taste the local pasticciotto 
with almond coffee. Time to explore the streets of the lovely centre. 
Later, head to picturesque Otranto, a historic seaside town and port, 
surrounded by its imposing defensive walls and dominated by its 
romanesque cathedral. Return to Lecce. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 62 mi / 100 km

DAY 6 LECCE–ALBEROBELLO–CASTELLANA GROTTE. (Sat.)
In Alberobello, follow your Local Guide for a visit to a TRULLO, one 
of the conical houses famous for their unique characteristics. The 
structure assures excellent indoor climate control—cool in summer 
and warm in winter. Continue to Castellana Grotte, where a  visit to 
the underground CAVES, a stunning natural wonder is included before 
arriving at your hotel. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 93 mi / 150 km
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DAY 7 CASTELLANA GROTTE–PAESTUM–SORRENTO. (Sun.) 
Paestum, or Poseidonia, named in honour of the Greek god of 
the sea, was founded in the 6th century. During your visit of the 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE with a Local Guide, see the ancient Greek 
temples dating back to 600-400 BC. Arrive in the charming, seaside 
resort of Sorrento. (B)
Today’s Distance: 224 mi / 360 km

DAY 8 SORRENTO. (Mon.)
On an orientation walk with your Tour Director, see the old town's 
characteristic lava-stone streets, the 14th-century Sedil Dominova 
building, the ancient bell tower, and St. Antonino Church, dedicated 
to Sorrento's patron Saint. There is the opportunity to join an optional 
excursion to the Amalfi coast. This evening, enjoy a farewell dinner at a 
local restaurant to celebrate your stay. (B,D)

DAY 9 SORRENTO. (Tue.)
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. The nearest airport  
is Naples. (B)

ADD ROME WITH   TOUR LNE 12 DAYS

This Monograms portion of your 
holiday includes transfer from 
Sorrento to Naples and by high-
speed train to Rome, 3 overnights, 
guided sightseeing, and services 
of an expert Local Host. 

DAY 9 SORRENTO—NAPLES–ROME. (Tue.) 
Transfer to the train station in Naples and board the HIGH-SPEED TRAIN (first-
class) to Rome. Your Local Host can help you make the most of your stay. (B)

DAY 10 ROME. (Wed.) 
Your Local Host will have many suggestions for your day at leisure. (B)

DAY 11 ROME. (Thu.) 
Guided sightseeing of the ‟Eternal Cityˮ starts with a visit to the VATICAN 
MUSEUMS and SISTINE CHAPEL with Michelangelo’s ceiling paintings 
and The Last Judgment, followed by a visit to monumental ST. PETER’S 
SQUARE and BASILICA to admire Michelangelo’s Pietà. Also visit the 
ancient COLOSSEUM and the ROMAN FORUM. (B)

DAY 12 ROME. (Fri.) 
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. (B)

Your hotel is the NH Collection Giustiniano (SF).

HIDDEN TREASURES OF 
SOUTHERN ITALY 9 DAYS ITALY

OSTUNI

LOCAL FAVOURITE   WALK THROUGH THE OLD TOWN OF BARI AND 
TASTE THE LOCAL FOCACCIA.

LOCAL FAVOURITE   EXPLORE UNDERGROUND ITALY WITH A VISIT 
TO THE FAMOUS CASTELLANA CAVES.

ALBEROBELLO

HIDDEN TREASURES OF 
SOUTHERN ITALY 9 DAYS

WITH GLOBUS THE DETAILS ARE DONE
You’ll always visit the key sites and enjoy more inclusions; inside visits 
and special features are shown in UPPERCASE in the tour description, 
including admission charges where applicable.  
For standard inclusions, see page 4.

TRIP SCALE Leisurely ■ On the Go

LOCAL FAVOURITES 
Globus has created special experiences that will bring you behind the 
scenes, spotlight the unique stories of your journey, and bring to life 
the local flavour of your destination. Just look for the  icon to see 
what we’ve included for you. 

ALL THIS IS INCLUDED 
■ SIGHTSEEING AND MORE
NAPLES Welcome dinner, guided sightseeing, visit the Palazzo Reale
CASTEL DEL MONTE Guided visit
BARI Guided sightseeing, walk through the Old Town, visit San 
Nicola's Church; taste  local focaccia
OSTUNI Visit the “White Town”
LECCE Guided walking tour, visit Duomo and Santa Croce Basilica; 
taste  local pasticciotto and almond coffee
OTRANTO Orientation
ALBEROBELLO Guided sightseeing, visit a trullo
CASTELLANA GROTTE Visit the caves
PAESTUM Visit the archaeological site
SORRENTO Orientation; farewell dinner at a local restaurant
■ HOTELS NAPLES Starhotels Terminus (F), BARI Grande Albergo 
delle Nazioni (SF), LECCE Hilton Garden Inn (SF), CASTELLANA 
GROTTE Semiramide Palace (F), SORRENTO Grand Hotel Vesuvio (F)
■ MEALS Full breakfast (B) daily; 4 three-course dinners (D), 
including a dinner at a local restaurant in Sorrento
■ TRANSPORTATION Motorcoach, first-class, high-speed train (Tour LNE)
■ HEADSETS Throughout the tour
■ FREE WI-FI  available on your motorcoach and in most hotel lobbies

CUSTOMISE YOUR HOLIDAY 
■ EXTRA NIGHTS in Naples, Sorrento
■ ADD ROME TO YOUR HOLIDAY (Tour LNE) with Monograms (part 
of the Globus family of brands)
■ MyACCOUNT Personalise your tour ahead of time with additional 
excursions. Visit our website for details and conditions.

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM

PRICED FROM $1,052US

Gratuities per person for Tour Director and Driver: $85
Prices are per person, based on double room 
occupancy.

Single room supplement: LN $480; 
LNE $735-$918

Triple room reduction per person: LN $70; 
LNE $127-$181

Extra nights before and after your tour may be 
available, please call or visit us online for details 
and prices.

TOURS LN AND LNE DATES & PRICES   
PRICED FROM $1,999US

LN: 9 days from Naples to Sorrento 
LNE: 12 days from Naples to Rome

0406 Mon 06 Apr 14 Apr 2099 17 Apr 3154 
0413 Mon 13 Apr 21 Apr 2129 24 Apr 3184 
0420 Mon 20 Apr 28 Apr 2129 01 May 3184 
0427 Mon 27 Apr 05 May 2169 08 May 3278 
0504 Mon 04 May 12 May 2169 15 May 3278 
0511 Mon 11 May 19 May 2169 22 May 3278 
0518 Mon 18 May 26 May 2169 29 May 3224 
0525 Mon 25 May 02 Jun 2169 05 Jun 3224 
0601 Mon 01 Jun 09 Jun 2169 12 Jun 3242 
0608 Mon 08 Jun 16 Jun 2169 19 Jun 3260 
0615 Mon 15 Jun 23 Jun 2169 26 Jun 3224 
0622 Mon 22 Jun 30 Jun 2169 03 Jul 3222 

0629 Mon 29 Jun 07 Jul 2119 10 Jul 3171 
0831 Mon 31 Aug 08 Sep 2149 11 Sep 3204 
0907 Mon 07 Sep 15 Sep 2179 18 Sep 3288 
0914 Mon 14 Sep 22 Sep 2179 25 Sep 3234 
0921 Mon 21 Sep 29 Sep 2179 02 Oct 3234 
0928 Mon 28 Sep 06 Oct 2179 09 Oct 3234 
1005 Mon 05 Oct 13 Oct 2179 16 Oct 3234 
1012 Mon 12 Oct 20 Oct 2129 ----- -----
1019 Mon 19 Oct 27 Oct 2129 ----- -----
1026 Mon 26 Oct 03 Nov 2119 ----- -----
1102 Mon 02 Nov 10 Nov 1999 ----- -----

Depar-
ture
Number

Depar-
ture
Number

Start 
Naples*

Start 
Naples*

TOUR LN TOUR LNTOUR LNE TOUR LNE

End 
Sorrento

End 
Sorrento

End 
Rome

End 
Rome

Land
Only

Land
Only

Land
Only

Land
Only
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DAY 1 ARRIVE IN PALERMO, ITALY.
Welcome to Palermo! At 6 pm, meet your Tour Director and travelling 
companions for a welcome dinner at your hotel. (D)

DAY 2 PALERMO.
Discover the capital of Sicily with a Local Guide and enjoy a panoramic 
view of the Conca d'Oro. Visit the 12th-century NORMAN CATHEDRAL 
in Monreale, famous for its 50,000 square feet of precious Byzantine 
mosaics. Back in Palermo, see the major sites like the ornate Piazza 
Bellini, Capo Market, the baroque Church of Immacolata, and visit 
the magnificent CATHEDRAL.  A lunch with Sicilian specialties like 
panelle (chickpea fritters), arancini (stuffed rice balls), and cannoli (fried 
pastry rolls with sweet ricotta cheese) awaits. (B,L) 

DAY 3 PALERMO–ERICE–MARSALA–MAZARA DEL VALLO.
Join your Tour Director for an orientation of the hilltop town of Erice, 
ending at the well-known Pasticceria Maria Grammatico to savour the 
traditional almond biscuits and Marsala wine. Next, visit a traditional 
SALT MILL near Marsala. Then, arrive at your hotel, where dinner with 
local specialties will be served. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 99 mi / 160 km

DAY 4 MAZARA DEL VALLO–SCIACCA–AGRIGENTO.
Hear about the town's fascinating history from a Local Guide before 
continuing to Sciacca, to take pictures from the panoramic viewpoint. In 
Agrigento, your Local Guide will take you for a spectacular walk through the 
magnificent VALLEY OF THE TEMPLES. Even travellers who have visited 
Athens and Delphi are awed by the gigantic yet graceful Greek structures 
that miraculously survived 24 centuries of tormented history. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 93 mi / 150 km
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DAY 5 AGRIGENTO–PIAZZA ARMERINA–CALTAGIRONE–RAGUSA. 
Drive to Piazza Armerina for your guided visit of the VILLA ROMANA 
DEL CASALE, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Admire the largest and 
most complex collection of Roman mosaics in the world, including the 
famous “Bikini Girls,” discovered in 1960. Before arriving in Ragusa, stop 
in Caltagirone and see the mosaic STAIRCASE OF SANTA MARIA DEL 
MONTE, covered with different tiles in a beautiful pattern. (B,D) 
Today’s Distance: 130 mi / 210 km

DAY 6 RAGUSA. EXCURSION TO MODICA.
Guided sightseeing features a walk through Ragusa's oldest district, the 
IBLA, a UNESCO World Heritage Site with its beautiful palaces and churches. 
Walk through the Giardini Iblei, the pleasant public gardens laid out in the 
19th century, then, visit the iconic baroque ST. GEORGE CATHEDRAL. Time 
on your own to further explore or maybe relax at an outdoor café! In the late 
afternoon, travel to nearby Modica with its steeply stacked medieval centre 
and spectacular baroque churches. Wander along Corso Umberto I and stop 
at the famous  Dolceria Bonajuto, Sicily's oldest chocolate factory, for a 
TASTING. End the day with a dinner at a local restaurant. (B,D) 
Today’s Distance: 68 mi / 110 km

DAY 7 RAGUSA–NOTO–SYRACUSE.
The baroque town of Noto is renowned for its beautiful historic centre that was 
almost entirely rebuilt in the early 18th century following the 1693 earthquake. 
Walk along Corso Vittorio Emanuele to admire the magnificent architecture and 
San Nicolò Cathedral. Continue to Syracuse, birthplace of the mathematician 
Archimedes. Enter the ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE for a guided visit of the  
5th-century BC sparkling-white Greek Theatre, the Garden of Paradise, the 
Ear of Dionysus, the Altar of Hieron II, the Roman Amphitheatre, and the 
Cordmakers’ Cave. Tonight, you may wish to join an optional excursion. (B)
Today’s Distance: 93 mi / 150 km

DAY 8 SYRACUSE–CATANIA–SAVOCA–TAORMINA RIVIERA.
In Catania, see St. Agata Cathedral and spend some time on Piazza del 
Duomo and Via Etnea. In the village of Savoca, see the Church of Santa 
Lucia, made famous as a location for Michael Corleone's wedding in the 
movie The Godfather.  Enjoy a granita and brioche at Bar Vitelli. Later, 
arrive at your hotel on the Taormina Riviera. (B)
Today’s Distance: 112 mi / 180 km

DAY 9 TAORMINA RIVIERA.
In the morning, an exciting optional excursion is available to Mount 
Etna, the largest active volcano in Europe. Later, in hilltop Taormina, visit 
the ancient GREEK THEATRE, dating back to the 3rd century BC. This 
evening, a farewell dinner will be served at restaurant Villa Antonio, an 
excellent way to say arrivederci Sicilia! (B,D)

DAY 10 TAORMINA RIVIERA.
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. The nearest airport  
is Catania. (B)

THE SICILIAN 
10 DAYS ITALY

LOCAL FAVOURITE   AFTER SIGHTSEEING IN PALERMO, A LUNCH 
WITH SICILIAN SPECIALTIES LIKE PANELLE (CHICKPEA FRITTERS), ARANCINI 
(STUFFED RICE BALLS), AND CANNOLI (FRIED PASTRY ROLLS WITH SWEET 
RICOTTA CHEESE) AWAITS.

LOCAL FAVOURITE   IN SAVOCA, SEE THE CHURCH OF SANTA LUCIA, 
MADE FAMOUS AS THE LOCATION FOR MICHAEL CORLEONE'S WEDDING 
IN THE MOVIE THE GODFATHER. RELAX AT THE BAR VITELLI WITH A 
GRANITA AND BRIOCHE.

MAZARA DEL VALLO

THE SICILIAN 10 DAYS

WITH GLOBUS THE DETAILS ARE DONE
You’ll always visit the key sites and enjoy more inclusions; inside visits 
and special features are shown in UPPERCASE in the tour description, 
including admission charges where applicable.  
For standard inclusions, see page 4.

TRIP SCALE Leisurely ■ On the Go  

LOCAL FAVOURITES 
Globus has created special experiences that will bring you behind the 
scenes, spotlight the unique stories of your journey, and bring to life 
the local flavour of your destination. Just look for the  icon to see 
what we’ve included for you. 

ALL THIS IS INCLUDED 
■ SIGHTSEEING AND MORE
PALERMO Welcome dinner; guided sightseeing, visit the Norman 
cathedral in Monreale and the cathedral in Palermo;  lunch of 
Sicilian specialties
ERICE Visit the hilltop town and try the famous almond biscuits and 
Marsala wine
MARSALA Visit a salt mill
MAZARA DEL VALLO Guided sightseeing
SCIACCA Take pictures from the panoramic viewpoint
AGRIGENTO Guided walking tour of the Valley of Temples
PIAZZA ARMERINA Guided visit of the Villa Romana del Casale
CALTAGIRONE See the famous Staircase of Santa Maria del Monte
RAGUSA Guided walking tour of the Ibla district, visit  
St. George Cathedral
MODICA Orientation;  chocolate tasting at the famous Dolceria 
Bonajuto; dinner at a local restaurant
NOTO Orientation
SYRACUSE Guided visit of the archaeological site
CATANIA See St. Agata Cathedral, Piazza Duomo, and Via Etnea
SAVOCA See the Church of Santa Lucia;  taste granita and brioche 
at Bar Vitelli
TAORMINA Orientation, visit the Greek theatre; farewell dinner at a 
local restaurant
■ HOTELS PALERMO Federico II Central Palace (F), MAZARA 
DEL VALLO Giardino di Costanza Resort (F), AGRIGENTO Grand 
Hotel Mose (F), RAGUSA Poggio del Sole Resort (F), SYRACUSE 
Mercure Prometeo (F), TAORMINA RIVIERA RG Naxos Hotel (SF) at 
Giardini Naxos
■ MEALS Full breakfast (B) daily; 1 lunch (L) in Palermo; 6 three-
course dinners (D), including dinners at local restaurants Modica  
and Taormina
■ TRANSPORTATION Motorcoach; boat ride
■ HEADSETS Throughout the tour
■ FREE WI-FI  available on your motorcoach and in most hotel lobbies

CUSTOMISE YOUR HOLIDAY 
■ EXTRA NIGHTS in Palermo, Taormina Riviera
■ MyACCOUNT Personalise your tour ahead of time with additional 
excursions. Visit our website for details and conditions.

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM

Gratuities per person for Tour Director and Driver: $94
Prices are per person, based on double room 
occupancy.
Single room supplement: $490
Triple room reduction per person: $40

Extra nights before and after your tour may be 
available, please call or visit us online for details 
and prices.

TOUR LP DATES & PRICES  PRICED FROM $2,299US 
10 days from Palermo to Taormina Riviera

0404 Sat 04 Apr Mon 13 Apr 2299
0411 Sat 11 Apr Mon 20 Apr 2349
0413 Mon 13 Apr Wed 22 Apr 2349
0418 Sat 18 Apr Mon 27 Apr 2399
0425 Sat 25 Apr Mon 04 May 2399
0427 Mon 27 Apr Wed 06 May 2399
0502 Sat 02 May Mon 11 May 2399
0509 Sat 09 May Mon 18 May 2399
0511 Mon 11 May Wed 20 May 2399
0516 Sat 16 May Mon 25 May 2399
0523 Sat 23 May Mon 01 Jun 2399
0525 Mon 25 May Wed 03 Jun 2399
0530 Sat 30 May Mon 08 Jun 2399
0606 Sat 06 Jun Mon 15 Jun 2399
0608 Mon 08 Jun Wed 17 Jun 2399
0613 Sat 13 Jun Mon 22 Jun 2399
0620 Sat 20 Jun Mon 29 Jun 2399
0622 Mon 22 Jun Wed 01 Jul 2399

0627 Sat 27 Jun Mon 06 Jul 2439
0829 Sat 29 Aug Mon 07 Sep 2439
0905 Sat 05 Sep Mon 14 Sep 2439
0907 Mon 07 Sep Wed 16 Sep 2439
0912 Sat 12 Sep Mon 21 Sep 2399
0914 Mon 14 Sep Wed 23 Sep 2399
0919 Sat 19 Sep Mon 28 Sep 2399
0921 Mon 21 Sep Wed 30 Sep 2399
0926 Sat 26 Sep Mon 05 Oct 2399
0928 Mon 28 Sep Wed 07 Oct 2399
1003 Sat 03 Oct Mon 12 Oct 2399
1005 Mon 05 Oct Wed 14 Oct 2399
1010 Sat 10 Oct Mon 19 Oct 2399
1012 Mon 12 Oct Wed 21 Oct 2399
1017 Sat 17 Oct Mon 26 Oct 2369
1019 Mon 19 Oct Wed 28 Oct 2369
1024 Sat 24 Oct Mon 02 Nov 2299

Departure
Number

Departure
Number

Start 
Palermo*

Start 
Palermo*

End 
Taormina Riviera

End 
Taormina Riviera

Land
Only

Land
Only
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DAY 1 ARRIVE IN ROME, ITALY. 
Welcome to Rome! At 5 pm, meet your Tour Director and travelling companions, 
and enjoy a welcome dinner at one of Rome’s lively restaurants. (D)

DAY 2 ROME–CASTEL GANDOLFO–SORRENTO COAST.
Look forward to a unique experience:  enjoy a guided visit of the 
impressive PAPAL PALACE in Castel Gandolfo, former summer residence 
of the popes and, since 2016, a museum that is open to the public. Also 
visit the magnificent BARBERINI GARDENS, where ruins of the residence of 
Roman Emperor Domitian are still visible, followed by lunch at Villa Barberini. 
Then, continue south on the Highway of the Sun to the Sorrento Coast. (B,L)
Today’s Distance: 193 mi / 310 km

DAY 3 SORRENTO COAST. EXCURSION TO CAPRI. 
Speed across the bay by JETFOIL to the Isle of Capri and ride the 
FUNICULAR to Capri village for a guided visit. Walk through the 
splendid AUGUSTUS GARDENS, terraces overlooking the sea, offering 
a spectacular panoramic view. Time to explore the little shops on the 
piazzetta before returning to your hotel. (B)

DAY 4 SORRENTO COAST. EXCURSION TO POMPEII AND NAPLES.
Explore fascinating POMPEII, the Roman city both destroyed and preserved 
by an eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 AD. Follow your Local Guide for a 
walk past patrician homes, public baths, and commercial districts strikingly 
recalling day-to-day life when Rome was at the apex of her power. Next is 
Naples, a city steeped in volcanic history, rich archaeological treasures, and 
castles and churches to rival Rome! A Local Guide will show you the many 
sights during your city tour. Stop in the famous PIAZZA PLEBISCITO and 

 savour a slice of Neapolitan pizza. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 68 mi / 110 km

DAY 5 SORRENTO COAST–BARI. 
A morning at leisure allows you to join an optional excursion to the 
Amalfi coast and Positano. Later, drive to Bari, capital of Apulia, the 
heel of Italy’s “boot,” for your overnight stay. (B)
Today’s Distance: 186 mi / 300 km

DAY 6 BARI–LECCE–ALBEROBELLO AREA. 
Discover BARI VECCHIA, the city’s oldest district, during a pleasant 
stroll with a Local Guide and visit stunning SAN NICOLA'S CHURCH. 
In Lecce, your guided walking tour reveals why Lecce is called the 
“Florence of the South.” Visit the DUOMO, a masterpiece of baroque 
art, SANTA CROCE BASILICA, and  taste the local pasticciotto with 
almond-flavoured iced coffee. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 186 mi / 300 km

DAY 7 ALBEROBELLO AREA.
Enjoy a guided walking tour of Alberobello and visit one of its unique 
trulli—whitewashed, stone, circular houses with pinnacled, conical 
roofs. The balance of the day is at leisure. You may wish to join an 
optional dinner at a traditional Apulian masseria. (B)
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DAY 8 ALBEROBELLO AREA–MATERA–PIZZO CALABRO– 
REGGIO CALABRIA.
In Matera, enjoy a panoramic view of the picturesque sassi houses, 
followed by a spectacular drive south along the Gulf of Taranto to Pizzo 
Calabro, where you can taste  the traditional tartufo ice cream. Arrive 
in Reggio Calabria for a guided visit of the MUSEUM that houses the 
world-famous bronze warrior sculptures, Bronzi di Riace. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 280 mi / 450 km

DAY 9 REGGIO CALABRIA–TAORMINA RIVIERA.
Cross the Strait of Messina by FERRY and start your discovery of the 
beautiful island of Sicily, the great melting pot of the Mediterranean 
world. Phoenicians, Greeks, Romans, Saracens, Normans, French, and 
Spanish have left their marks and contributed to its rich heritage. Arrive 
in Taormina, a charming hilltop town overlooking the Ionian Sea, and visit 
the ancient GREEK THEATRE dating back to the 3rd century BC. Time 
to stroll and shop along Corso Umberto I at your own pace. Don’t miss 
the opportunity to taste local specialties, like the Sicilian granita (a treat 
similar to sorbet). (B)
Today’s Distance: 81 mi / 130 km

DAYS 10 & 11 AT LEISURE IN TAORMINA RIVIERA.
Enjoy two days to just relax in this beautiful resort or choose from our 
optional excursions to Mount Etna, the largest active volcano in Europe; 
or to the fascinating archaeological site of Syracuse, birthplace of the 
mathematician Archimedes and once a powerful Greek port with a 
fleet feared throughout the Mediterranean. On day 10, dinner has been 
prepared at a local restaurant with breathtaking sea views. On Day 11, 
enjoy dinner at your hotel. (B,D daily)

DAY 12 TAORMINA RIVIERA–AGRIGENTO–PALERMO.
Head south to Agrigento and enjoy a walk with your Local Guide through 
the breathtaking VALLEY OF TEMPLES. Even travellers who have 
visited Athens and Delphi are awed by the gigantic yet graceful Greek 
structures that miraculously survived 24 centuries of tormented history. 
Arrive at your hotel in Palermo. (B)
Today’s Distance: 280 mi / 450 km

DAY 13 PALERMO.
Guided sightseeing features the ornate Piazza Bellini, Capo Market, 
the baroque Church of Immacolata, and a visit to the magnificent 
CATHEDRAL. Drive up to Monreale for a panoramic view of the Conca 
d’Oro and a visit to the 12th-century NORMAN CATHEDRAL, famous 
for its 50,000 square feet of precious Byzantine mosaics. Later, a 
farewell dinner at a local restaurant is the perfect way to celebrate your 
Italian journey. (B,D)

DAY 14 PALERMO.
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. (B)

HIGHLIGHTS OF SICILY & 
SOUTHERN ITALY 14 DAYS ITALY

LOCAL FAVOURITE   IN LECCE, TASTE THE LOCAL  PASTICCIOTTO 
WITH ALMOND-FLAVOURED ICED COFFEE.

LOCAL FAVOURITE   IN NAPLES, STOP IN THE FAMOUS PIAZZA 
PLEBISCITO AND SAVOUR A SLICE OF NEAPOLITAN PIZZA.GREEK THEATRE, TAORMINA

HIGHLIGHTS OF SICILY & 
SOUTHERN ITALY 14 DAYS

WITH GLOBUS THE DETAILS ARE DONE
You’ll always visit the key sites and enjoy more inclusions; inside visits 
and special features are shown in UPPERCASE in the tour description, 
including admission charges where applicable.  
For standard inclusions, see page 4.

TRIP SCALE Leisurely ■ On the Go

LOCAL FAVOURITES 
Globus has created special experiences that will bring you behind the 
scenes, spotlight the unique stories of your journey, and bring to life 
the local flavour of your destination. Just look for the  icon to see 
what we’ve included for you. 

ALL THIS IS INCLUDED 
■ SIGHTSEEING AND MORE
ROME Welcome dinner at a local restaurant
CASTEL GANDOLFO  Guided visit of the Papal Palace and the 
Barberini Gardens, lunch at Villa Barberini
SORRENTO–CAPRI–SORRENTO By jetfoil
CAPRI Guided visit of Capri village, including a funicular ride and a 
visit to Augustus Gardens
POMPEII Guided walking tour of the excavations
NAPLES Guided visit;  pizza tasting
BARI Guided sightseeing, walk through the Old Town and visit  
San Nicola's Church
LECCE Guided walking tour, visit Duomo and Santa Croce Basilica; 
taste  local pasticciotto and almond coffee
ALBEROBELLO Guided walking tour; visit a trullo
MATERA Panoramic view of the sassi houses
PIZZO CALABRO  Taste the traditional tartufo ice cream
REGGIO CALABRIA Guided visit of the Bronzi di Riace museum
STRAIT OF MESSINA Ferry crossing 
TAORMINA Visit the ancient Greek Theatre; dinner at a local restaurant
AGRIGENTO Guided walking tour of the Valley of Temples
PALERMO Guided sightseeing, visit the cathedral, and the Norman 
cathedral in Monreale; farewell dinner at a local restaurant
■ HOTELS ROME Mediterraneo (F) or Ludovisi Palace (F) or Romanico 
Palace (F), SORRENTO COAST Towers Hotel (F) at Castellammare 
di Stabia, BARI Grande Albergo delle Nazioni (SF), ALBEROBELLO 
AREA Victor Country (F) or D'Aragona Hotel & Spa (SF) at Conversano, 
REGGIO CALABRIA Grand Hotel Excelsior (SF), TAORMINA RIVIERA 
RG Naxos Hotel (SF) at Giardini Naxos, PALERMO Federico II Central 
Palace (F) or Grand Hotel Piazza Borsa (F)
■ MEALS Full buffet breakfast (B) daily; 1 lunch (L) in Villa Barberini; 
7 three-course dinners (D), including dinners at a local restaurant in 
Rome, Taormina and Palermo
■ TRANSPORTATION Motorcoach; jetfoil; funicular ride in Capri;  
ferry crossing
■ HEADSETS Throughout the tour
■ FREE WI-FI  available on your motorcoach and in most hotel lobbies

CUSTOMISE YOUR HOLIDAY 
■ EXTRA NIGHTS in Rome, Palermo
■ MyACCOUNT Personalise your tour ahead of time with additional 
excursions. Visit our website for details and conditions.

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM

Gratuities per person for Tour Director and Driver: $132
Prices are per person, based on double room 
occupancy.
Single room supplement: $690

Triple room reduction per person: $100  
Extra nights before and after your tour may be 
available, please call or visit us online for details 
and prices.

TOUR LM DATES & PRICES  PRICED FROM $3,099US

14 days from Rome to Palermo

0405 Sun 05 Apr Sat 18 Apr 3469
0412 Sun 12 Apr Sat 25 Apr 3549
0419 Sun 19 Apr Sat 02 May 3549
0426 Sun 26 Apr Sat 09 May 3569
0503 Sun 03 May Sat 16 May 3589
0510 Sun 10 May Sat 23 May 3589
0517 Sun 17 May Sat 30 May 3589
0524 Sun 24 May Sat 06 Jun 3629
0531 Sun 31 May Sat 13 Jun 3589
0603 Wed 03 Jun Tue 16 Jun 3629
0607 Sun 07 Jun Sat 20 Jun 3589
0610 Wed 10 Jun Tue 23 Jun 3629
0614 Sun 14 Jun Sat 27 Jun 3589
0617 Wed 17 Jun Tue 30 Jun 3629
0621 Sun 21 Jun Sat 04 Jul 3599
0624 Wed 24 Jun Tue 07 Jul 3679
0628 Sun 28 Jun Sat 11 Jul 3669
0705 Sun 05 Jul Sat 18 Jul 3629
0712 Sun 12 Jul Sat 25 Jul 3629
0726 Sun 26 Jul Sat 08 Aug 3629
0809 Sun 09 Aug Sat 22 Aug 3629

0823 Sun 23 Aug Sat 05 Sep 3599
0830 Sun 30 Aug Sat 12 Sep 3629
0902 Wed 02 Sep Tue 15 Sep 3659
0906 Sun 06 Sep Sat 19 Sep 3639
0909 Wed 09 Sep Tue 22 Sep 3639
0913 Sun 13 Sep Sat 26 Sep 3599
0916 Wed 16 Sep Tue 29 Sep 3639
0920 Sun 20 Sep Sat 03 Oct 3599
0923 Wed 23 Sep Tue 06 Oct 3639
0927 Sun 27 Sep Sat 10 Oct 3599
0930 Wed 30 Sep Tue 13 Oct 3599
1004 Sun 04 Oct Sat 17 Oct 3579
1007 Wed 07 Oct Tue 20 Oct 3589
1011 Sun 11 Oct Sat 24 Oct 3579
1014 Wed 14 Oct Tue 27 Oct 3579
1018 Sun 18 Oct Sat 31 Oct 3579
1021 Wed 21 Oct Tue 03 Nov 3579
1025 Sun 25 Oct Sat 07 Nov 3539
1101 Sun 01 Nov Sat 14 Nov 3269
1108 Sun 08 Nov Sat 21 Nov 3269
1115 Sun 15 Nov Sat 28 Nov 3099

Departure
Number

Departure
Number

Start 
Rome*

Start 
Rome*

End 
Palermo

End 
Palermo

Land
Only

Land
Only
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DAY 1 ARRIVE IN PALERMO, ITALY. (Tue.) 
Welcome to Palermo! At 6 pm, meet your Tour Director and travelling 
companions for a welcome dinner at your hotel. (D)

DAY 2 PALERMO. (Wed.) 
Sightseeing with a Local Guide features the ornate Piazza Bellini, 
Capo Market, the baroque Church of Immacolata, and a visit to the 
magnificent CATHEDRAL. Drive up to Monreale for a panoramic view of 
the Conca d’Oro and a visit to the 12th-century NORMAN CATHEDRAL, 
famous for its 50,000 square feet of precious Byzantine mosaics. (B) 

DAY 3 PALERMO–AGRIGENTO–CATANIA. (Thu.) 
Arrive in Agrigento and meet your Local Guide for a spectacular walk 
through the magnificent VALLEY OF TEMPLES with its gigantic yet 
graceful Greek structures that miraculously survived 24 centuries of 
tormented history. Continue to Catania and enjoy an orientation walk in 
the centre. In Piazza del Duomo see the lava stone statue of an elephant, 
the city’s symbol. (B)
Today’s Distance: 205 mi / 330 km

DAY 4 CATANIA. EXCURSION TO SYRACUSE AND ORTIGIA. (Fri.) 
Head to Syracuse, birthplace of the mathematician Archimedes. Enter 
the ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE for a guided visit of the 5th-century-
BC sparkling-white Greek Theatre, the Garden of Paradise, the Ear 
of Dionysus, the Altar of Hieron II, the Roman Amphitheatre, and the 
Cordmaker’s Cave. Another highlight is  a visit to the pretty island of 
Ortigia. (B)
Today’s Distance: 93 mi / 150 km

DAY 5 CATANIA–TAORMINA–COSENZA. (Sat.) 
Stop in the stunning hilltop town of Taormina, time to explore its streets and 
visit some sites. Cross the Straits of Messina by FERRY to reach mainland 
Italy for an interesting drive to the city of Cosenza. With your Local Guide 
discover the OLD TOWN. See the open-air museum and the contrastingly 
modern bridge by the architect Calatrava. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 217 mi / 350 km

DAY 6 COSENZA–MATERA. (Sun.) 
Drive to Matera famous for the sassi houses carved out of the rock. A 
special visit to CASA GROTTA has been arranged during your guided 

sightseeing. To top off the visit to this incredible town,  dinner with 
local specialties has been arranged at a local restaurant (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 130 mi / 210 km

DAY 7 MATERA–ALBEROBELLO–LOCOROTONDO–MARTINA FRANCA–
LECCE. (Mon.) 
Today focus on the Itria Valley, one of Italy’s most fertile and beautiful 
valleys. Start with Alberobello where a Local Guide will take you for 
a walking tour of the town, and for a visit one of its unique TRULLI—
whitewashed, stone, circular houses with pinnacled, conical roofs. 
Next, stop in the quiet hilltop town of Locorotondo, classified as one of 
the most beautiful borghi in Italy, then in lively, elegant Martina Franca. 
Continue to the “heel of Italy” and arrive in Lecce, where you will stay for 
two nights. (B)
Today’s Distance: 124 mi / 200 km

DAY 8 LECCE. (Tue.) 
Admire the baroque buildings and squares during your walking tour with a 
Local Guide and understand why Lecce has been called the “Florence of 
the South.” Visit the impressive DUOMO and SANTA CROCE BASILICA. 
Later, an interesting optional excursion to Otranto is available. (B,D)

DAY 9 LECCE–BRINDISI–OVERNIGHT FERRY TO PATRAS, GREECE. (Wed.) 
Time to discover more of Lecce this morning before heading to the 
coastal city of Brindisi, endpoint of the Roman Appian way and the town 
from where Philleas Fogg left the continent in Jules Verne’s Around 
the World in 80 Days. Lunch awaits in a local restaurant followed by a 
sightseeing tour of Brindisi. Later board your overnight FERRY and cross 
the Ionian sea to Greece. (B,L,D)
Today’s Distance: 37 mi / 60 km (excluding overnight ferry)

DAY 10 PATRAS–ITEA. (Thu.) 
Enjoy the scenery as you approach busy Patras where you will 
disembark early afternoon. Take pictures of the Rion-Antirion Bridge, 
one of the world’s longest multi-span cable stayed bridges, crossing the 
Gulf of Corinth. Stop in Nafpaktos, a popular holiday destination and site 
of the Battle of Lepanto, beautifully located on a bay, before arriving at 
your hotel in Itea.  (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 73 mi / 118 km

SOUTHERN ITALY & GREECE  
14 DAYS ITALY
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SOUTHERN ITALY & 
GREECE 14 DAYS

WITH GLOBUS THE DETAILS ARE DONE
You’ll always visit the key sites and enjoy more inclusions; inside visits 
and special features are shown in UPPERCASE in the tour description, 
including admission charges where applicable.  
For standard inclusions, see page 4.

TRIP SCALE Leisurely ■ On the Go  

LOCAL FAVOURITES 
Globus has created special experiences that will bring you behind the 
scenes, spotlight the unique stories of your journey, and bring to life 
the local flavour of your destination. Just look for the  icon to see 
what we’ve included for you. 

ALL THIS IS INCLUDED 
■ SIGHTSEEING AND MORE
PALERMO Welcome dinner; guided sightseeing, visit the cathedral and 
the Norman cathedral in Monreale
AGRIGENTO Guided walking tour of the Valley of Temples  
CATANIA Orientation
SYRACUSA Guided visit of the archaeological site
ORTIGIA  Visit the island 
TAORMINA Orientation
STRAIT OF MESSINA Ferry crossing
COSENZA Guided sightseeing  
MATERA Guided walking tour, visit Casa Grotta;  dinner with  
typical specialties
ALBEROBELLO Guided walking tour, visit a trullo
LOCOROTONDO Orientation
MARTINA FRANCA Orientation
LECCE Guided walking tour, visit the Duomo and Santa Croce Basilica
BRINDISI Enjoy lunch; guided sightseeing 
BRINDISI-PATRAS Overnight ferry crossing
NAFPAKTOS Orientation
GALAXIDI  Olive oil tasting with local specialties; orientation
DELPHI Guided visit of the excavations, visit the Archaeological Museum 
ATHENS Guided sightseeing, visit the Acropolis; farewell dinner at a 
local restaurant
■ HOTELS PALERMO NH Palermo (F), CATANIA NH Catania Centro (F), 
COSENZA Royal (SF), MATERA Del Campo (F), LECCE Patria Palace (SF), 
ITEA Nafsika Palace (F), ATHENS Crowne Plaza (SF)
■ MEALS Full buffet breakfast (B) daily; 1 lunch (L) in Brindisi;  
7 three-course dinners (D), including dinner at a local restaurant in 
Matera and Athens
■ TRANSPORTATION Motorcoach; ferry crossing Strait of Messina; 
overnight ferry crossing from Brindisi to Patras; ferry (Tour LGH)
■ HEADSETS Throughout the tour
■ FREE WI-FI  available on your motorcoach and in most hotel lobbies

CUSTOMISE YOUR HOLIDAY 
■ EXTRA NIGHTS in Palermo, Athens
■ EXTEND YOUR HOLIDAY with a 4-night sea cruise (Tour LGH)
■ MyACCOUNT Personalise your tour ahead of time with additional 
excursions. Visit our website for details and conditions.

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM
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DAY 11 ITEA. EXCURSION TO GALAXIDI. (Fri.) 
Learn about one of Greece’s most famous products—olive oil. 
The area around Itea is famous for its Amfissa olive trees which 
are protected by UNESCO.  An OLIVE OIL TASTING with local 
specialties has been arranged for you. Later, stroll around the 
charming streets of the seaside town of Galaxidi, or sit in a seafront 
tavern and watch the world go by. (B)
Today’s Distance: 20 mi / 33 km

DAY 12 ITEA–DELPHI–ATHENS. (Sat.) 
The morning is devoted to mystic Delphi. Meet your Local Guide and 
enjoy a fascinating tour of the ancient sanctuary of the god Apollo in its 
dramatic setting on Mount Parnassus. Hear about the Oracle and visit 
the EXCAVATIONS. Explore the ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM to admire 
the Charioteer, an extraordinary 5th-century BC bronze statue. Continue 
to Athens, Greece's proud capital. (B)
Today’s Distance: 125 mi / 200 km

DAY 13 ATHENS. (Sun.) 
Sightseeing with a Local Guide includes a visit to the world-famous 
ACROPOLIS, perched high on a rocky outcrop overlooking the city. 
Here see the Parthenon, the Erechtheum with its Porch of Maidens, 
and the Temple of Athena Nike. Enjoy a panoramic view that includes 
glimpses of the Temple of Olympian Zeus, the Theatre of Dionysus, 
and the beautifully preserved Theseum, where Socrates taught. Later, 
an orientation features the Parliament House and a picture stop at the 
Panathenaic Stadium. Built in the 2nd century AD, it is the only stadium 
in the world built entirely of marble, and was host to the opening and 
closing ceremonies of the first modern Olympics in 1896. The rest of 
the day is at leisure. Tonight, celebrate your journey with a farewell 
dinner at a local restaurant. (B,D)

DAY 14 ATHENS. (Mon.) 
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. (B)

ADD A SEA CRUISE TO YOUR HOLIDAY TOUR LGH 19 DAYS

DAYS 1 TO 13 (Tue. to Sun.)
Like Tour LG.

DAY 14 ATHENS–PIRAEUS 
(EMBARKATION)–MYKONOS. (Mon.)
Embark in Piraeus, and sail into 
the deep-blue waters of the 

Aegean Sea. Later, dock at the mountainous island of Mykonos. (L,D)

DAY 15 CRUISING: KUSADASI, TURKEY–PATMOS, GREECE. (Tue.)
Two ports of call today. First, Kusadasi on the Turkish coast. Visit the 
fascinating Greek, Roman, and Byzantine excavations of EPHESUS. 
Next stop at the tiny Greek island of Patmos, where St. John wrote the 
Revelation, and see the Grotto of the Apocalypse.  (B,L,D)

DAY 16 CRUISING: RHODES. (Wed.) 
All day is dedicated to the island of RHODES. Explore the sights in the 
historic OLD TOWN with its ramparts and palaces built by the Knights of 
St. John during the Crusades. Next is LINDOS with the fabulous Temple 
of Athena. Sail from Rhodes in the evening. (B,L,D)

DAY 17 CRUISING: HERAKLION, CRETE–SANTORINI, GREECE. (Thu.) 
First port of call today is Heraklion on Crete. An optional excursion to 
Knossos, the centre of the 3000 BC Minoan civilisation, is available. 
Afternoon call (weather permitting) at Santorini, the “Black Pearl of the 
Aegean.” The optional shore excursion takes you to the cliff-top village 
of Oia for one of the world’s most breathtaking panoramas. (B,L,D)

DAY 18 PIRAEUS (DISEMBARKATION)–ATHENS. (Fri.) 
After breakfast on board, disembark at Piraeus and return to Athens. (B)

DAY 19 ATHENS. (Sat.) 
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. (B)

Your hotel is the Radisson Blu Park (SF).

All cruise services are provided by Celestyal Cruises. Your cruise ship is 
the Celestyal Olympia. See page 25 for more details.

MATERA LOCAL FAVOURITE   VISIT THE PRETTY ISLAND OF ORTIGIA.
LOCAL FAVOURITE   IN MATERA, ENJOY DINNER WITH AUTHENTIC 

SPECIALTIES AT A LOCAL RESTAURANT.

CATANIA
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LOCAL FAVOURITE   ENJOY A GREEK OLIVE OIL TASTING WITH  
LOCAL SPECIALTIES.

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM

Gratuities per person for Tour Director and Driver: $132

Prices are per person, based on double room 
occupancy.
Single room supplement: $790
Triple room reduction per person: $50
Extra nights before and after your tour may be 
available, please call or visit us online for details 
and prices.

Cruise Details:
The above prices are per person in category IB twin 
inside cabin.

Port Taxes $169 & Gratuities $40 to service 
personnel on board the ship are included in the 
Globus price.
Supplement per person to outside cabin XB: $172
Supplement for single room on land and single 
occupancy in inside cabin IB: $1116; in outside 
cabin XB: $1330
Reduction for triple room on land and triple 
occupancy in inside cabin IB: $140
Reduction for triple room on land and triple 
occupancy in outside cabin XB: $60
Cabin assignments and meal seatings are 
determined during the tour prior to boarding.

TOURS LG AND LGH DATES & PRICES   
PRICED FROM $3,099US

LG: 14 days from Palermo to Athens 
LGH: 19 days from Palermo to Athens

0428 Tue 28 Apr 11 May 3099 16 May 4599
0512 Tue 12 May 25 May 3179 30 May 4729
0526 Tue 26 May 08 Jun 3199 13 Jun 4739
0609 Tue 09 Jun 22 Jun 3199 27 Jun 4749
0825 Tue 25 Aug 07 Sep 3159 12 Sep 4829

0908 Tue 08 Sep 21 Sep 3199 26 Sep 4859
0922 Tue 22 Sep 05 Oct 3179 10 Oct 4729
1006 Tue 06 Oct 19 Oct 3199 24 Oct 4739
1020 Tue 20 Oct 02 Nov 3099 ------ ------

Depar-
ture
Number

Depar-
ture
Number

Start 
Palermo*

Start 
Palermo*

TOUR LG TOUR LGTOUR LGH TOUR LGH

End 
Athens

End 
Athens

End 
Athens

End 
Athens

Land
Only

Land
Only

Land
Only

Land
Only

PRICED FROM $1,500US
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DAY 1 ARRIVE IN PARIS, FRANCE. (Sat.) 
Welcome to Paris! At 5:30 pm, meet your Tour Director and travelling 
companions, and leave the hotel for a welcome dinner at one of Paris’ 
lively restaurants, followed by an orientation drive. (D)

DAY 2 PARIS–REIMS–METZ. (Sun.) 
Drive to Reims, city of champagne, and enjoy a special CHAMPAGNE 
TASTING. Also recognised by UNESCO, France’s Champagne region 
is celebrated for its specialised artisan activity that has become an 
agro-industrial enterprise. Next, visit the impressive NOTRE DAME 
DE REIMS CATHEDRAL, where the Kings of France were crowned. 
Considered one of the most beautiful examples of gothic art, the 
800-year-old cathedral was one of the first monuments registered as 
a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Later, arrive in Metz, located at the 
confluence of the Moselle and Seine Rivers. Enjoy an orientation of 
this 3,000-year-old city and visit the magnificent gothic CATHEDRAL, 
famous for its glass-stained windows. (B)
Today’s Distance: 230 mi / 370 km

DAY 3 METZ–SAINT-AVOLD–STRASBOURG–COLMAR. (Mon.) 
Stop in Saint-Avold for a visit of the largest American Military WWII 
Cemetery in Europe, the LORRAINE AMERICAN CEMETERY & 
MEMORIAL. Next, enter the Alsace region and arrive in Strasbourg, 
where the European Parliament has its plenary sessions four days 
each month. A  BOAT CRUISE is the best way to see Strasbourg 
with its LITTLE FRANCE DISTRICT and the impressive European Union 
institutions. Continue to Colmar. (B)
Today’s Distance: 168 mi / 270 km

DAY 4 COLMAR. (Tue.) 
Explore Colmar and the famous LITTLE VENICE district with its half-
timbered houses by LITTLE TRAIN. Balance of the day is at leisure. Ask 
your Tour Director for suggestions. (B) 
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DAY 5 COLMAR–BEAUNE–LYON. (Wed.) 
Enter Burgundy and arrive in Beaune, wine capital of the region, for 
an orientation of this beautiful town. Admire Notre Dame Basilica and 
visit the impressive HÔTEL DIEU, originally founded as a hospital for 
the poor. Then, continue to Lyon “Capital of the Gauls,” beautifully 
situated between two rivers, the Rhône and the Saône, and enjoy a 
walking tour of the OLD TOWN to discover the Traboules, secret, hidden 
passageways winding their way through buildings and along staircases, 
with a history going back to the 4th century. (B)
Today’s Distance: 280 mi / 450 km

DAY 6 LYON–PONT DU GARD–AVIGNON. (Thu.) 
This morning enter Provence. At Pont du Gard, marvel at the largest 
remaining Roman aqueduct in France, a monumental feat of engineering 
completed in 19 BC. Continue to Avignon, the medieval residence of 
several popes and antipopes. During your walking tour through the 
OLD TOWN, take pictures of the magnificent Palace of the Popes and 
the famous bridge, and browse through the colourful shops that sell 
traditional products made in Provence, like cloth, honey, herbs, and 
nougat candy. (B)
Today’s Distance: 174 mi / 280 km

DAY 7 AVIGNON–ST. RÉMY-DE-PROVENCE–LES BAUX-DE-PROVENCE–
MARSEILLES. (Fri.) 
In St. Rémy-de-Provence, visit the ST. PAUL DE MAUSOLE 
MONASTERY, used as a hospital when Vincent van Gogh stayed 
there for a year in 1889. Continue to Les Baux-de-Provence, famous 
for its breathtaking views. Then, a special treat awaits:  an OLIVE 
OIL TASTING. Arrive in the busy seaport of Marseilles, and visit the 
neo-byzantine NOTRE DAME DE LA GARDE BASILICA, spectacularly 
located on a limestone outcrop near the Old Port on the foundations of 
an ancient fort. (B)
Today’s Distance: 162 mi / 260 km

DAY 8 MARSEILLES. EXCURSION TO AIX-EN-PROVENCE. (Sat.) 
This morning takes you on an included excursion to Aix-en-Provence, 
one of France’s most elegant cities. It was the birthplace of painter 
Cézanne, and has always attracted artists from around the world. 
Explore its centre during your walking tour, and wander through the 
maze of small streets and along shaded Cours Mirabeau. An optional 
excursion is available to Arles with its Roman arena. This evening, a 
farewell dinner awaits at one of Marseilles’ excellent local restaurants as 
a proper au revoir to France. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 62 mi / 100 km

DAY 9 MARSEILLES. (Sun.) 
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. (B)

PARIS, CHAMPAGNE & 
THE FRENCH COUNTRYSIDE 9 DAYS FRANCE 

LOCAL FAVOURITE   ENJOY A RELAXING CRUISE ALONG THE 
CANALS OF STRASBOURG—THE BEST WAY TO SEE THE PETITE FRANCE 
DISTRICT AND THE IMPRESSIVE EUROPEAN UNION INSTITUTIONS. LOCAL FAVOURITE   OLIVE OIL TASTING AWAITS IN THE PROVENCE.

PARIS, CHAMPAGNE & 
THE FRENCH 
COUNTRYSIDE 9 DAYS

WITH GLOBUS THE DETAILS ARE DONE.
You’ll always visit the key sites and enjoy more inclusions; inside visits 
and special features are shown in UPPERCASE in the tour description, 
including admission charges where applicable.  
For standard inclusions, see page 4.

TAKE A BREAK  TRIP SCALE Leisurely ■ On the Go

LOCAL FAVOURITES 
Globus has created special experiences that will bring you behind the 
scenes, spotlight the unique stories of your journey, and bring to life 
the local flavour of your destination. Just look for the  icon to see 
what we’ve included for you. 

ALL THIS IS INCLUDED 
■ SIGHTSEEING AND MORE
PARIS Welcome dinner at a local restaurant; orientation drive
REIMS Champagne tasting; visit the cathedral
METZ Orientation, visit the cathedral
SAINT-AVOLD Visit the Lorraine American Cemetery & Memorial
STRASBOURG  Boat cruise and “Little France” district 
COLMAR Enjoy an orientation on the little train including  
Little Venice
BEAUNE Orientation, visit Hôtel Dieu
LYON Walking tour of Old Lyon
PONT DU GARD Take pictures of the Roman aqueduct
AVIGNON Walking tour, take pictures of the Palace of the Popes
ST. RÉMY-DE-PROVENCE Visit the St. Paul de Mausole Monastery
LES BAUX-DE-PROVENCE Enjoy the panoramic view;  olive  
oil tasting 
MARSEILLES Orientation, visit the Notre Dame de la Garde Basilica; 
excursion to Aix-en-Provence; farewell dinner at a local restaurant
■ HOTELS PARIS Mercure Paris Montmartre Sacré Cœur (F), METZ 
Mercure Metz Centre (F), COLMAR Mercure Centre Unterlinden (F), LYON 
Mercure Château Perrache (F), AVIGNON Grand Hotel Avignon (F), 
MARSEILLES Mercure Centre Vieux Port (F)
■ MEALS Full buffet breakfast (B) daily; 2 three-course dinners (D): 
including dinners at a local restaurant in Paris and Marseilles
■ TRANSPORTATION Motorcoach
■ HEADSETS Throughout the tour
■ FREE WI-FI  available on your motorcoach and in most hotel lobbies

CUSTOMISE YOUR HOLIDAY 
■ EXTRA NIGHTS in Paris, Marseilles
■ MyACCOUNT Personalise your tour ahead of time with additional 
excursions. Visit our website for details and conditions.

COMBINATION Tour RP with RC (see our website); take advantage of 
the second tour discount (see page 15).

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM

Gratuities per person for Tour Director and Driver: $85
Prices are per person, based on double room 
occupancy.
Single room supplement: $580
No triple room reduction.

Extra nights before and after your tour may be 
available, please call or visit us online for details and 
prices.

TOUR RP DATES & PRICES  PRICED FROM $2,069US 
9 days from Paris to Marseilles

0411 Sat 11 Apr Sun 19 Apr 2099
0425 Sat 25 Apr Sun 03 May 2099
0509 Sat 09 May Sun 17 May 2119
0523 Sat 23 May Sun 31 May 2119
0606 Sat 06 Jun Sun 14 Jun 2169
0627 Sat 27 Jun Sun 05 Jul 2169

0718 Sat 18 Jul Sun 26 Jul 2099
0801 Sat 01 Aug Sun 09 Aug 2069
0815 Sat 15 Aug Sun 23 Aug 2069
0905 Sat 05 Sep Sun 13 Sep 2169
0912 Sat 12 Sep Sun 20 Sep 2099

Departure
Number

Departure
Number

Start 
Paris*

Start 
Paris*

End 
Marseilles

Land
Only

Land
Only

End 
Marseilles
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DAY 1 ARRIVE IN MADRID, SPAIN. (Mon.)
Welcome to Madrid! At 6 pm, meet your Tour Director and travelling 
companions for a welcome dinner at your hotel. (D)

DAY 2 MADRID. (Tue.)
The capital since 1561, Madrid today is a strikingly modern city, the 
showcase of a country resolutely turned towards the future. Morning 
sightseeing with a Local Guide takes you to the Puerta del Sol, Plaza de 
España with its monument to Cervantes, the Parliament, Cibeles Fountain, 
elegant Calle Alcala, and Paseo de Castellana. Then, the highlight: a visit 
to the palatial PRADO MUSEUM, founded in 1819, and considered to have 
one of the finest collections of European art of the last eight centuries, with 
the works of Goya, El Greco, Rubens, Titian, and more. In the afternoon, 
an optional excursion to Toledo can be arranged. (B)

DAY 3 MADRID–SEGOVIA–RIBERA DEL DUERO–BURGOS–VITORIA. (Wed.)
Head into beautiful Castile, the “Province of the Castles.” Cross the rugged 
Sierra de Guadarrama mountain range on the way to Segovia, famous for 
the 2,000-year-old Roman aqueduct. Next, head to Ribera del Duero for 
a  WINE TASTING accompanied by tapas at Bodegas Portia, designed 
by world-famous architect Norman Foster. In Burgos, see the magnificent 
limestone Cathedral of Santa Maria, where the legendary El Cid—Castile’s 
greatest hero—who lived in the 11th century, is buried. Afternoon arrival 
in Vitoria, capital of the Basque Autonomous Community, and explore the 
delightful historic centre at your own pace. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 286 mi / 460 km

DAY 4 VITORIA–BILBAO–SAN SEBASTIAN–PAMPLONA. (Thu.)
In Bilbao, the great port city of the Basque region, join your Local Guide for 
a visit to the GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM, an amazing feat of construction 
created by architect Frank O. Gehry. Next is lovely San Sebastian, the 
“Pearl of the Cantabrian Coast,” before arriving in Pamplona at the foot of 
the Pyrenees. Here, a special treat awaits:  walk along the Calle Estafeta, 
where the famous “running of the bulls” takes place, followed by a Rioja 
WINE TASTING and dinner at Basaburua restaurant. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 168 mi / 270 km

DAY 5 PAMPLONA–SARAGOSSA–BARCELONA. (Fri.)
In Saragossa, visit PLAZA DEL PILAR, one of Spain’s grandest squares. 
Free time to visit the Basilica of Our Lady of the Pillar, where, according 
to legends, the Virgin Mary appeared to St. James. Arrive in Barcelona, 
Spain’s second-largest city and the host of the 1992 Olympic Games. (B) 
Today’s Distance: 311 mi / 500 km
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DAY 6 BARCELONA. (Sat.)
Sightseeing with a Local Guide features the Columbus Monument, Plaza de 
Cataluña, and Paseo de Gràcia. A highlight is a visit to spectacular SAGRADA 
FAMILIA BASILICA, Gaudí’s masterpiece. Also enjoy a panoramic view of the 
city and harbour from Montjuïc Hill. Choose from our optional excursions to 
Montserrat and to a Catalonian restaurant to try out local dishes. (B)

DAY 7 BARCELONA–VALENCIA. (Sun.)
Continue along the coast to Valencia, once a royal capital. Valencia’s Roman, 
Moorish, and Spanish history comes alive during your guided sightseeing, 
featuring the Town Hall, La Lonja (the 15th-century Silk Exchange), the bull 
ring, the massive gateway towers of Serranos and Quart, and the new Arts & 
Science Complex, designed by the famous Valencian architect Calatrava. End 
your tour in the centre at La Seo Cathedral and then, visit  one of Valencia’s 
oldest Horchaterias, where you will be served a traditional Horchata drink. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 230 mi / 370 km

DAY 8 VALENCIA–GRANADA. (Mon.)
Take a scenic drive toward the mountains past troglodyte cave dwellings, 
hollowed out of the soft tufa stone, near Guadix and Purullena. Cross Mora 
Pass and arrive in Granada, where dinner has been prepared at one of 
Granada’s fine restaurants, the perfect introduction to this magnificent city. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 336 mi / 540 km

DAY 9 GRANADA–COSTA DEL SOL. (Tue.)
Sightseeing with a Local Guide features Granada’s main attraction, the 
ALHAMBRA COMPLEX, a fantasy of “lace in stone” surrounded by 
arabesque gardens and fountains. Also amble through the exotic WATER 
GARDENS OF THE GENERALIFE. Then, take a short drive to your hotel 
at the Costa del Sol. Later, you may wish to join an optional excursion to 
the charming Pueblo Blanco village of Mijas. (B)
Today’s Distance: 103 mi / 165 km

DAY 10 COSTA DEL SOL. EXCURSION TO MÁLAGA. (Wed.)
The morning is dedicated to beautiful Málaga, birthplace of Picasso. 
Join your Local Guide on a walking tour through the OLD CITY. Enjoy 
free time for shopping and maybe a visit to the Picasso Museum. (B)
Today’s Distance: 22 mi / 35 km

DAY 11 COSTA DEL SOL–GIBRALTAR–SEVILLE. (Thu.)
Drive to the ROCK OF GIBRALTAR, in British hands since 1704. Hear about 
its turbulent history from your Local Guide, see the Moorish Castle, and 
visit ST. MICHAEL’S CAVES and the colony of Barbary apes. Drive through 
the sunny sherry wine region on the Costa de la Luz to vibrant, festive 
Seville, where  an exclusive visit has been included to the famous Real 
Maestranza de Caballería de Sevilla, the royal BULL RING. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 255 mi / 410 km

DAY 12 SEVILLE. (Fri.)
During your sightseeing tour with a Local Guide, hear about the city’s role 
in Roman times, its conquest by the Moors in 712 AD, and its contribution 
to the discovery of the New World. Admire Maria Luisa Park, the Golden 
Tower on the Guadalquivir River, and the university that was once the 
tobacco factory of Carmen fame. Also visit the magnificent CASA DE 
PILATOS, a mixture of Moorish and Roman architecture with a splendid 
collection of Roman sculptures. Then, stroll through the narrow lanes of 
the charming SANTA CRUZ QUARTER. For those interested, an optional 
extended guided visit to the cathedral is available. Tonight, for a truly 
Andalusian night out, reserve a seat at our optional Flamenco show. (B)

DAY 13 SEVILLE–CORDOBA–MADRID. (Sat.)
Travel through the arid landscapes of Don Quixote’s La Mancha to 
Cordoba. Guided walking tour of Cordoba includes the medieval Jewish 
Quarter, the MOSQUE OF THE CALIPHS, famous for its 850 pillars of 
porphyry, marble, and jasper, the Roman Bridge, and the remains of the 
Alcazar. Return to Madrid and enjoy a farewell dinner at your hotel. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 360 mi / 580 km

DAY 14 MADRID. (Sun.)
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. (B)

SPANISH FIESTA 
14 DAYS SPAIN, PORTUGAL & MOROCCO 

LOCAL FAVOURITE   ENJOY AN EXCLUSIVE VISIT TO SEVILLE’S 
FAMOUS REAL MAESTRANZA DE CABALLERÍA DE SEVILLA, THE ROYAL 
BULL RING.

LOCAL FAVOURITE   AT BODEGA PORTIA IN RIBERA DEL DUERO,  
A WINE TASTING WITH TAPAS AWAITS.

SPANISH FIESTA 14 DAYS

WITH GLOBUS THE DETAILS ARE DONE
You’ll always visit the key sites and enjoy more inclusions; inside visits 
and special features are shown in UPPERCASE in the tour description, 
including admission charges where applicable.  
For standard inclusions, see page 4.

TRIP SCALE Leisurely ■ On the Go

LOCAL FAVOURITES 
Globus has created special experiences that will bring you behind the 
scenes, spotlight the unique stories of your journey, and bring to life 
the local flavour of your destination. Just look for the  icon to see 
what we’ve included for you. 

ALL THIS IS INCLUDED 
■ SIGHTSEEING AND MORE
MADRID Welcome and farewell dinners; guided sightseeing, visit the 
Prado Museum
SEGOVIA Take pictures of the Roman Aqueduct
RIBERA DEL DUERO  Wine tasting with tapas at Bodegas Portia
BURGOS Take pictures of the Cathedral of Santa Maria
BILBAO Guided visit of the Guggenheim Museum
SAN SEBASTIAN Visit the “Pearl of the Cantabrian Coast” 
PAMPLONA  Walk along the Calle Estafeta, followed by a Rioja 
wine tasting and dinner at Basaburua restaurant
SARAGOSSA Visit Plaza del Pilar
BARCELONA Guided sightseeing, visit Sagrada Familia Basilica, 
panoramic view from Montjuïc Hill
VALENCIA Guided sightseeing;  enjoy a traditional Horchata drink
GRANADA Special dinner a local restaurant; guided sightseeing, visit 
the Alhambra complex and the Water Gardens of the Generalife
COSTA DEL SOL Guided walking tour of Málaga's Old City
ROCK OF GIBRALTAR Guided sightseeing, visit St. Michael’s Caves
SEVILLE  Visit Real Maestranza bull ring; guided sightseeing, visit 
the Casa de Pilatos, and walk through the Santa Cruz quarter 
CORDOBA Guided walking tour, visit the Mosque of the Caliphs
■ HOTELS MADRID Catalonia Atocha (F) or Melia Madrid Serrano (SF), 
VITORIA NH Canciller Ayala (F), PAMPLONA NH Iruña Park (F), 
BARCELONA Catalonia Barcelona Plaza (F), VALENCIA NH Centre (F), 
GRANADA Granada Centre (F), COSTA DEL SOL Melia Costa del  
Sol (SF) at Torremolinos, SEVILLE Melia Sevilla (SF), MADRID Melia 
Madrid Serrano (SF)
■ MEALS Full buffet breakfast (B) daily; 7 three-course dinners (D), 
including dinners at a local restaurant in Pamplona and Granada
■ TRANSPORTATION Motorcoach
■ HEADSETS Throughout the tour
■ FREE WI-FI  available on your motorcoach and in most hotel lobbies

CUSTOMISE YOUR HOLIDAY 
■ EXTRA NIGHTS in Madrid
■ MyACCOUNT Personalise your tour ahead of time with additional 
excursions. Visit our website for details and conditions.

NOTES  For operational reasons, slight schedule changes for the 
Barcelona program cannot be excluded.
Day 9 Alhambra complex: Entrance to Nasrid Palace is  
not guaranteed.
Departure 0713 San Fermin Feria

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM

Gratuities per person for Tour Director and Driver: $132
Prices are per person, based on double room 
occupancy.
Single room supplement: $760-$960
Triple room reduction per person: $60

Extra nights before and after your tour may be 
available, please call or visit us online for details and 
prices.

TOUR ZX DATES & PRICES  PRICED FROM $2,829US

14 days from Madrid to Madrid

0309 Mon 09 Mar Sun 22 Mar 2829
0316 Mon 16 Mar Sun 29 Mar 2999
0323 Mon 23 Mar Sun 05 Apr 3069
0330 Mon 30 Mar Sun 12 Apr 3389
0406 Mon 06 Apr Sun 19 Apr 3189
0413 Mon 13 Apr Sun 26 Apr 3219
0420 Mon 20 Apr Sun 03 May 3349
0427 Mon 27 Apr Sun 10 May 3199
0504 Mon 04 May Sun 17 May 3229
0511 Mon 11 May Sun 24 May 3229
0518 Mon 18 May Sun 31 May 3229
0525 Mon 25 May Sun 07 Jun 3269
0601 Mon 01 Jun Sun 14 Jun 3229
0608 Mon 08 Jun Sun 21 Jun 3269
0615 Mon 15 Jun Sun 28 Jun 3229

0622 Mon 22 Jun Sun 05 Jul 3249
0629 Mon 29 Jun Sun 12 Jul 3249
0713 Mon 13 Jul Sun 26 Jul 3199
0727 Mon 27 Jul Sun 09 Aug 3199
0810 Mon 10 Aug Sun 23 Aug 3199
0824 Mon 24 Aug Sun 06 Sep 3229
0831 Mon 31 Aug Sun 13 Sep 3279
0907 Mon 07 Sep Sun 20 Sep 3299
0914 Mon 14 Sep Sun 27 Sep 3309
0921 Mon 21 Sep Sun 04 Oct 3329
0928 Mon 28 Sep Sun 11 Oct 3249
1005 Mon 05 Oct Sun 18 Oct 3229
1019 Mon 19 Oct Sun 01 Nov 3279
1102 Mon 02 Nov Sun 15 Nov 2999
1116 Mon 16 Nov Sun 29 Nov 2829

Departure
Number

Departure
Number

Start 
Madrid*

Start 
Madrid*

End 
Madrid

End 
Madrid

Land
Only

Land
Only
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DAY 1 ARRIVE IN LISBON, PORTUGAL. (Fri.) 
Welcome to Lisbon! At 6 pm, meet your Tour Director and travelling 
companions for a welcome dinner at your hotel. (D)

DAY 2 LISBON. (Sat.) 
Lisbon was the centre of Europe’s longest-lived overseas empire. 
Portugal’s imperial ambitions date back to Prince Henry the Navigator’s 
15th-century discoveries in West Africa. Morning sightseeing with a 
Local Guide features a drive through the Baixa quarter’s main squares 
and walk along the cobblestone alleys of quaint ALFAMA, the popular 
quarter of the seamen and Fado singers. Drive along the grand Avenida 
da Liberdade up to Pombal Square. Stop for pictures of Belem Tower, 
guarding the mouth of the Tagus, and the Monument to the Discoveries. 
Also visit JERONIMOS MONASTERY with the tomb of Vasco da Gama. 
An optional excursion to the royal palace of Queluz is available, as well 
as dinner at a typical taverna with Fado-style entertainment. (B)

DAY 3 LISBON–AZEITÃO–SEVILLE, SPAIN. (Sun.) 
In Azeitão, visit a traditional TILE WORKSHOP. Next, enter Spain and 
reach the vibrant capital of Andalusia, Seville. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 298 mi / 480 km

DAY 4 SEVILLE. (Mon.) 
During your sightseeing tour with a Local Guide, hear about the city’s role 
in Roman times, its conquest by the Moors in 712 AD, and its contribution 
to the discovery of the New World. Admire Maria Luisa Park, the Golden 
Tower on the Guadalquivir River, and the university that was once the 
tobacco factory of Carmen fame. Also visit the magnificent CASA DE 
PILATOS, a mixture of Moorish and Roman architecture with a splendid 
collection of Roman sculptures. Then, stroll through the narrow lanes of 
the charming SANTA CRUZ QUARTER. For those interested, an optional 
extended guided visit to the cathedral is available. Tonight, for a truly 
Andalusian night out, reserve a seat at our optional Flamenco show. (B)

DAY 5 SEVILLE–ALGECIRAS–RABAT, MOROCCO. (Tue.) 
Travel through the sherry wine region of Jerez to Algeciras and enjoy 
a FERRY RIDE across the Strait of Gibraltar to Morocco. Follow North 
Africa’s infamous Barbary Coast to Rabat, once a lair of the corsairs and 
now the country’s capital. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 286 mi / 460 km

DAY 6 RABAT–CASABLANCA–MARRAKESH. (Wed.) 
Sightseeing with a Local Guide focuses on the massive medieval 
battlements, the Royal Palace, MAUSOLEUM OF MOHAMMED V, Hassan 
Tower, and the Kasbah of Oudaias. Also visit the fine ROMAN RELICS OF 
CHELLAH. Continue to Casablanca, Morocco’s modern seaport.  Lunch 
will be served at Rick’s Café Américain, famous for the movie Casablanca 
with Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid Bergman, and the song As Time Goes By. 
Your guided panoramic drive features a visit to the HASSAN II MOSQUE, 
a splendid monument designed to mark the end of the century. Evening 
arrival in Marrakesh, beautifully situated in an oasis. (B,L,D)
Today’s Distance: 205 mi / 330 km

DAY 7 MARRAKESH. (Thu.) 
Follow your Local Guide and visit BAHIA PALACE, the 16th-century 
SAADIAN TOMBS (if closed, visit the BADIA PALACE instead), and to 
Djemaa El-Fna, the vibrant town centre dominated by the 222-foot-high 
Koutoubia Minaret.  (B)

DAY 8 MARRAKESH–OUARZAZATE. (Fri.) 
Today, travel to Morocco’s “Hollywood,” Ouarzazate. Deep in the desert, 
the city has been immortalised in movies like Lawrence of Arabia, 
Star Wars, Gladiator, and Game of Thrones. Later, visit the KASBAH 
TAOURIRT, by many considered a must-see site for a glimpse into the 
lifestyle of people from long time ago. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 124 mi / 200 km

SPAIN, PORTUGAL & MOROCCO 
17 DAYS SPAIN, PORTUGAL & MOROCCO 

EVENING MARKET, MARRAKESH

TOLEDO

LOCAL FAVOURITE   GO FOUR-WHEELING ON AN EXHILARATING 
DRIVE TO ERG CHEBBI, A VIRTUAL SEA OF SAND DUNES IN MOROCCO.

SPAIN, PORTUGAL & 
MOROCCO 17 DAYS

TRIP SCALE Leisurely ■ On the Go

LOCAL FAVOURITES 
Globus has created special experiences that will bring you behind the 
scenes, spotlight the unique stories of your journey, and bring to life 
the local flavour of your destination. Just look for the  icon to see 
what we’ve included for you. 

ALL THIS IS INCLUDED 
■ SIGHTSEEING AND MORE
LISBON Welcome dinner; guided sightseeing, visit the Alfama quarter 
and Jeronimos Monastery 
AZEITÃO Visit a tile workshop
SEVILLE Guided sightseeing, visit the Casa de Pilatos, and walk 
through the Santa Cruz quarter 
ALGECIRAS–TANGIER By ferry across the Strait of Gibraltar
RABAT Guided sightseeing, visit Mohammed V Mausoleum and the 
Roman relics of Chellah
CASABLANCA  Enjoy lunch at Rick’s Café; guided panoramic 
drive; visit Hassan II Mosque
MARRAKESH Guided sightseeing, visit Bahia Palace and the Saadian 
Tombs (if closed, visit Badia Palace instead)
OUARZAZATE Visit Kasbah Taourirt; stay overnight in the area where 
the movie Lawrence of Arabia was made
ERFOUD  Enjoy a four-wheel drive to the sand dune of Erg Chebbi; 
have traditional mint tea
ER RACHIDIA Stop in the Ziz Gorges 
FEZ Guided sightseeing, visit the Medina and Medersa Bou Inania 
TANGIER Orientation, board the ferry to Spain 
COSTA DEL SOL Stay two nights in the resort of Marbella
GRANADA Guided walking tour, visit the Alhambra complex and the 
Water Gardens of the Generalife; a special dinner at a local restaurant
TOLEDO Guided walking tour, visit an early synagogue, the gothic 
cathedral, and the Santo Tomé Church with one of El Greco’s 
masterpieces; visit a Damascene steel workshop 
MADRID Guided sightseeing, visit the Prado Museum;  farewell 
paella dinner at a local restaurant
■ HOTELS LISBON Lisbon Marriott (SF), SEVILLE Seville Centre (SF), 
RABAT Belere (F), MARRAKESH Es Saadi Gardens and Resort (SF), 
OUARZAZATE Le Berbere Palace (SF), ERFOUD Kasbah Chergui (F), 
FEZ Barcelo Fez Medina (F), TANGIER Hilton Tangier City Centre (F),  
COSTA DEL SOL Fuerte Marbella (F) at Marbella, GRANADA Saray (SF), 
MADRID Gran Hotel Conde Duque (SF)
■ MEALS Full buffet breakfast (B) daily; 1 special lunch (L) in 
Casablanca; 9 three-course dinners (D), including dinners at a local 
restaurant in Granada and Madrid
■ TRANSPORTATION Motorcoach; ferry; four-wheel drive in the 
desert; high-speed, first-class AVE train (Tour ZUE)
■ HEADSETS Throughout the tour
■ FREE WI-FI  available on your motorcoach (except in Morocco) and 
in most hotel lobbies

CUSTOMISE YOUR HOLIDAY 
■ EXTRA NIGHTS in Lisbon, Madrid
■ ADD BARCELONA TO YOUR HOLIDAY (Tour ZUE) with 
Monograms (part of the Globus family of brands)
■ MyACCOUNT Personalise your tour ahead of time with additional 
excursions. Visit our website for details and conditions.

NOTE  Day 14 Alhambra complex: Entrance to Nasrid Palace is  
not guaranteed. 

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM
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DAY 9 OUARZAZATE–ERFOUD. (Sat.) 
Take a fascinating drive through the desert via the Dades Valley with its 
oases filled with olives, dates, and figs. Then, head through Morocco’s 
Grand Canyon, Todra Gorge, to Erfoud in the heart of the Sahara. A 
special treat awaits: enjoy  a spectacular FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE to the 
sand dune of Erg Chebbi. Admire the unforgettable, romantic sunset and 
sip the traditional mint tea before heading back to your hotel. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 193 mi / 310 km

DAY 10 ERFOUD–ER RACHIDIA–FEZ. (Sun.) 
Enjoy your last views of the desert and turn northward. Stop in 
Er Rachidia, originally built as a French settlement, and travel via the Ziz 
Gorges and the Middle Atlas mountains to Fez. Blessed with an ample 
supply of water and strategically situated, Fez became the capital of 
Morocco when the country shook off foreign rule under Berber King 
Idris in the 8th century. To this day, Fez has remained Morocco’s 
spiritual and artistic centre. Tonight, why not sign up for an optional 
folklore dinner? (B)
Today’s Distance: 267 mi / 430 km

DAY 11 FEZ–TANGIER. (Mon.) 
See the magnificent entrance to the Royal Palace, drive through the 
Mellah, the old Jewish quarter, and travel on to Bab Bou Jeloud, the 
traditional entrance to Old Fez. Your Local Guide also leads you through 
the labyrinthine MEDINA and MEDERSA BOU INANIA. Continue to 
Tangier, jumping-off point for the Moorish conquest of Spain, and enjoy 
an orientation drive of this busy seaport. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 211 mi / 340 km

DAY 12 TANGIER–COSTA DEL SOL, SPAIN. (Tue.) 
Board the FERRY for the trip back across the Strait to Europe. Continue 
to the elegant Costa del Sol, where you will stay for two nights. (B)
Today’s Distance: 94 mi / 151 km

DAY 13 COSTA DEL SOL. (Wed.) 
Today is your chance to join an optional excursion to the Rock of 
Gibraltar, in British hands since 1704. Later, enjoy the sandy beaches, 
browse through the trendy boutiques, or just relax. Tonight, why not try 
out local specialties at one of the lively restaurants? (B)

DAY 14 COSTA DEL SOL–GRANADA. (Thu.) 
Leave the Mediterranean coast and arrive in Granada. A guided 
walking tour features a visit to the ALHAMBRA COMPLEX, a fantasy 
of “lace in stone” surrounded by arabesque gardens and fountains, 
with superb views of the Old Quarter and Sacromonte. Also visit the 
WATER GARDENS OF THE GENERALIFE. This evening, enjoy dinner 
at a local restaurant. (B,D)
Today’s Distance: 137 mi / 220 km

DAY 15 GRANADA–TOLEDO–MADRID. (Fri.) 
Drive via Don Quixote’s La Mancha to Toledo, where a Local Guide takes 
you to the Moorish bridge, an early SYNAGOGUE, the CATHEDRAL, and the 
CHURCH OF SANTO TOMÉ with one of El Greco’s most famous paintings. 
Visit a DAMASCENE STEEL WORKSHOP before arriving in Madrid. (B)
Today’s Distance: 292 mi / 470 km

DAY 16 MADRID. (Sat.) 
The capital since 1561, Madrid today is a strikingly modern city, the 
showcase of a country resolutely turned towards the future. Morning 
sightseeing with a Local Guide takes you to the Puerta del Sol, Plaza 
de España with its monument to Cervantes, the Parliament, Cibeles 
Fountain, elegant Calle Alcala, and Paseo de Castellana. Then, the 
highlight: a visit to the palatial PRADO MUSEUM, founded in 1819, and 
considered to have one of the finest collections of European art of the 
last 8 centuries, with the works of Goya, El Greco, Rubens, Titian, and 
more. An optional excursion to El Escorial is available, and tonight,  a 
special paella farewell dinner awaits at a local restaurant as a proper way 
to say adios to Spain! (B,D)

DAY 17 MADRID. (Sun.) 
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. (B)

ADD BARCELONA WITH  TOUR ZUE 20 DAYS

This Monograms portion of your 
holiday includes travel by high-
speed AVE train from Madrid to 
Barcelona, transfers to/from train 
stations, 3 overnights, guided 
sightseeing, and services of an 
expert Local Host. 

DAY 17 MADRID–BARCELONA. (Sun.)  
Travel by HIGH-SPEED AVE TRAIN (first class) to Barcelona. Your Local 
Host can help you make the most of your stay. (B)

DAY 18 BARCELONA. (Mon.) 
Morning guided sightseeing includes a visit to the extraordinary 
SAGRADA FAMILIA BASILICA. (B)

DAY 19 BARCELONA. (Tue.) 
Your Local Host will have many suggestions for your day at leisure. (B)

DAY 20 BARCELONA. (Wed.) 
Your holiday ends with breakfast this morning. (B)

Your hotel is the Catalonia Ramblas (SF)

SEVILLE

LOCAL FAVOURITE   IN MADRID, A SPECIAL PAELLA FAREWELL 
DINNER AWAITS AT A LOCAL RESTAURANT.

MAUSOLEUM OF MOHAMMED V, RABAT

ALHAMBRA, GRANADA

54

LOCAL FAVOURITE   ENVISION BERGMAN AND BOGART AS YOU SAVOUR 
A SPECIAL LUNCH AT CASABLANCA’S ICONIC RICK’S CAFÉ AMÉRICAIN.

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM

PRICED FROM $1,264US

Gratuities per person for Tour Director and Driver: $168
Prices are per person, based on double room 
occupancy.
Single room supplement: ZU $890; 
ZUE $1241-$1262
Triple room reduction per person: ZU $50; 
ZUE $96-$104

Extra nights before and after your tour may be 
available, please call or visit us online for details 
and prices.

TOURS ZU AND ZUE DATES & PRICES   
PRICED FROM $3,399US

ZU: 17 days from Lisbon to Madrid 
ZUE: 20 days from Lisbon to Barcelona

0403 Fri 03 Apr 19 Apr 3499 22 Apr 4787 
0410 Fri 10 Apr 26 Apr 3549 29 Apr 4837 
0417 Fri 17 Apr 03 May 3499 06 May 4787 
0424 Fri 24 Apr 10 May 3629 13 May 4917 
0501 Fri 01 May 17 May 3569 20 May 4857 
0508 Fri 08 May 24 May 3519 27 May 4807 
0515 Fri 15 May 31 May 3519 03 Jun 4808 
0522 Fri 22 May 07 Jun 3519 10 Jun 4807 
0529 Fri 29 May 14 Jun 3489 17 Jun 4777 
0605 Fri 05 Jun 21 Jun 3529 24 Jun 4817 
0612 Fri 12 Jun 28 Jun 3519 01 Jul 4807 
0619 Fri 19 Jun 05 Jul 3489 08 Jul 4777 
0626 Fri 26 Jun 12 Jul 3499 15 Jul 4787 

0703 Fri 03 Jul 19 Jul 3469 22 Jul 4757 
0717 Fri 17 Jul 02 Aug 3469 05 Aug 4757 
0731 Fri 31 Jul 16 Aug 3469 19 Aug 4757 
0814 Fri 14 Aug 30 Aug 3469 02 Sep 4757 
0828 Fri 28 Aug 13 Sep 3499 16 Sep 4787 
0904 Fri 04 Sep 20 Sep 3599 23 Sep 4887 
0911 Fri 11 Sep 27 Sep 3639 30 Sep 4927 
0918 Fri 18 Sep 04 Oct 3599 07 Oct 4887 
0925 Fri 25 Sep 11 Oct 3529 14 Oct 4817 
1002 Fri 02 Oct 18 Oct 3489 21 Oct 4777 
1009 Fri 09 Oct 25 Oct 3489 28 Oct 4778 
1016 Fri 16 Oct 01 Nov 3399 04 Nov 4663 

Depar-
ture
Number

Depar-
ture
Number

Start 
Lisbon*

Start 
Lisbon*

TOUR ZU TOUR ZUTOUR ZUE TOUR ZUE

End 
Madrid

End 
Madrid

End 
Barcelona

End 
Barcelona

Land
Only

Land
Only

Land
Only

Land
Only
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Please see your travel documents for full details regarding set pick-up times at 
designated airport locations. For very early departures, please note that breakfast 
cannot be provided.
Transfers cannot be provided when you join late or leave early. Flight information is 
required for transfers at the time of booking.

WHAT TO KNOW BEFORE YOU GO

GLOBUS OFFERS  
ADDITIONAL SERVICES

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM

Please see your travel documents for full details regarding set pick-up times at 
designated airport locations. For very early departures, please note that breakfast 
cannot be provided.
Transfers cannot be provided when you join late or leave early. Flight information is 
required for transfers at the time of booking.

AIRPORT TRANSFERS    US $35
Transfers are available for flights arriving/departing within the following times on day 
of tour arrival and departure:

BARCELONA International 6 am-3 pm
CATANIA  6 am-3 pm
LISBON Portela   6 am -4 pm
LONDON Heathrow   24 hours 
Gatwick   6 am-3 pm
MADRID Barajas  6 am -3 pm
MÁLAGA Costa del Sol  6 am -3 pm

MILAN Malpensa & Linate 6 am-3 pm
NAPLES Capodichino  6 am-3 pm
OPORTO  6 am-3 pm
PALERMO   6 am -3 pm
PARIS Ch.de Gaulle & Orly 6 am -3 pm
ROME Fiumicino  24 hours
VENICE Marco Polo  6 am-3 pm

AIRPORT TRANSFERS FOR EXTRA NIGHTS US$
Private airport transfers can be arranged when you purchase extra nights before or 
after your holiday. Tariffs are per transfer, one way, 24-hour service. 
OVERNIGHT  1-2 3-4 5-7 
CITY  PAX PAX PAX

Athens 91 180 287
Barcelona 130 162 320
Dubrovnik 89 140 245
Lisbon 80 140 245
Madrid 120 180 245
Marseilles 149 216 252
Naples 75 140 245

OVERNIGHT  1-2 3-4 5-7 
CITY  PAX PAX PAX

Palermo 149 170 277
Paris 111 148 245
Rome (Fiumicino) 87 140 245
Sorrento (Naples) 124 216 322
Taormina Riviera  127 193 245 

(Catania) 
Zagreb  70 140 245 

YOU ALWAYS KNOW WHAT YOU GET 
OUR ITINERARIES TELL YOU EXACTLY WHAT’S INCLUDED
Read our tour descriptions and you’ll understand the real value we offer. 
Each day’s agenda is spelled out, with inside visits and special features 
indicated in UPPERCASE, so you know exactly what’s included in the price.  

HAND-SELECTED HOTELS
Excellent accommodations are vital to your enjoyment on holiday, and we’re 
proud to be associated with some of the world’s finest hotels, most of which are 
deluxe (D), superior first-class (SF), or first-class (F) hotels. Each hotel is rated 
by our quality controllers following standards set by the independent Hotel & 
Travel Index and by national tourist boards. Hotels are listed on itinerary pages, 
although it may be necessary to substitute with an alternate hotel of equivalent 
standard. Your Travel Documents will list hotel addresses with telephone and 
fax numbers, plus you can find more details on our website. Triple rooms are 
usually no larger than twin or double rooms. The additional bed is often a roll-
away bed put in for the night. Three separate beds cannot be guaranteed.

INCLUDED MEALS
With Globus, mealtimes are designed to help you enjoy the best of each 
city along the way. Start each day of your holiday the right way—with an 
included breakfast! The type of breakfast you’ll enjoy is specified in each 
itinerary. Lunch and dinner highlights are tailored to each holiday and may 
include welcome and farewell dinners, as well as lunches and dinners at 
local restaurants to give you a true taste of your destination. On all our 
included meals, whether at a local restaurant or at your hotel, enjoy a 
complimentary glass of wine, beer, soft drink, and coffee or tea! Plus, 
we give you freedom to take advantage of the best a city has to offer by 
not including lunches and dinners where dining locally is a major attraction.  

NOTE: We typically cannot process requests for special meals. Some hotels and 
restaurants may be able to provide for a special diet—vegetarian, salt-free, etc.— 
but there is no way to guarantee this and, if available, there may be an additional 
charge associated. Please ask your Tour Director for assistance.

THE FINEST TEAM OF TRAVEL EXPERTS  
With Globus, you benefit from the expertise we bring to every holiday. 
We set very high standards and are dedicated to selecting the right 
Tour Directors, Local Guides, and Local Hosts. These experts are from 
the region through which you’re travelling, and they share their vast 
knowledge of the areas and help you maximise each moment. Beyond the 
professionals you meet on tour are the men and women working diligently 
behind the scenes. Our extensive technical support network carefully 
monitors holidays in progress, ensuring your trip goes smoothly and 
allowing us to deliver unique, quality travel experiences every time. 

TRAVEL IN STYLE
When you step aboard your Globus private deluxe motorcoach, you’ll 
be immediately impressed by the comfort and amenities: an emergency 
restroom; free Wi-Fi (where available); and reclining seats equipped with 
individual air-conditioning vents, high-fidelity speakers so you won’t miss 
a moment of Tour Director commentary, and extra leg room. While other 
companies install and sell 53 seats, our average group size is just 36 
travellers, so you’ll enjoy more seat space. For the comfort of all passengers, 
our motorcoaches are non-smoking; however, there are opportunities to 
smoke during the frequent stops. We also have a custom of daily seat rotation 
to ensure everyone benefits from a variety of views. 

GET MORE FROM YOUR MONEY
OUR PRICE GUARANTEE*
You want value for your money—and protection from any surprises. We 
put your mind at ease against price increases. After booking with us, 
simply confirm your booking with a full, per-person deposit and you are 
protected against any land price increases due to currency fluctuations. 

Many of our itineraries indicate “Holiday departures in 2021 are subject to 
price and itinerary modifications.” Full details of all our 2021 itineraries will 
be available in September 2020, and will include any necessary changes 
to itineraries shown in this brochure. If there are changes to your 2021 
itinerary, you have the right to cancel your reservation without penalty 
within 7 days of notification of our new published itinerary. 

Our holiday prices listed are per person and based on double occupancy. They 
do not include airfare, unless specifically noted on the itinerary pages. If there 
are single room supplements or reductions for triple occupancy, they are listed 
when applicable. Single and triple rooms are not available on all holidays. 

*Please see the Terms & Conditions for full information on our Pricing Policy and 
applicable guarantees, as well as deposit, final payment, and cancellation terms.

JOINING LATE & LEAVING EARLY
Call your Travel Consultant for any reductions that apply to your holiday 
for joining late or leaving early. Holidays with these reductions are sold on 
a land-only basis.

GREAT WAYS TO SAVE
Globus offers several ways to save money. See page 15 for details on  
all Deals & Discounts. 

MORE WAYS TO ENHANCE YOUR HOLIDAY
EXTRA NIGHTS BEFORE & AFTER YOUR HOLIDAY
If you require extra nights immediately before and/or after your tour, 
we can make reservations for you. Rates are per person, per night (see 
individual itinerary pages for rates) and include a room with private bath, 
breakfast, service charges, and taxes. If space is unavailable at the hotel 
where your holiday stays, accommodations may be reserved at a hotel 
of equivalent standard. In this case, the transfer from/to the holiday hotel 
is at our expense. During particularly busy periods, hotel space for extra 
nights may be limited or unavailable. 

MyACCOUNT
With the Globus family of brands you can personalise your travel 
experience by selecting and pre-purchasing optional excursions online 
via MyAccount. They are designed to enhance your experience and are 
scheduled perfectly within your itinerary. So, go ahead and immerse 
yourself in your destination according to your passions, whether it’s 
cuisine, wine, museums, music, or whatever.

WHAT TO KNOW BEFORE YOU GO
AIRPORT TRANSFERS MADE EASY 
The beginning and end of your holiday should be as hassle free as the tour itself – and with Globus, it is! 

PRE PAY YOUR GRATUITIES 
For all 2020 departures we offer the option to pre pay your gratuities. 
This option gives you a greater capacity to manage your holiday 
budget which means you will no longer need to reach into your pocket 
at the conclusion of your tour to pay your Tour Director and driver for 
their service. Please note that pre-paid gratuities cover only the land 
portion operated by Globus of the tour itinerary. Where we source 
other leading operators for cruising, rail or local guided elements of 
your holiday, the option to pre-pay your gratuities is not available.

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM 
You can also check out our website for tour availability,  
read about our range of optional excursions, find answers to frequently 
asked questions and pick up some great tips and hints for planning 
your holiday.

*CONDITIONS OF THE SAFETYNET PROTECTION POLICY
The US$69 SafetyNet Protection must be paid at the time of the tour deposit and is payable per person per booking (not per tour) and is non-refundable.
The SafetyNet Transfer Protection and SafetyNet Cancellation Protection applies to the tour, associated pre/post accommodation and transfers booked directly with 
Globus. The SafetyNet Protection does not apply to any airfares booked and ticketed via Globus, or any products purchased via another wholesale or retail supplier. 
The SafetyNet Protection does not apply to any service charge or cancellation fee charged to you by your Travel Agent.
Passengers can only use “one” of the two SafetyNet Protection Policies; choose either the SafetyNet Transfer Protection, or the SafetyNet Cancellation Protection, 
not both. For example: if a passenger uses the SafetyNet Transfer Protection to amend their 2020 tour (say 48 hours prior to the commencement of services ) to a 
later 2020 Globus tour departure date, they then cannot use the SafetyNet Cancellation Protection to cancel their Globus tour in full without incurring the applicable 
cancellation charges or penalties – as per the 2020 Globus brochure terms and conditions.
If the SafetyNet Transfer Protection is applied and the booking is subsequently cancelled by the passenger, the original booking and transfer date will be reviewed and 
transfer date of the original booking will then be taken as a tour cancellation date. Cancellation penalties that apply to the original booking will be compared with the 
cancellation penalties of the tour-transferred booking, and the higher penalties will be applied.
NOTE: SafetyNet Protection must be purchased for each individual passenger , and the purchase covers an individual passenger’s Globus tours booked at the same 
time the SafetyNet Protection is purchased.

SAFETYNET PROTECTION POLICY 
Globus is dedicated to ensuring your 
trip is worry and hassle free, even when 
booking. Should you be uncertain what 
your commitments will be leading up to 

your departure, Globus offer a SafetyNet Protection policy*, for US$69 
per person (payable at time of deposit).

The SafetyNet Transfer Protection* enables Globus passengers 
to amend their tour up to 24 hours prior to the commencement of 
services to another tour departing in 2020, (once only) without any 
applicable cancellation charges or penalties. OR you can utilise The 
SafetyNet Cancellation Protection* which enables Globus passengers 
to cancel their tour in full – up to 30 days prior to the commencement 
of services in 2020, without any applicable cancellation charges or 
penalties.
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TERMS & CONDITIONS TERMS & CONDITIONS CONTINUED

GLOBUSFAMILY.COM

1.   The purchase/payment of any travel services offered by 
Circuit Travel Pty Ltd (ABN 12 001 268 257), authorised 
to trade as The Globus Family of Brands (which includes 
the authorisation to trade as Globus, Cosmos, Monograms 
and Avalon Waterways) (“The Company”) constitutes a 
contractual arrangement between you (also referred to 
in these conditions as “traveller”) and The Company, and 
represents your acceptance of The Company’s Terms & 
Conditions as set out herein. Please ensure that you carefully 
read and understand these Terms & Conditions prior to 
booking. You must be at least 18 years of age to make a 
booking. As the lead traveller, you represent and warrant 
that you are authorised to accept The Company’s Terms & 
Conditions on behalf of everyone named in your booking, and 
you will be deemed to have accepted The Company’s Terms & 
Conditions on behalf of everyone named in your booking.

2.   Terms & Conditions are accurate at time of printing, and are 
subject to change prior to booking. You are advised to check 
on the websites or to request the latest version of the Terms & 
Conditions from your travel agent or a local representative of 
The Company prior to booking your holiday.

HOW TO MAKE YOUR RESERVATION
3.   To make your reservation, see your travel agent, visit our 

website, or contact your local representative of The Company.

HOLIDAY AGREEMENT
4.   Payment of the deposit indicates you have read and accepted 

these Terms & Conditions. Your booking is not confirmed 
until the deposit is processed by Globus and you receive a 
confirmation invoice.

HOLIDAY DEPOSIT
5.   Except as provided in clause 13, a non-refundable, non-

transferable deposit of $250 per person, per land tour is 
required for The Company to reserve space for you, with 
some limited exceptions as noted below. The deposit must 
be received within 7 days of booking. On certain departures, 
deposits and/or passport details may be required at time of 
booking to hold or to confirm space for you. Your reservation 
will be automatically cancelled if the deposit is not received 
by The Company by the deposit due date. Your booking is 
not confirmed and payment is not deemed made until the 
deposit is received by The Company and The Company sends 
a confirmation invoice to you. Any bookings made within 21 
days of your departure will incur a late booking fee of $30 per 
transaction.

EXCEPTIONS TO HOLIDAY DEPOSIT 
6.      The following holiday deposit dates apply to these holidays. 

Please see your invoice for more information on deposit and/
or final payment dates. 

•  For Globus holidays that include Oberammergau in 2020, a 
$600 per person non-refundable deposit is required to reserve 
space for you. For Avalon cruises that include Oberammergau 
in 2020, a $850 per person non-refundable deposit is 
required.

HOLIDAY FINAL PAYMENT
7.   Payment of the balance in full must be received by The 

Company not less than 45 days prior to commencement of 
services, or earlier if specified for the particular holiday. 
For bookings made within these periods, payment in full 
is required at the time of booking. If final payment is not 
received by The Company by the due date, your reservation 
(land, cruise and air) will be cancelled and your full deposit, 
including SafetyNet Protection payments, will be retained by 
The Company. Additional Terms and Conditions apply to group 
reservations. For group reservations, please contact your 
local representative of The Company.

EXCEPTIONS TO HOLIDAY FINAL PAYMENT
8.  The following holiday final payment dates apply to these 

holidays. Please see your invoice for more information on 
deposit and/or final payment dates. 

•  For holidays to Iceland, Israel, Jordan, Greece, Escapes by 
Globus, and Celestyal Cruises, final payment is due 60 days 
prior to the commencement of services. 

•  For holidays that include an Avalon Waterways cruise, final 
payment is due 90 days prior to the commencement of 
services. 

INVOICING
9.   You are responsible for verifying everything on your invoice 

is accurate and complete, including dates of travel, options 
selected, and that each traveller matches the relevant 
passport or government issued ID used for travel. The 
Company cannot accept responsibility if we are not notified 
of inaccuracies within 5 days of sending out the invoice. 
Changes are subject to the fees and penalties as noted on the 
invoice. In the case of billing errors, The Company reserves 
the right to re-invoice you with correct pricing.

FORM OF PAYMENT
10.   Please check what form of payment will be acceptable with 

your local representative of The Company prior booking.

SUBJECT TO CHANGE ITINERARIES
11.   Holiday departures in 2021 are subject to itinerary 

modifications. Full details will be available in September 
2020. Travellers have the right to cancel their reservation 
without penalty within 7 days of notification in the event of 
itinerary modifications for departures in 2021 prior to the 
release of the 2021 brochure.

BOOKING CANCELLATIONS & CANCELLATION FEES
12.   Subject to clause 13 below, you have a cooling-off period of 

seven (7) days during which you may cancel your holiday. 
Your cancellation must be made in writing and received by 
The Company within the cooling-off period. The cooling-off 
period will commence on the first day following the day 
on which you book your holiday. If you cancel your holiday 
during the cooling-off period your deposit will be refunded 
and no cancellation fee will apply. If you do not cancel your 
holiday during the cooling-off period, then all other Terms and 
Conditions apply.

13.   No cooling-off period will apply to holidays booked less than 
45 days before a scheduled land tour departure, and less 
than 90 days before a scheduled cruise departure, or earlier 
if specified for the particular holiday. For bookings made 
within these periods, payment in full is required at the time of 
booking.

14.   If cancellation is received in writing by The Company before 
the final payment due date of your holiday, the non-refundable 
deposit and SafetyNet Protection payments will be retained in 
addition to any airline-imposed fees or cancellation charges. 
If cancellation is received in writing by The Company after the 
final payment due date of your holiday, the below specified 
per person cancellation fees apply for individual reservations. 
The total price specified below does not include discounts, 
promotions, or special incentives. (For group reservations, 
refer to the Group Policy. SafetyNet Protection does not apply 
to Group Bookings). No cancellation fee will apply to holidays 
cancelled within the cooling-off period (see clause 13).

STANDARD CANCELLATION FEES:
15.   The following cancellations are applicable to all holidays 

unless otherwise noted.

•  45-22 days prior to commencement of services: 20% of total 
price* (including SafetyNet Protection)

•  21-8 days prior to commencement of services: 30% of total 
price* (including SafetyNet Protection)

•  7-1 days prior to commencement of services: 50% of total 
price* (including SafetyNet Protection)

•  On departure day and later: 100% of total price* (including 
SafetyNet Protection)

16.   Note: Pre-paid gratuities are not subject to cancellation fees.

EXCEPTIONS TO THE STANDARD CANCELLATION FEES
17.   For Globus holidays that include Oberammergau in 2020, the 

following cancellation fees apply: 

•  45-22 days prior to commencement of services: 40% of total 
price* 

•  21-8 days prior to commencement of services: 60% of total 
price* 

•  7-1 days prior to commencement of services: 80% of total 
price* 

• On departure date or later: 100% of total price* 

18.   For holidays to Iceland, Israel, Jordan, Greece, Escapes by 
Globus, and Celestyal Cruises, the following cancellation fees 
apply: 

•  60-31 days prior to commencement of services: 50% of total 
price* 

•  30-2 days prior to commencement of services: 90% of total 
price* 

•  1 or less days prior to commencement of services: 100% of 
total price* 

19.   Cancellation fees may also apply to any additional services, 
including extra night accommodations, independently 
supplied services, and optional excursions reserved prior to, 
during, and after the tour. If flight changes, including but not 
limited to flight cancellations or name changes, are requested 
after full cruise and air deposits are received, revision fees, 
change fees, or airline cancellation fees will apply (see 
“Revision Fees” below). In many instances, airline revision or 
change fees can be up to $300, but in some instances may be 
up to 100% of the ticket price. Cancellation penalties will be 
quoted at time of cancellation.

20.   Other cancellation fees may apply to holidays listed in 
this brochure. Please check with your Travel Agent or the 
Company prior to booking for the latest Terms & Conditions.

21.   Cancellation fees relating to insurance policies will be subject 
to the terms and conditions of the insurance provider’s policy 
and will incur the standard Revision Fee (see “Revision Fees” 
below).

INSURANCE
22.   The above cancellation charges will be applied in all 

cases. The Company strongly recommends you take out 
comprehensive travel insurance, including coverage for 
medical expenses, loss of luggage, and land content and 
airfare charges that may arise, including due to cancellation.

YOUNG TRAVELLER RESTRICTIONS & DISCOUNTS
23.   Travellers who are under 18 years old on the departure date 

must be accompanied by an adult throughout the holiday and 
are requested to share an adult’s accommodation. 

24.   Children under 8 years of age are not allowed on any Globus 
holiday, except if purchasing the tour as Private. For any 
special requirements regarding airline tickets for children, 
contact your airline directly. 

25.   The following young traveller discounts apply to Globus 
holidays. Special discounts may be available for tours booked 
as Private and will be communicated at time of booking. The 
below discounts apply when sharing accommodations with 
two adults. To receive the young traveller’s discount, the age 
of the traveller must qualify at commencement of services. 

•  On Globus escorted holidays, young travellers ages 8-17 
receive a 10% discount on the base land holiday price. 

• There are no young traveller discounts on Avalon Waterways. 

•  On Monograms holidays, young travellers 12-17 receive a 
10% discount on the base land price, and young travellers 
2-11 receive a 25% discount on the base land price. Young 
travellers under the age of 2 are free of charge and require 
payment directly to the hotel for necessities (e.g., crib). 

AIR ARRANGEMENTS
26.   If airfares have been purchased through The Company, please 

note that all carriers are independent operators and are not 
owned, managed, or operated by The Company. Your airline 
ticket is a contract between you and the air carrier only, even 
if you purchase through The Company. By purchasing your air 
services through The Company, you waive all liability for The 
Company for such air services.

27.   The Company is not responsible if an airline cancels, 
reschedules, or delays a flight for any reason. If you 
purchased air through The Company, we will try to assist in 
making new arrangements, providing you have not already 
checked in with your airline for your first flight segment. After 
check-in, you must work with the airline directly to reach your 
destination or to make any alternate arrangements, including 
amendments to return services. Airline fees often apply for 
modifications to air schedules not related to airline-imposed 
flight cancellations, reschedules, or delays. These fees will be 
payable to the airline directly at time of request.

28.   If you miss your departure flight or connection, it is your 
responsibility to work with the airline on which you are 
ticketed to reach your destination. No refunds will be provided 
by The Company for portions of trips missed due to cancelled, 
rescheduled, or delayed flights after airport check-in, nor is 
The Company responsible for any additional expenses you 
may incur prior to joining your trip if you miss your departure 
flight or flight connection. 

29.   For air purchased through The Company, if any air schedule 
requires an overnight stay in a gateway city, The Company 
can assist you with hotel reservations; however, the cost 
of the overnight stay (including but not limited to hotel and 
meals) is your expense. Air routings are subject to availability. 
Routings are not guaranteed and are subject to change at any 
time.

30.   If you make your own flight arrangements, The Company will 
not be responsible for any loss resulting from cancellation or 
changes in international gateways, itineraries, or travel dates. 
We recommend that you do not purchase airline tickets with 
high penalty charges for changes.

AIR-INCLUSIVE HOLIDAYS & FINAL PAYMENT
31.   Additional deposits or payments are required for international 

air added to the start and/or end of your holiday and/or for 
intra-holiday air, as specified in the itinerary (“air-inclusive 
holidays”). Air-inclusive holiday pricing is guaranteed upon 
receipt of tour deposit plus full airfare payment, subject to 
airline conditions.

AUTHORITY TO REMOVE OR REFUSE PASSENGERS
32.   In the sole discretion of The Company, The Company may 

refuse transport to any passenger or may require any 
passenger to leave the tour if it is reasonably believed that the 
passenger (1) is dangerous to others or to himself or herself; 
(2) has engaged in, is engaged in, or is threatening to engage 
in behaviour that may adversely affect the safety, security, 
comfort, enjoyment, or well-being of other passengers 
or Globus representatives, including, but not limited to, 
behaviour that is disruptive, verbally abusive, physically 
abusive, obnoxious, harassing, discriminatory, or obscene; or 
(3) has failed or refused or is failing or refusing to following 
The Company rules and procedures or the instructions of 
Globus, its representatives, or the crew members. In the 
event a passenger is removed, such passenger may be left at 
any city without any liability to Globus or its representatives. 

The Company shall not be required to refund any portion 
of the fare paid by any passenger who is removed under 
the terms of this paragraph, nor shall The Company be 
responsible for expenses for lodging, medical care, meals, 
transportation, or any other expenses incurred by the 
passenger. The Company shall be entitled to recover from the 
passenger any costs or expenses incurred by The Company, 
its representatives, or the crew members in the removal of 
the passenger or the exercise or enforcement of this clause.

BAGGAGE ALLOWANCE & LIABILITY
33.   Porterage at hotels for one suitcase per person is included 

in the holiday price (where available). Airport/train station 
porterage is not included, unless otherwise specified in your 
Travel Documents. Be prepared to carry your own suitcase 
on and off airplanes and trains and through airports and train 
stations. Regulations within most airports require passengers 
to handle their own luggage through Immigration & Customs.

34.   Your single bag should have dimensions not exceeding 
76x53x28cm (30”x21”x11”) and weight not exceeding 22kg 
(50lbs). We regret that we are unable to accept a second 
suitcase or any luggage exceeding these limits on any Globus 
holiday. Some holidays have more restrictive regulations than 
those listed above. Refer to your Travel Documents for more 
information.

35.   Air carrier restrictions may vary from the limitations listed 
above. Size and weight limitations for carry-on and checked 
baggage vary from airline to airline and even according to 
destination. While making an air-inclusive booking, you will 
be provided with baggage fee information. After booking 
an air-inclusive booking, up-to-date information on carrier 
specific standard checked baggage allowance (including size 
and weight limitations), the standard allowance (and fee, if 
applicable) for carry-on baggage, and the standard fee for 
the first and second checked bag, along with the information 
about additional discounts that may apply depending on flyer-
specific factors (e.g., frequent flyer status, military, credit 
card used for purchase, or early purchase over the Internet, 
etc.) can be found on the carrier’s website or by accessing 
iflybags.com. The Company is not responsible for additional 
fees imposed by air carriers for baggage, and these fees are 
not included in the air-inclusive holiday price. You will be 
required to pay these fees directly to the airline at check-in.

36.   No responsibility is accepted by The Company for loss of 
or damage to baggage or any of the traveller’s belongings 
throughout the duration of the holiday. Travellers are strongly 
encouraged to not bring valuables such as jewellery and large 
amounts of cash. Any such valuables should not be left in 
baggage out of the control of the traveller. Baggage insurance 
is highly recommended.

37.   Carry-on bags should not exceed the dimensions of 
30x28x14cm (12”x11”x6”). For safety reasons, wheeled 
carry-on bags are not suitable as hand luggage on 
motorcoaches and mini-buses. Carry-on bags must be small 
enough to store in overhead bins or under the seat in front of 
you on motorcoaches and other transportation.

DATA PROTECTION
38.   The Company is committed to the privacy of both existing 

and prospective clients. The Company respects and shares 
concerns of our clients over the protection of their personal 
information. It is for this reason that The Company adheres 
to the provisions of the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth). Please visit 
our website to view our Privacy Policy, which includes the 
name of the agency that will collect and hold your personal 
information and details to contact our privacy officer should 
you wish to access or request correction of your personal 
information.

39.   Some local and foreign government agencies require The 
Company to collect and pass on in advance of travel certain 
personal and other details related to you, including but not 
limited to government-issued identification and passport 
details. If you fail to supply the details, as requested, fully and 
accurately, your trip may be interrupted or cancelled. There 
are no refunds for failure to provide documentation or failure 
to provide documentation by the time required.

40.   We will use your personal data secured during your booking 
or during online check-in to process your booking with our 
suppliers. These details include your full name, address, date 
of birth, passport number and expiration date, occupation, 
credit/debit card information, and any disability, medical 
conditions, or dietary restrictions disclosed to The Company 
for you and all in your travelling party.

41.   It may be necessary to transfer these details to other 
countries or authorities whose data protection and 
privacy laws may be different than ours. This may include 
requirements to pass details to our suppliers as well as 
certain governments or government-appointed bodies or 
agencies in the interest of security or because we are obliged 
to by law. By making a booking with The Company, you agree 
to The Company storing, using, and passing on this data to 
other third parties for reasons as stated above, and hold The 
Company not liable for the usage and protection of that data.

EMERGENCY CONTACT DETAILS
42.   All passengers must provide emergency contact details, travel 

insurance information and passport or government issued ID 
information (when required) PRIOR TO TRAVEL. This includes 
a “Local” contact so that The Company can get in touch with 
friends or family in the rare case of an emergency as well 
as an “On Tour” contact, i.e. mobile phone number or email 
address, for use by the Tour or Cruise Director. Emergency 
contact details should be provided by creating a customer 
MyAccount at www.globusfamily.com.au and following the 
instructions given.

LANGUAGE
43.   All Tour Directors, Local Hosts, Local Guides, and ships’ 

crews speak English, and all holiday commentary and 
instruction are conducted in English only. For maximum 
enjoyment and understanding, you should be able to read, 
understand, and speak English.

FORCE MAJEURE
44.   The Company assumes no liability for any loss, damage, or 

entry of any nature in whole or in part resulting from an Act of 
God or any other force majeure condition, including without 
limitation: fire, volcanic eruption, environmental pollution or 
contamination, inclement weather, earthquake, low or high 
water levels, flood, water or power shortages or failures, 
tropical storms or hurricanes, riots or civil commissions 
or disturbances, and any other acts of a similar nature, 
sabotage, arrests, strikes or labour disruptions, restraint 
of rulers or peoples, expropriations, acts of terrorism, war, 
insurrection, quarantine restrictions, government health 
advisories or warnings or alerts of any kind of nature, 
government seizures, refusal or cancellation or suspension 
or delay of any government authority or any license, permit or 
authorisation, damages to its facilities or the travel supplier 
and its facilities, or any other unforeseen circumstances 
or any other factors unforeseen by The Company that 
impacts negatively on, or hampers, its ability to fulfil any 
of its contractual conditions. In the event that any of these 
conditions apply, The Company shall be excused, discharged, 
and released from performance to the extent such 
performance is so limited or prevented, without liability of any 
kind.

FREQUENT FLYER & HOTEL REWARD PROGRAMS
45.   Frequent Flyer mileage accrual is at the discretion of the 

airline(s), and is not always granted for airfare purchased 
through The Company (or a local representative of The 
Company). You will need to contact the airline(s) directly for 
information on Frequent Flyer programs and any applicable 
reward mile accrual. The Company cannot assist with this 
process. Cancellation penalties, as noted above, will apply 
to all airfare, regardless of accrual grants. Take this into 
consideration before purchasing airfare.

46.   Hotel rewards/points cannot be earned or redeemed with 
hotels used by The Company.

GRATUITIES
47.   If you have prepaid your gratuities to your Tour/Cruise 

Director and Driver or if they are already included in the price 
of the holiday, this will be detailed within your Tour/Cruise 
Member Certificate and vouchers will be included within your 
Tour Documentation. Please note that included gratuities for 
The Company cover wait staff at included meals, hospitality 
staff at hotels for nights purchased through Globus, porterage 
at hotels for one suitcase per person, the cruise director, 
crew, local guides and local drivers and the cruise portion 
only; prepaid gratuities cover only the land portion operated 
by The Company of the tour itinerary. Where The Company 
sources other leading operators for cruising or rail elements 
of your holiday, the option to prepay local gratuities is not 
available.

HOLIDAYS & SPECIAL EVENTS
48.   During local or national holidays or special events, peak 

seasons, on Sundays, and during religious occasions, 
certain facilities such as museums, churches, restaurants, 
sightseeing tours, hotels, and shopping may be limited or 
not available. Alternatives will be offered whenever possible. 
The Company cannot be held responsible for any closures, 
necessary itinerary changes, or curtails for any reason.

49.   Christmas markets generally open in late November and close 
around the third week of December. 

HOTELS ACCOMMODATIONS & TRANSPORTATION
50.   The hotels listed on the website or in the brochure are 

intended to be used on all departures; however, hotels are 
not guaranteed. The Company reserves the right to substitute 
other hotels than those listed on the itinerary pages. If 
a change becomes necessary for any reason, including 
alternate hotels for additional departures on the same date, 
or hotel location changes within or outside itinerary cities, the 
hotel substituted will be of equivalent quality to those shown. 
No refunds are provided for hotel changes; full cancellation 
penalties, as noted above, apply.

51.   The Company contracts twin-bedded rooms. Double-bedded 
rooms may be requested, but are never guaranteed. Triple 
rooms are the same size as twin-bedded rooms and are at 
the discretion of the hotel. Triple rooms will have beds to 
accommodate three people, but three separate beds cannot 
be guaranteed. If there are only two beds, a roll-away may 
be requested but cannot be guaranteed. The additional bed, 
if available, is often a roll-away bed put in for the night, or a 
convertible sofa bed. Some hotels do not offer triple rooms. 
When a triple room is not available, hotels in some cases may 
provide one twin-bedded room and one single room.

52.   Payment for a single supplement ensures your own room, 
not necessarily a twin-bedded room. Single rooms in hotels 
are generally smaller in size and may be less conveniently 
located. On overnight ferries, single cabins may not be 
available or are limited and singles may be asked to share. On 
cruises, staterooms are subject to change and are finalised 
upon embarkation.

53.   Accommodations outside your home country may not 
accommodate wheelchairs or be wheelchair accessible. See 
the TRAVELLERS WHO NEED SPECIAL ASSISTANCE ON TOUR 
AND/OR CRUISES clause below.

54.   Room and bed preferences are not guaranteed.

55.   Check-in times vary worldwide; The Company cannot control 
or guarantee check-in times.

56.   Air-conditioning in hotels is not guaranteed and is dependent 
upon local and national laws and regulations. Though hotels 
may have air-conditioning as a listed amenity, the usage of 
air-conditioning is often not available at night or in the off-
season. Other restrictions may apply. The Company has no 
control over air-conditioning restrictions and regulations.

57.   In the rare event included train or air services are unavailable, 
alternate services will be provided. Itinerary timings are 
approximate, and are subject to change.

INSECTICIDE
58.   Some countries may require aircraft cabin insecticide 

treatment for inbound foreign flights. For more information 
about aircraft disinfection requirements and a list of countries 
requiring disinfection of inbound flights, visit https://www.
transportation.gov/airconsumer/spray.

MEDICAL & HEALTH
59.   The Company does not employ medical personnel. The 

Company cannot guarantee the availability of medical 
facilities or for the quality of the care or services. Any medical 
attention you require while travelling with The Company must 
be sought through a local medical facility, if/ when available, 
for diagnosis. All related charges are at your expense.

60.   The Company reserves the right to remove or quarantine any 
passenger who shows signs of illness, or who poses a threat 
to the safety and health of other passengers. Removal or 
quarantine of passengers for any health, safety, or behaviour-
related assessment is at the sole discretion of The Company. 
Any costs incurred for medical assessments, diagnosis and/
or any other medically-related charges are your responsibility 
to pay and are due at time of services. Passengers will be 
allowed to rejoin The Company’s tour with confirmed medical 
certification from a licensed health practitioner indicating fit 
to travel without causing harm or posing a safety threat to 
other passengers.

MOTORCOACHES
61.   Globus follows a mandatory, daily seat rotation on 

motorcoaches. For the enjoyment of all passengers, you 
must adhere to the rules of the Tour Director regarding seat 
rotation. Alcohol consumption is not allowed on board Globus 
transportation.

62.   Many local laws require the use of seatbelts while travelling. 
When seatbelts are provided, you are responsible for wearing 
your seatbelt. The Company is not liable, nor are our service 
providers, for any injury, loss, damages, claims, or death 
resulting from any accident or incident if you were not 
wearing your seatbelt at the time of the accident or incident 
when the motorcoach is equipped with them.

NOT INCLUDED IN THE LAND/CRUISE HOLIDAY PRICE
63.   The following charges are not included in the land/cruise 

holiday price, unless otherwise noted: airfare to and from 
the start of your holiday; intra-holiday air, unless specified 
in the itinerary; fees and taxes; port taxes; airport transfers; 
passports; visas; vaccinations; tips to your Tour Director, 
Local drivers, Local Guides, and/or other ship personnel 
(unless otherwise noted in the specific itinerary pricing 
details); gratuities on ferries, trains, and cruise ships; 
laundry; telephone; minibar; alcohol, beverages, and food 
outside of the contracted Globus, Monograms, Cosmos or 
Avalon menu as presented at a hotel or restaurant or onboard 
your vessel (these extra items will be billed to you before 
leaving the hotel, ship, or restaurant); airport transfers; 
optional excursions; porterage at airports and train stations; 
insurance; and all other items of a personal nature.
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OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS
64.   Optional excursions (“the Services”) available for booking 

are provided by local operators or other third parties that are 
entirely independent of The Company and do not form any 
part of the product or services sold to you by The Company 
or of these Terms & Conditions, even where The Company 
suggests particular operators/other third parties and/
or assists you in booking such optional excursions. Your 
contract for such Services will be with the organiser or 
operator of that Service, and will be subject to its Terms & 
Conditions, which may contain exclusions or limitations of 
liability. The Company has no liability for any such optional 
excursion or for any act(s) or omission(s) of the organiser or 
operator or for any of its employees or agents or any other 
person(s) connected with the optional excursion.

65.   Any advice or assistance on or with any Service provided 
by any local representative does not mean or imply that the 
Service is sold, supervised, or controlled by The Company, or 
that any such advice or assistance is given on behalf of The 
Company. Holiday participants are asked to check with the 
operator of any optional excursion and the applicable Terms 
& Conditions before booking.

66.   For operational reasons, not all optional excursions listed in 
the itinerary, in print, online, or in Travel Documents may be 
available during your holiday. Your Tour Director will advise of 
availability while on the tour.

67.   Optional excursions may be purchased 90 days in advance 
of travel via MyAccount. Booking conditions apply (refer to 
MyAccount Terms & Conditions).

PHOTOGRAPHS & PICTURES
68.   Photographs or pictures appearing in this brochure or on The 

Company’s websites should be used solely as an indication 
of facilities and attractions. Actual facilities and attractions 
may vary according to itinerary. Maps shown on the holiday 
pages are current at the time of printing and may not reflect 
the actual routing should the itinerary change.

PRICE POLICY
69.   All holiday prices are based on rates (reflecting foreign 

exchange rates) known at the time of publication and 
expected to be in effect at the time of departure, and do not 
include airfare, except where noted on specific itineraries. 
Holiday prices are per person, based on double occupancy 
(two people sharing a room). Single room supplements 
and triple reductions are listed where applicable. Not all 
accommodation types are available on all holidays.

70.   Prices are subject to change without notice, subject to the 
guarantees set forth below.

71.   Once The Company has received your full land deposit for 
any cruise holiday, that land price is guaranteed and you 
are protected against any base land or cruise price increase 
due to currency surcharge. Any subsequent land or cruise 
cost increases are at The Company’s expense, not including 
energy cost increases and/or any government tax increases.

72.   Pricing for air-inclusive holidays, including those with intra 
holiday air, are guaranteed when The Company has received 
your full land plus air payment, as noted above; thus, any 
subsequent revisions made at your request are subject 
to airline-imposed change fees, cancellation fees, and/or 
changes in airfare price, which are your responsibility to pay.

73.   See above for holidays with itineraries noted “subject to 
change”.

REFUNDS
74.   Any request for refunds is subject to these Terms & 

Conditions; no refund will be made for unused services, 
for unused transportation where group activity tickets 
are involved, or for voluntary modifications made by the 
passenger. For Private Touring, changes made at your 
discretion en route to tour features or tour services (e.g. 
meals, included sightseeing, etc..) are not refundable nor 
exchangeable for other services. Airport transfers are 
complimentary with air booked through Globus on qualifying 
flights and dates. Customers not using the included transfer 
will not be given a cash equivalent or holiday price reduction.

REVISIONS & REVISION FEES
75.   In addition to any airline-imposed change fees, a fee of 

$30 per person will be charged by The Company for any 
alteration or revision made to a reservation after deposit is 
received. Any revision to a booking, including but not limited 
to flight cancellations or name changes, may result in the 
loss of confirmed airline reservations or increased airfare, 
which will be payable by you. Additional airline and hotel 
charges may also apply and may be up to 100% of the full 
price.

76.   Intra-holiday air and hotel penalties may also apply to 
alterations or revisions to a booking, and may be up to 100% 
of the full price.

77.   A change of traveller name, holiday date, or itinerary within 
final payment will be treated as a full cancellation and new 
reservation; holiday and airfare cancellation fees, as above, 
apply.

SAFETY
78.   Be aware that during your participation on holiday operated 

by The Company, certain risks and dangers may arise 
beyond our control, including but not limited to: the hazards 
of travelling in undeveloped areas; travel by boat, train, 
automobile, aircraft, or other means of transportation; forces 
of nature; political unrest; acts of lawlessness or terrorism; 
and accident or illness in remote regions without means 
of rapid evacuation or medical facilities. The Company will 
not have liability regarding provision of medical care or 
the adequacy of any care that may be rendered. While The 
Company will use its best efforts to ensure that adequate 
measures are taken, by agreeing to participate in a holiday 
and/or optional excursions, you agree that you will hold 
The Company harmless regarding any provision of medical 
care or the adequacy of any care rendered. The Company 
is not responsible for such risks and dangers that may 
arise beyond our control. Payment of your deposit indicates 
you accept these risks and dangers and agree to hold The 
Company harmless for such.

79.   No weapons of any type are permitted on any services 
offered by The Company. This includes, but is not limited to, 
firearms, knives, mace, brace knuckles, and other weapons 
of any type.

SERVICE INQUIRIES AFTER THE HOLIDAY
80.   After returning from your holiday, if you wish to inquire about 

any services provided, please ensure that all correspondence 
relating to those services is received by Globus, Client 
Relations, Circuit Travel Pty Ltd. Any complaint or claim 
involving the holiday services offered in the Globus brochure 
or on the Globus website involving the negligence of any 
suppliers, sub- contractors, or agents in relation to any 
service provided to the holiday participant must be notified to 
Tour/Cruise Director immediately while on holiday or within 
30 days of the holiday completion, except where such time 
limitations are prohibited by law.

SMOKING & ILLEGAL DRUGS
81.   Smoking is not allowed on transportation that is exclusively 

provided by Globus. On cruise ships, smoking is restricted 
to certain areas of the vessel. Smoking includes cigarettes, 
e-cigarettes, cigars, e-cigars or any other smoking device.

82.   Many hotels, restaurants, and other venues are smoke-free 
or have non-smoking regulations in public spaces. Smoking 
may be restricted to certain areas or not allowed. You are 
responsible to abide by all third-party smoking policies.

83.   Hotels may impose a 100% non-smoking policy. If you 
require a smoking room, a request may be submitted, but we 
cannot guarantee availability.

84.   Any carriage or possession of illegal drugs will result in 
immediate termination of the Globus holiday. You are 
responsible for knowing and observing the licensing laws for 
drug possession for all countries and states you are visiting. 
Repatriation is at your expense.

TOUR CANCELLATIONS
85.   The Company reserves the right to cancel or reschedule 

any holiday departure for any reason, including insufficient 
demand or force majeure (see section 44 above). If a 
holiday is cancelled prior to departure, The Company’ only 
responsibility will be to refund the amount received for the 
reservation. The Company will try to rebook the same holiday 
with a different departure date, or a similar holiday, but there 
is no guarantee of availability of offering. For air inclusive 
holidays, The Company will try to confirm air schedules for 
the selected new dates, subject to availability. Globus cannot 
assume responsibility for any additional costs or any fees 
relating to the issuance and/or cancellation of air tickets or 
other travel arrangements not made through The Company.

TRANSFERS
86.   Unless otherwise specified, transfers arranged by The 

Company are provided by independent transportation 
suppliers and are group transfers operated by motorcoach 
and may have pre-set departures times. The Company 
is not responsible for flight delays, delays in immigration 
or customs, delays due to lost baggage, or delays for any 
reason beyond our control if you miss your transfer. Missed 
transfers are non-refundable.

TRAVEL DOCUMENTS
87.   Travel Documents, including e-ticket itineraries, are available 

approximately four weeks prior to departure provided full 
payment, emergency contact details, travel insurance 
information and passport or government-issued ID used for 
travel information (when required) have been received, and 
passengers have acknowledged the Globus family of brands 
Terms and Conditions, via their customer MyAccount. If 
available, additional service charges and/or shipping fees 
will be required for printed documents, documents requested 
early, early air ticketing, alternate delivery options (including 
delivery to multiple addresses), and for any delivery 
overseas. Expedited delivery charges are required for 
reservations made within 45 days of the commencement of 
services. Charges will be quoted at time of reservation and/
or request. Escapes by Globus documents are only available 
electronically.

TRAVELLING WITH CHILDREN
88.   Due to heightened security, many countries have adopted 

practices to prevent international abductions of children. If 
a person under the age of 18 years will be travelling with an 
adult other than his/her parents, or with only one parent, 
it is recommended that a notarised letter be written by the 
parents, or non-travelling parent, granting authorisation to 
travel, including the dates of travel. We suggest that you also 
contact the appropriate consulate and airlines because they 
may have additional requirements or recommendations. 

TRAVELLERS WHO NEED SPECIAL ASSISTANCE ON TOUR AND/
OR CRUISES
89.   You must report to The Company any disability requiring 

special attention while on tour or on cruise at the time the 
reservation is made. The Company will make reasonable 
efforts to accommodate the special needs of disabled 
passengers, but is not responsible in the event it is unable 
to do so nor responsible for any denial of services by air 
carriers, hotels, restaurants, or other independent suppliers. 
The Company does not provide personal services (such as 
pushing a wheelchair, assisting with walking, etc.) and The 
Company does not provide individual assistance to a tour 
or cruise participant for walking, dining, getting on and off 
coaches, cruise ships, and other vehicles, or other personal 
needs. A qualified and physically able companion should 
accompany passengers who need such assistance.

90.   If we are not notified at time of reservation of any disability 
requiring special attention, The Company reserves the right 
to cancel your booking or terminate your holiday if your 
special needs or disabilities are not suitable for the holiday, 
pose a threat to the health and safety of other participants or 
personnel on board the vessel, are incompatible with other 
passengers, or if you are not travelling with a companion 
who provides all the assistance you require. The Company 
will not refund or cover any costs or expenses incurred 
for cancellation, booking, or termination of the holiday. 
Cancellation penalties, as above, apply.

91.   Not all sightseeing stops/sites accommodate wheelchairs, 
and some locations and sightseeing activities require 
extensive standing, sitting, or walking—sometimes on 
unpaved or cobblestone streets. The Company will not 
refund or cover any cost or expense incurred for any missed 
activities due to a participant’s inability to fully participate 
with the group. Most transportation services, including the 
touring motorcoaches and cruise ships, are not equipped 
with wheelchair ramps. Although some of our ships have 
elevators, many of our small ships do not. Passengers 
requiring ship elevators should inquire before making 
reservations.

92.   Motorised scooters and motorised wheelchairs are not 
permitted on Globus tours. Arrangements cannot be made 
to carry or use these on tour or cruise and if you bring 
one, you will be asked to make alternate arrangements for 
transporting the scooter to your end destination at your 
expense.

93.   Dietary requests and preferences must be provided to Globus 
at the time of booking. Generally, special dietary or meal 
requests cannot be processed and are subject to availability 
at the hotel or venue. There is no guarantee of availability, 
and there may be an additional charge associated with such 
request, which is payable by you at time of service.

HOLIDAY ACCEPTANCE
94.   Acceptance on the holiday is subject to presentation of your 

Tour/Cruise Member Certificate, which details the services 
you have purchased from The Company and which will be 
available in your final Travel Documents.

VISAS & PASSPORTS
95.   It is your responsibility to verify all visa and passport 

requirements necessary for your holiday. You are responsible 
for obtaining independently and paying for all visas and entry 
documents, for meeting all health and other requirements, 
and for any documents required by the laws, regulations, 
orders, and/or requirements of the countries you will visit. 
The Company cannot accept liability for any passenger 
refused entry on any transport or into any country due to 
failure of the passenger to carry correct documentation or 
adhere to specific entry and exit requirements.

96.   You must have a passport to travel internationally. Most 
countries require that the passport be valid for at least 
six (6) months beyond the conclusion of your trip. It is 
recommended you have a minimum of three blank pages 
in your passport when travelling. Multiple-entry visas are 
required for some holidays. The process of obtaining a visa 
and/or passport can take up to three months or more.

WAIVERS
97.   During the course of your cruise, tour, or excursion, you 

may encounter the opportunity to participate in additional, 
optional activities that are provided by independent third-
party suppliers. The suppliers of those optional services may 
render those services subject to separate and additional 
terms and conditions, or may require you to execute 

additional documents, waivers, or releases. It is understood 
that any assumptions of liability, waivers, or releases that 
are part of the suppliers’ terms and conditions or that are 
required by those independent suppliers will also inure to the 
benefit of Circuit Travel Pty Ltd, Avalon Waterways, Globus, 
Cosmos and Monograms.

WI-FI
98.   Wi-Fi connectivity on transportation provided by The 

Company (for tours where Wi-Fi is available on the 
motorcoach) is provided by an independent third party with 
separate Terms & Conditions of usage and acceptance 
thereof. These can be found online or will be made available 
upon request. Wi-Fi connectivity is not always guaranteed, 
and is often may be disrupted, unavailable, and slower on 
board than you are accustomed.

RESPONSIBILITY
99.   Circuit Travel Pty Ltd, is an independent company (“The 

Company”) licensed to market and distribute travel 
products under the Avalon Waterways, Globus, Cosmos, 
and Monograms brand names, and arrange for the holiday 
services offered on this website, including transportation, 
sightseeing, and accommodations through independent 
contracts.

100.   Subject to clauses 64 - 65 above, The Company is 
responsible for providing the services described in this 
brochure, including arranging transportation, sightseeing, 
and accommodation as described. All references to The 
Company include its agents and employees.

101.   Air carriers, accommodations, and other suppliers (including 
but not limited to trains, cruises, ferries, motorcoaches, 
hotels, and restaurants) providing services are independent 
contractors and are not agents, employees, servants, or joint 
venturers of The Company or its affiliates. From time-to-
time, and for the purpose of identifying those independent 
third-party suppliers of services as the provider of a 
component or part of a Globus tour, cruise or package, some 
or all of those entities may utilise the name “Globus” on 
promotional media, signage, or attire. Although you may see 
the name “Globus” on vehicles, signs, apparel, or elsewhere 
during your cruise, tour, or excursion, its use by third-party 
suppliers is solely for the purpose of identification and does 
not represent or signify in any way ownership, management, 
supervision, or control by The Company of services that 
are provided by independent third party suppliers or of 
the employees, servants, or agents of the third-party 
suppliers. All certificates and other Travel Documents for 
services issued by The Company are subject to the Terms 
& Conditions specified by the supplier, which are available 
upon request, and to the laws of the countries in which the 
services are supplied.

102.   The international carriage of passengers is subject to 
international conventions and treaties. These international 
conventions and treaties limit and, in some events, exclude 
the carrier’s liability to travellers. Where any claim or part of 
a claim (including those involving death or personal injury) 
concerns or involves any travel arrangements (including 
the process of getting on or off the transport concerned) 
provided by any air, sea, inland waterways, rail, or road 
carrier or any stay in a hotel, The Company’s maximum 
liability is the maximum which would be payable by the 
carrier or the hotel keeper concerned under the applicable 
international convention or treaty applicable to the travel 
arrangements or hotel stay. International conventions and 
treaties that may apply include: the Montreal Convention 
(1999), the Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules 
Relating to International Carriage by Air, signed at Warsaw, 
12 October 1929 (the Warsaw Convention), the Warsaw 
Convention as amended at The Hague on 28 September 
1955 and the Warsaw Convention as amended at The 
Hague and by Additional Protocol No. 1, 2 or 4 of Montreal 
(1975) and the EU Regulation on Air Carrier Liability for air 
carriers with an operating license granted by an EU country, 
in relation to air travel; the Berne Convention for rail travel; 
Athens Convention 1974 for carriage by sea; the Geneva 
Convention for carriage by road and the Paris Convention 
1962 for hotels.

103.   Booking and payment for a tour shall constitute agreement 
and acceptance by the passenger of these terms and 
conditions which cannot be varied except in writing by an 
officer of The Company.

104.   After departure, if the services included in the holiday cannot 
be supplied, or there are changes in an itinerary for reasons 
beyond the control of The Company, The Company will 
arrange for the provision of comparable services wherever 
possible. Any resulting additional expense will be payable by 
travellers and any resulting savings will be refunded by The 
Company to travellers.

105.   The Company reserves the right to accept or reject any 
person as a traveller, to expel any traveller from the holiday, 
to make changes in the itinerary whenever The Company 
deems it necessary for the comfort, convenience, or 
safety of travellers, and to cancel a holiday at any time in 
accordance with operational requirements or circumstances 
beyond its control.

106.   Notwithstanding anything contained in these conditions, 
The Company shall continue to be subject to any guarantees 
provided by the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 and the 
Australian Consumer Law (the Act) if and to the extent that 
the Act is applicable to these conditions and prevents the 
exclusion, restriction and modification of such guarantees.

107.   The Company excludes all liability including liability for any 
loss, damage, costs and expenses whatsoever (including 
personal injury, death, and property loss) that may arise in 
connection with or arising out of your holiday and liability 
under implied conditions, and warranties and guarantees 
except any guarantees, the exclusion of which would cause 
this Clause to be void, such guarantees being referred to in 
these conditions as “non-excludable guarantees”.

108.  The Company limits its liability to you for breach of any 
nonexcludable guarantees to the supplying of the service 
again or the payment of the cost of having the service 
supplied again, as determined by The Company.

109.   You agree that neither The Company nor its affiliates shall be 
liable for any damage, loss (including personal injury, death, 
and property loss) or expense occasioned by any act or 
omission of any Supplier providing services, or of any insurer 
or insurance administrator, or of any other person.

110.   Legal proceedings against The Company may be instituted 
only in a court within the State of New South Wales, and 
any claim involved in such proceedings shall be decided in 
accordance with the laws of the State of New South Wales. 
Neither The Company nor any affiliate shall in any case 
be liable for other than compensatory damages, and you 
hereby waive any right to punitive or aggravated damages. 
No person, other than an authorised representative of The 
Company by a document in writing, is authorised to vary, 
add, or waive any term or condition in this brochure website, 
including any term or condition set forth in the preceding 
provisions.

TRADE NAME
GLOBUS and EVERY JOURNEY TELLS A STORY, are trade and 
service marks owned and/or applied for and/or registered by Globus 
Gateway Ltd. Inc., in the Australian Trademark Registry and in other 
global jurisdictions. Circuit Travel Pty Ltd., is an authorised user of 
the trade and service marks GLOBUS and EVERY JOURNEY TELLS A 
STORY owned by Globus Gateway Ltd. Inc.

HONG KONG & MACAU 
Travel Resources Limited
2/F Yes & Right House 
1-3 Mody Road 
Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon
Tel: +852 2870 8755 
Fax: +852 2870 8777 
Email: info@globus.com.hk 
Web: globustours.com.hk

INDONESIA 
P.T. Abdi Perwakilan Global
Jalan Batutulis Raya  
no. 2A 2nd Floor  
Jakarta 10120, Indonesia
Tel: +62 21 386 2727 
Fax: +62 21 350 2727 
Email: info@globusindonesia.co.id 
Web: globus.co.id

JAPAN 
Amphitryon Japan Co, Ltd.
7F Ai Bldg 
5-11-3 Ueno Taito-ku 
Tokyo 110-0005, Japan
Tel. 03-3832-8411 
Fax 03-3832-8335 
Email: globus@amphitryon.co.jp 
Web: globus.jp

KOREA 
BMG Tour
#606 Doosan  
Weave,81,  
Sambong-ro, Jongno-gu,  
Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel: +82 2 730 6271 
Fax: +82 2 737 7454 
Email: maya@globuskorea.com 
Web: globustours.co.kr

MALAYSIA 
Sedunia Travel Services Sdn Bhd
Level 13, Menara Genesis 
33 Jalan Sultan Ismail 
50250 Kuala Lumpur 
Malaysia
Tel: +603 2142 0222 
Fax: +603 2141 6132 
Email: globus@seduniatravel.com 
Web: globus.com.my

PHILIPPINES 
The Baron Travel Corporation
3/F PCCI Corporate Centre 
118 L.P. Leviste Street 
Salcedo Village, Makati City 
1227 Philippines
Tel: +63 2 817 4926 
Fax: +63 2 817 6694 
Email: ftd@barontravel.com.ph 
Web: globus.com.ph

SINGAPORE 
Scenic Travel Pte Ltd
151 Lorong Chuan 
#04-08 New Tech Park (Lobby H) 
Singapore 556741
Tel: +65 6226 3611 
Fax: +65 6226 2625 
Email scenic-sales@globaltravel.com.sg 
Web: globustours.com.sg

SOUTH AFRICA, NAMIBIA, 
BOTSWANA, ZIMBABWE & 
MOZAMBIQUE 
Perfect Destinations
Unit BHF2B, Block H, Sable Square 
Cnr Bosmansdam Rd & Ratanga Rd, 
Cape Town 7441
Tel: 021 250 0750 
Email: globus@perfectdestinations.co.za 
Web: globustours.co.za

TAIWAN 
Energy Express
2F, No.58 Taiyuan Road 
Datong Dist., Taipei City, Taiwan
Tel: +886 2 2555 3055 
Fax:  +886 2 2555 0669 
Email: service@energyx.com.tw 
Web: globus.com.tw

THAILAND, CAMBODIA,  
LAOS & MYANMAR (BURMA) 
Siam Express Travel Services
Outbound Department 
485/8-10, 2nd-3rd Floor, Silom Road, 
Silom, Bangrak, Bangkok 10500 
Thailand
Tel: +66 2 238 4412 
Fax: +66 2 635 3950 
Email: gsa@siamexpress.com 
Web: globus.in.th

VIETNAM 
Star Travel
96 Tran Hung Dao, District 1, 
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Tel: +84 28 39 201 201 
Fax: +84 28 39 207 967 
Email: globus@startravel.vn 
Web: globus.com.vn
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Brochure Code: GMD20–GO

Ask an expert to help you select the right holiday 
and make all travel arrangements for you. Your Travel Agent:

For more information or to book visit 
globusfamily.com
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